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REVIEW PAPER 

THE BEHAVIOUR OF FAST IONS 
IN TOKAMAK EXPERIMENTS 

W.W. HEIDBRINK 
University of California, 
Irvine, California, 
United States of America 

G.J. SADLER 
JET Joint Undertaking, 
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom 

ABSTRACT. Fast ions with energies significantly larger than the bulk ion temperature are used to heat 
most tokamak plasmas. Fast ion populations created by fusion reactions, by neutral beam injection and by 
radiofrequency (RF) heating are usually concentrated in the centre of the plasma. The velocity distribution of 
these fast ion populations is determined primarily by Coulomb scattering; during wave heating, perpendicular 
acceleration by the RF waves is also important. Transport of fast ions is typically much slower than thermal 
transport, except during MHD events. Intense fast ion populations drive collective instabilities. Implications for 
the behaviour of alpha particles in future devices are discussed. 

CONTENTS. 1. INTRODUCTION. 2. THE ORIGIN O F  FAST IONS: 2.1. Fusion reactions; 2.2. Neutral 
beam injection; 2.3. Radiofrequency heating: 2.3.1. Ion cyclotron range of frequencies; 2.3.2. Lower hybrid 
band. 3. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION: 3.1. Coulomb scattering: 3.1 .1 .  Deceleration; 3.1.2. Pitch angle scat- 
tering; 3.1.3. Energy diffusion; 3.2. Acceleration: 3.2.1. Low frequency electric fields; 3.2.2. ICRF waves; 3.2.3. 
Lower hybrid waves; 3.3. Loss terms. 4. CONFINEMENT: 4.1. Drift orbits; 4.2. Toroidal field ripple; 4.3.  
Fluctuation induced transport; 4.4. Resonant losses; 4.5. Transport by non-resonant MHD instabilities. 5. COL- 
LECTIVE EFFECTS: 5.1. Internal kink modes; 5.2. AlfvCn waves and ballooning modes; 5.3. Ion cyclotron and 
lower hybrid instabilities. 6. CONCLUSIONS. APPENDIX: Fast ion diagnostics. LIST OF SYMBOLS AND 
ACRONYMS. REFERENCES. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Tritium experiments in tokamaks have begun [l]. 
In the next few years, large alpha particle popula- 
tions produced in deuterium-tritium (D-T) fusion 
reactions are expected in JET and TFTR. How will 
these alpha particles behave? Will they thermalize 
classically? Will they create hot spots on the vacuum 
vessel walls? Will they drive collective instabilities? 

Although definitive answers to these questions 
must await D-T experiments, much is already known 
about the likely behaviour of the alpha particles. 
Alpha particles are a type of fast ion. A typical 
tokamak contains electrons, ions of various species 
and charge states, and neutrals. Except near the 
edge of the plasma, the velocity distribution function 
of most of these particles is described by a shifted 
Maxwellian distribution function characterized by a 
rotation velocity Vj, a temperature Tj and a den- 
sity nj. In general, the parameters V j ,  Tj and nj  

depend on the species j of the particle and upon 
position. In addition to  thermal particles, most toka- 
maks contain a population of ions that have energies 
much larger than the thermal ion temperature and 
whose velocities do not conform to a Maxwellian dis- 
tribution. These ‘fast’ ions execute orbits that are 
much larger than those of thermal particles (Fig. 1); 
quantitatively, the fast ion gyroradius p f  is much 
larger than the thermal ion or electron gyroradii: 
pf >> pi >> p e .  The speed wf of fast ions is usually 
intermediate between the thermal electron and ion 
speeds, we >> wf >> vi. Because of the large excursions 
of their orbits and their high speeds, fast ions interact 
differently with the plasma and with electromagnetic 
fields than thermal particles do. A goal of fast ion 
studies is to  understand the effect of these interac- 
tions on the fast ion distribution function f ( v ,  T, t )  
and, in turn, to  understand the effect of the fast ion 
population upon the background plasma. 
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FIG. 1. Poloidal projection of different types of fast  ion orbits, calculated for  9 M e V  
protons in T F T R  [280]. The overlapping loops are caused by the relatively large 
gyromotion in the toroidal magnetic field. A line drawn through the centre of the 
orbit is the trajectory of the guiding centre. The trajectory of the guiding center, 
which is  known as the drift orbit, depends upon the orientation of the velocity vector 
relative to  the magnetic field. This  orientation is often denoted by the pitch angle x i  
where x = cos vII/v. Drift orbits are grouped into two categories: trapped or passing. 
Passing or circulating particles travel in one toroidal direction only; examples of these 
orbits are illustrated in the upper two panels. Passing orbits are further distinguished 
by the sign of their toroidal velocity; co-going orbits circulate in the darection of the 
plasma current and counter-going orbits circulate anti-parallel to  the current. I n  
contrast, the direction of toroidal motion of trapped particles reverses at  the turning 
points, where the velocity parallel to  the magnetic field vanishes. Trapped particle 
orbits are also called banana orbits. A final class of orbits, the pinch orbits, do 
not  encircle the magnetic axis. Fast ion drift orbits are discussed in more detail in 
Section 4.1. 

Experimental studies of fast ions in tokamaks 
span a period of more than two decades. In this 
review, we attempt to make reference to all the 
measurements published in archival journals between 
1970 and 1992 that relate to the physics of fast ions 
in tokamaks. Many laboratory reports and papers 
that appear in conference proceedings are also cited. 
Approximately 200 papers are based upon fusion 
product measurements, approximately 150 upon 
neutral particle analysis and the remainder ( N 80) 

rely upon various other diagnostic techniques. Papers 
that discuss instabilities that are excited by fast 
ions are referenced, but other effects of the fast 
ion population on the background plasma are not 
included. 

racies are usually the ones assigned by the original 
authors. Unfortunately, many papers contain no 
error analysis. For some of these works, we have 
estimated the random error from the published data. 

The review is primarily descriptive. Quoted accu- 
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Briefer reviews of aspects of the subject include 
papers on alpha particle physics by Thomas [2] and 
by Furth et al. [3], a 1977 review of neutral beam 
driven tokamak fusion reactors by Jassby [4] and a 
paper on fast ion stabilization of the sawtooth insta- 
bility by Porcelli [5]. Although our review of the 
physics of fast ion experiments is comprehensive, our 
treatments of theoretical work and of diagnostics are 
cursory. Theoretical work is only cited when it elu- 
cidates the observations. Theoretical reviews include 
the 1980 paper by Kolesnichenko [6] and portions of 
the 1989 textbook by White [7]. Reviews of tokamak 
diagnostics include the book by Hutchinson [8], the 
paper by Orlinskij and Magyar [9], and the article by 
Stott [lo]. For the reader unfamiliar with tokamaks, 
Wesson's book [ll] gives a concise introduction. 

The review is organized as follows. Readers unfa- 
miliar with fast ion diagnostics should begin with 
the Appendix, which introduces the terminology of 
charge exchange and fusion product measurements. 
In Section 2, the principal methods of generating fast 
ions are presented: fusion reactions (Section 2.1), 
neutral beam injection (Section 2.2) and radiofre- 
quency (RF) heating (Section 2.3). This section 
includes phenomenological descriptions of the vari- 
ous fast ion populations. The velocity distribution of 
fast ions is determined by the competition between 
Coulomb scattering (Section 3.1) and various acceler- 
ation (Section 3.2) and loss (Section 3.3) mechanisms. 
Next, the effect of the plasma upon the confinement 
of fast ions is considered (Section 4). In Section 5,  
the effect of intense fast ion populations upon plasma 
stability is discussed. In the final section (Section 6), 
the implications of the results for future alpha par- 
ticle experiments are discussed and suggestions for 
future work are given. 

Except where noted, SI units are employed. 

2. ON THE ORIGIN OF FAST IONS 

In tokamaks, fast ions are generated by fusion 
reactions, by injection of neutral beams, and by RF 
acceleration. This section summarizes the observed 
properties of each of these sources. Fast ions created 
in nuclear or atomic reactions have a well defined ini- 
tial energy (or 'birth' energy), while fast ions gener- 
ated by RF heating do not. For fast ions with a birth 
energy, this section focuses on the initial velocity dis- 
tribution; the subsequent development of the velocity 
distribution function is discussed in Section 3. For 
fast ions generated by RF, phenomenological descrip- 
tions of the various sources are given. The physics of 
RF heating is discussed in Section 3.2. 

The three main sources of fast ions are compared 
qualitatively in Table I. 

2.1. Fusion reactions 

The four main fusion reactions in tokamak plasmas 
are: 

d + d -+ 0.82 MeV 3He + 2.45 MeV n (la) 
d t d -+ 1.01 MeV t t 3.02MeVp ( lb)  
d t 3He -+ 3.71 MeV a 4- 14.64 MeV p (IC) 
d -t t -+ 3.56 MeV Q t 14.03 MeV n (Id)  

The more compact nuclear physics notation 
2( 1, 3)4, where particles 1, 2, 3, 4 are the projectile, 
target and products, respectively, is often employed. 
The fusion reaction rates depend on the nuclear cross- 
sections and on the density and velocity distributions 
of the reactants. The cross-sections for the principal 
fusion reactions are illustrated in Fig. 2. Improved 
fits to the measured cross-section data were recently 
published [la]. 

TABLE I. PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF FAST IONS 

Source Physical Spatial Angular Initial 
mechanism distribution distribution energy 

Fusion Nuclear Centrally Nearly Eq. (5) 
reactions reactions peaked isotropic' 

Neutral beam Charge exchange, Depends upon Anisotropic Injection 
injection electron impact energy and (depends upon energies 

ionization line density injection angle) 

ICRF minority Cyclotron Peaked near Anisotropic - 
heating damping resonance (perpendicular) 

layer 

'Not accurately measured. 
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FIG. 2. Fusion reaction cross-sections. In triton burnup neasumnents,  1 MeV 
tritons produced in d ( d ,  p)t  fusion reactions slow down through the peak of the 
d(t, n)a cross-section and produce 14 MeV neutrons. In  3He burnup measurements, 
0.8 MeV 3He ions produced in d ( d ,  n)3He fusion reactions slow down through the 
peak of the ~ l (~He ,p )cu  cross-section and produce 15 MeVprotons. 

In principle, tokamak measurements could test 
nuclear theory but, in practice, the nuclear cross- 
sections are assumed valid and fusion product mea- 
surements are used t o  infer the properties of the 
react ants. 

unit volume) is given by 
The fusion emissivity s (reactions per second per 

s ( r )  = n1(r)n2(7-) // fl(Wl;T)f2(W2;T)0.dWl dv2 

(2) 

where n1, n2, fi and f 2  are the densities and velocity 
distribution functions of the reacting particles, 0 
is the reaction cross-section, and U is the relative 
velocity, 3 It72 - v11. The average value of the 
reactivity (0.) is defined as 

(0.) = / / ovfif2 dvi  dv2 (3) 

Three types of reactions are distinguished. If the dis- 
tribution functions of both reactants are Maxwellian, 
the reactions are termed thermonuclear. In this case 
the reactivity [la] is only a function of temperature. 
If a fast ion population interacts with a thermal dis- 
tribution, the reactions are termed beam-plasma. If 
the energy of the fast ions is much greater than the 
plasma temperature, the reactivity depends rather 

weakly upon the ion temperature. If both reactants 
are non-Maxwellian, the reactions are termed beam- 
beam. For this case the full integral (Eq. (3)) must be 
evaluated numerically. 

The total thermonuclear 2.5 MeV neutron emission 
from the d(d, n)3He reaction is found by integrating 
Eq. (21, 

(4) S = / Znh(ov) 1 d r  

where TLD is the deuterium density. Measurements 
of the thermonuclear neutron emission have been 
performed on most tokamaks. Many studies of the 
scaling of the emission with plasma parameters have 
been reported 113-191. The effect of the sawtooth 
instability on the total thermonuclear emission has 
been studied by many authors [20-241, with the most 
complete study being the one by Lovberg et al. [23]. 
The most common use of thermonuclear neutron 
measurements is to  infer the ion temperature through 

'For reactions between particles of the same population, 
Eq. (2) needs to be multiplied by a factor of a half in order to 
avoid double counting of the particles in the integrals. Also, 
care must be taken to use the cross-section for the d(d, n)3He 
branch alone in evaluating (m) (some compilations report the 
total d-d reactivity). 
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FIG. 3. Neutron emission profile measured during Ho 3 DS 
neutral beam injection into P L T  [29]. The profile was obtained 
by measuring recoil proton tracks in nuclear emulsion foils; the 
vertical error bars are due to counting statistics and the hori- 
zontal error bars are determined by the angular bins employed in 
counting the tracks. The shaded region is the expected emissaon 
profile based on a neoclassical calculation of the ion temperature 
profile. The profile is very narrow compared with the plasma 
minor radius of 40 cm. 

the dependence of (0.) upon x; comparisons of this 
diagnostic technique with other measurements of Ti 
for many devices are reported in Ref. [25]. Alter- 
natively, when Ti is measured by other diagnostics, 
measurements of the total thermonuclear emission 
are used to infer the deuterium density 7 2 ~  [26-281. 

Since both the density and the temperature usu- 
ally peak on axis, the radial profile of thermonuclear 
reactions peaks very strongly on axis. This expec- 
tation was first confirmed on PLT during hydrogen 
beam injection into a deuterium plasma (KO -+ Dt) 
[as]. The measured profile (Fig. 3) shows that virtu- 
ally all the fusion reactions occur in the inner half of 
the plasma. Subsequent measurements on PLT using 
3 MeV protons (from the d(d, p)t branch) also found 
very steep gradients in the emission profile [30-321. 
On JET,  horizontal and vertical neutron cameras per- 
mit two dimensional reconstructions of the emissivity 

I Measured neutron energy spectra 

(I) 

3 
2 
8 

50 

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
NEUTRON ENERGY (MeV) 

FIG. 4 .  Deuterium-deuterium neutron spectra measured with 
a vertically viewing tame of flight spectrometer a t  JET [do]: A ,  
thermonuclear spectrum from a plasma heated by R F  power; B, 
spectrum dominated by beam-plasma and  beam-beam reactions 
during injection of -80 ke V deuterium beams; C, broad spec- 
trum from a plasma with deuteraum beam aons that are further 
accelerated by R F  heatang (ancluddng some neutrons from 
’ ~ ( d ,  n)’OB reactions). 

profile [33-371. The full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of the profile is 0.7-1.1 m in ohmically 
heated discharges [35], which is much smaller than 
the horizontal plasma diameter of -2.5 m. 

The birth energies of fusion products listed in 
Eq. (1) are only nominal values. For a reaction 
2( 1, 3)4, the energy of particle 3 using non-relativistic 
kinematics2 is 

(8 t K )  m4 

m3 t m4 
E3 = 

where Q is the energy released by the fusion reaction, 
K = %m1m2v2/(m1 t m2) is the relative kinetic 
energy of the reactants, w = w1 - w 2  is the relative 
velocity, V = (mlwl t m2w2)/(m1 t mz) is the 
centre of mass velocity and cp is the angle between 
V and the centre of mass velocity of particle 3. 

’For 15 MeV protons (which are the fastest fusion products), 
(v/c)’ = o(0.01). Of course, for reactions involving gamma 
rays, the full relativistic expression is needed. 
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The first term in Eq. (5), m4Q/(m3 t m4), is the 
nominal birth energy. Generally, the energy released 
in the reaction, Q, is much larger than the initial 
kinetic energy of the reactants, K ,  but, because 
the second term in Eq. (5) is generally of order m, large shifts in the nominal birth energies are 
possible, particularly for beam-beam and beam- 
plasma reactions. For thermonuclear reactions, the 
Doppler shifts and broadenings are more modest; for 
this case, the energy spread (FWHM) of the fusion 
reaction products is approximately proportional to 
f l  [38, 391. 

The energy spectrum of 2.5 MeV neutrons pro- 
duced in thermonuclear reactions has been measured 
on many tokamaks [16, 40-471. Figure 4 shows a 
representative thermonuclear spectrum from JET. 
As expected, the Doppler broadening is greater in 
plasmas with beam-plasma reactions than in plas- 
mas with thermonuclear reactions alone (Fig. 4). 
Thermonuclear energy spectra of 15 MeV protons 
[48, 491 and of 1 MeV tritons and 3 MeV protons 
[50-521 have also been measured. Beam-plasma neu- 
tron spectra have been measured during deuterium 
beam injection in ORMAK [53], PLT [42] and JET 
[40, 47, 541. The spectrum of 15 MeV protons dur- 
ing Do --f 3He heating is also rather broad [55, 561 
and the FWHM of 15 MeV protons produced by 
burnup3 of 0.8 MeV 3He ions is 2.5 MeV [49]. Sig- 
nificant Doppler broadenings are also observed in 
the spectra of escaping 3 MeV protons during lower 
hybrid heating [51, 57, 581. The largest energy dis- 
tortions are observed during ion cyclotron heating 
[48, 55, 56, 59, 601. In PLT, energy broadenings as 
large as -1 MeV were observed (Fig. 5); upshifts and 
downshifts of -1.5 MeV are observed in JET [60]. 
Examination of Eq. (5) indicates that the Doppler 
shift is nearly the same for both reaction products. 
Thus, the ‘3.7 MeV alphas’ produced in d(3He,cu)p 
reactions during RF heating can have energies that 
range from 2 to  5 MeV [61]. 

Another complication introduced by Doppler 
broadening (Eq. (5)) is that the fusion product distri- 
bution function need not be isotropic if the reactants 
are anisotropic (Fig. 5). The d-t and d-3He reactions 
are isotropic in the centre of mass frame, so devia- 
tions from isotropy appear in order m. The d-d 
reactions are anisotropic in the centre of mass frame 
[62-651, so even greater distortions are possible for 
the d-d reaction products. 

3The ‘burnup’ technique is described in the Appendix. 

540 

66 I I 

60 I C R F  

54 t 481 42 

13 14 15 16 17 
PROTON ENERGY (MeV) 

FIG. 5.  Spectrum of d(3He,p)cu protons produced by anisotropic 
3He ions in P L T  during 3He minority ICRF heating 1561. The 
proton spectrometer had a resolution of 0.5 MeV (full line 
width) and  was collimated to measure perpendicular protons 
(collimator F W H M  of 6.5’); the error bars indicate the counting 
statestics. The curve is the spectrum produced by a n  anisotropic 
perpendicular 3He beam with a maximum energy of 400 keV 
and a temperature of 30 keV. The data illustrate that the birth 
energy of fusion products can deviate significantly from the 
nominal birth energy (14.64 MeV in this case) and  that the 
birth distribution function can be anisotropic. 

A bulk rotation of the plasma has two effects on 
the creation of fusion products. One effect, which 
was observed on ASDEX [46, 661, is a Doppler shift 
in the birth energy. A second effect, observed during 
tangential neutral beam injection [46, 67-69], is a 
reduction in the beam-plasma reaction rate because 
the relative velocity between beam ions and thermal 
ions is r e d ~ c e d . ~  

The profiles of fusion products created in beam- 
plasma and beam-beam reactions depend upon the 
spatial distributions of beam and RF accelerated ions 
and are discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. 

2.2. Neutral  beam injection 

By undergoing a charge exchange or electron 
impact ionization reaction, an injected fast atom 
can ionize and become confined by the magnetic field. 
The probability of ionization depends upon the tem- 
perature, density and composition of the plasma and 
upon the energy and species of the atom. 

4The beam-plasma reactivity of trapped ions is enhanced 
by plasma rotation [67], however. 
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FIG. 6. Measured shine-through of 34 keV hydrogen beams 
versus line density nel for  two sources (a) and  for  four sources 
(0) in TFR [81]. Plasma heating of the calorimeter accounts 
for most of the experimental error; uncertainties in the density 
and  temperature profiles affect the theoretical calculations but 
were not  quantified. 

Hydrogenic beam injectors accelerate monotonic, 
diatomic and triatomic hydrogen ions, resulting in 
an injected beam that has three energy components 
(known as the full energy, the half energy and the 
third energy components, respectively). Because little 
energy is exchanged in charge transfer or electron 
impact reactions, beam ions are created with three 
distinct energies E b ,  Eb/2 and Eb/3, where Eb is the 
injector acceleration voltage. The fraction of ions in 
each component depends upon the properties of the 
particular s o u ~ c e . ~  

Ionization cross-sections and rates are compiled in 
Ref. [70]. Recent studies [71, 721 have re-examined 
various atomic cross-sections and reported results 
that deviate from those of older measurements 
[73-751. The cross-section can also be effectively 
enhanced by multistep ionization processes [76-781. 
In practice, the deposition profile of the injected neu- 
trals is calculated numerically with a computer code 
such as TRANSP [79, 801. 

The injected neutral beam is attenuated by ioniza- 
tion events. Measurements of the fraction of the 
beam that 'shines through' the plasma test the 
validity of the deposition calculations. Calorimeters 
mounted on the wall opposite one of the beam lines 
measured this beam shine-through in TFR [26, 811. 

'Helium beams, of course, have only a full energy 
component. 

3.9 4.0 4.1 4.2 
TIME (s) 

FIG. 7. Time evolution of the central electron density during 
deuterium beam injecteon of -100 Ice V neutrals into TFTR 
[83]. The histograms represent the increase in electron density 
calculated by TRANSP (estimated error &lo%).  The electron 
density is obtained by inversion of 10 channel interferometer 
data  and has a n  estimated absolute error of f1.5 x m-'. 

The results are shown in Fig. 6. The experimental 
shine-through is 15% less than that predicted using 
the older cross-section measurements [74, 751 but 
20% larger than that predicted with the multistep 
cross-sections. 

Measurements of a 30 keV helium beam on JT-60 
found that the measured shine-through is 4 0 %  less 
than that expected [82]. 

On TFTR [83], measurements of the central den- 
sity rise immediately following beam injection allowed 
an accurate test of beam deposition physics (Fig. 7). 
The data agree well with the calculations based 
upon the older cross-section measurements [73-751, 
although the authors conclude [83] that the new 
tabulations including multistep processes would also 
agree well. 

A different way to  study beam deposition is to  
measure the Doppler shifted Ha light emitted by the 
neutral beams. Measurements of hydrogen neutrals 
of energy -75 keV with a multichordal spectrometer 
in DIII-D [84] found better agreement with the data 
when multistep ionization processes [77] were incor- 
porated in the calculation. Data from JET agreed 
to  within N 15% with attenuation calculations that 
include multistep processes [85-871. 

Another test of beam deposition physics utilizes 
measurement of the profile of beam-plasma fusion 
reactions following a short beam pulse. For a suf- 
ficiently short neutral beam pulse, the beam ions 
created do not have time to thermalize or diffuse, so 
the fusion profile (Eq. (2)) only depends upon the 
nuclear cross-section crv, upon the deuterium density 
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FIG. 8. Profile of the line integrated 2.5 MeV neutron flux 
(measured by a multichannel neutron collimator) immediately 
following a PO ms, 4 0  keV deuterium beam pulse in TFTR 
[197]. The errors in the data are associated with counting 
statistics and  neutron scattering corrections; the theoretical 
error associated with uncertainties in ne and T, was not  quan- 
tified. The TRA N S P  calculation neglected multistep ionization 
processes. 

profile nD(r) and upon the beam deposition profile 
nb(r). The measured T F T R  profile and the profile 
calculated by TRANSP (using the old cross-section 
formulations [73-751) agree t o  within ~ 2 0 %  (Fig. 8). 

During steady state neutral beam injection, the 
profile of fusion reactions is affected by beam ion 
thermalization and diffusion as well as the deposition 
profile. Nevertheless, the measured and the computed 
profiles are consistent in all reported cases except one 
[88], including the d-d neutron profile in PLT [as], 
J E T  [54] and TFTR [88], the d-d proton profile in 
PLT [58], the d-t neutron profile in J E T  [l] and the 
d-3He proton profile in TFTR [89]. 

In summary, multistep calculations of beam depo- 
sition are accurate to  within ~ 2 0 % .  

2.3. Radiofrequency heating 

Fast ions are created by radio waves in two fre- 
quency bands: the ion cyclotron range of frequencies 
(ICRF) and the lower hybrid (LH) band. In this sec- 
tion, the characteristics of the fast ion populations 
observed during ICRF heating (Section 2.3.1) and LH 
heating (Section 2.3.2) are described and catalogued; 
detailed discussion of the mechanisms responsible for 
fast ion acceleration is deferred to  Section 3.2. An 
overview of RF  heating in tokamaks appears in the 
book by Golant and Fedorov [go]. 

2.3.1. Ion cyclotron range of frequencies 

The most energetic and most intense fast ion 
populations created by wave heating occur during 
ICRF heating of a plasma that coqtains a major- 
ity species (often deuterium) and a minority species 
(often hydrogen or 3He). The toroidal magnetic field 
is adjusted so that the frequency of the fast wave 
launched by the ICRF antenna resonates with the 
cyclotron frequency of the minority ions near the cen- 
tre of the plasma. (Because of the 1/R dependence of 
the tokamak toroidal field, the minority ions resonate 
with the wave at  a particular major radius known 
as the resonance layer.) The waves are launched 
from the low field side so that they encounter the 
resonance layer before they reach a mode conversion 
layer. In this heating regime, strong acceleration of 
the minority ions is observed. 

Fast ion populations during hydrogen minority 
heating were first observed on T-4 using a mass 
resolving charge exchange diagnostic [91-931. At low 
energies, the perpendicular hydrogen distribution 

I I I 
0 2 4 6 

ENERGY (keV) 
FIG. 9. Energy spectra of the charge exchange atoms of hydro- 
gen (circles) and deuterium (squares) in T-4 wath (solid sym- 
bols) and without (open symbols) RF heating 1911: (a)l reso- 
nance layer near magnetic axis (1.5 T); (b), resonance layer 
outside the plasma (2.1 T). 
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function was approximately a Boltzmann distribution 
but, at higher energies, there was a non-Maxwellian 
tail (Fig. 9). Proton tails during hydrogen minor- 
ity heating have been observed by neutral particle 
analysers on many tokamaks, including PLT [94-961, 
JIPP T-IIU [97], JFT-2 [98], TFR [99, 1001, ASDEX 
[101, 1021, JET [103, 1041, ALCATOR C [lo51 and 
TORE SUPRA [106]. 

On JET,  measurements of gamma rays produced 
in fusion reactions between energetic protons and 
oxygen impurity ions demonstrate the presence of 
protons with energies in excess of 7.5 MeV [60]. 
Fusion gammas produced in the d(p, reaction 
[lo71 and in reactions with carbon [54, 601 and beryl- 
lium [60] are also observed. The prominent 4.4 MeV 
line produced by reactions between energetic protons 
and carbon impurities is shown in Fig. 10. The data 
imply that about 1.5% of the protons inside the 0.5 m 
radius have energies above 5 MeV [54]. 

Although early measurements at relatively low 
power suggested that the hydrogen tail was isotropic 
[91-941, later work conclusively demonstrated that 
the distribution is anisotropic. Measurements of the 
angular distribution of the passive charge exchange 
flux in PLT [95] found strong peaking of the distri- 
bution at a particular analyser orientation (Fig. 11). 
The peak in the signal was produced by banana 
trapped protons that have their turning point in 
the resonance layer; presumably, these protons gain 
perpendicular energy in the resonance layer. Further 
support for this interpretation was obtained using 
a calorimeter probe at the plasma edge [108, 1091. 
The probe signal increased with increasing power and 
decreasing proton concentration and peaked at the 
angle that corresponds to  trapped ions with turning 
points in the resonance layer. 

Additional evidence that the energetic protons 
have their turning points near the resonance layer 
was obtained by scanning the resonance layer across 
the line of sight of a vertically viewing analyser 
in TFTR. The passive charge exchange signal of 
100 keV protons dropped two orders of magnitude 
when the layer was shifted ~ 0 . 2 0  m away from the 
analyser sightline [ 1101. The passive charge exchange 
data from a poloidal array of analysers on JET show 
the largest tail for the chord that views through the 
magnetic axis [103], suggesting that the hydrogen tail 
is concentrated in the plasma centre for central ICRF 
heating . 

The most convincing demonstration of the 
anisotropy of the proton distribution function is 
from comparisons of the perpendicular stored energy 

1000 c 2 " 
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FIG.  10. Gamma ray spectra measured during fast wave hydro- 
gen minority heating in J E T  1541. The solid spectrum is for  
ICRF heating alone, while the dashed spectrum is for  com- 
bined ICRF and deuterium neutral beam injection heating. The 
4.4 MeV line is produced by reactions between 
and  protons with energies greater than -5 MeV. The 3.1 MeV 
line and  the 3.6/3.8 MeV doublet are produced by reactions 
between impurities and  deuterons with energies greater than 
-0.8 MeV and -1.7 MeV, respectively. The spectrometer has a 
vertical view of the centre of the plasma. 

impurities 

FIG. 11. Proton flux fH a s  a function of spectrometer sightline 
for  three different energies during hydrogen minority ICRF 
heating in PLT [95]. The abscissa shows the tangency radius 
Rt,, of the horizontally viewing analyser. The peak an the 
signal is due to protons on banana orbits that have their turning 
point in the resonance layer. The outer leg of these orbits lie in  
the high neutral density region. 
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(from the plasma diamagnetism) and the equilibrium 
stored energy (from the vertical field). Measurements 
on J E T  [lll-113] and TEXTOR [114] show that 
most of the energy in the hydrogen tail distribution 
is in the perpendicular direction. 

when 3He is employed as the minority species. Most 
experiments employ deuterium as the majority 
species but, by using 4He majority plasmas, Ham- 
mett et al. increased the helium charge exchange 
rate, permitting measurements of an energetic 3He 
tail (up to  150 keV) with passive charge exchange in 
PLT [115]. In J E T  deuterium majority plasmas, dou- 
ble charge exchange reactions with impurities allowed 
observation of a 3He tail with energy ~1 MeV [116]. 
With deuterium as the majority species, d-3He fusion 
reactions occur in large numbers, as first demon- 
strated in PLT through detection of 15 MeV pro- 
tons [log, 1171. The da ta  imply 3He tail energies 
of 100-400 keV [55]. Spectroscopic measurements 
demonstrate [56] that the reacting 3He tail ions are 
strongly anisotropic (Fig. 5). The spatial distribution 
of the d-3He reactions was measured in PLT through 
detection of 3.7 MeV alpha particles [118]. The da ta  
show that most of the reactions occur within 8 cm of 
the resonance layer (Fig. 12), which implies that the 
energetic 3He tail ions that produce the reactions are 
also strongly concentrated in the plasma centre. 

Very energetic perpendicular tails are also observed 
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FIG. 12. Birth distribution of d ( 3 H e , p ) ~  reactions as  a func- 
tion of major radius during 3He minority ICRF heating in P L T  
[118]. The distribution is inferred from the pitch angle distribu- 
tion of escaping alpha particles measured using a nuclear track 
detector a t  the bottom of the machine. The ordinate is related 
to the number of tracks per angular bin and the abscissa is 
determined by tracing alpha particle guiding centre orbits back 
into the plasma. The data indicate that the d ( 3 H e , p ) ~  reactions 
occur near the 3He resonance layer. 

Fusion reaction measurements of the 3He tail 
have been extended to  higher tail energies on JET.  
Both the 15 MeV protons [48, 601 and the 16.6 MeV 
gamma rays from the weak d(3He, Y ) ~ L ~  branch 
[60, 112, 119-1251 are observed. The data sug- 
gest 3He tail temperatures in the range of 1 MeV 
[122, 1251 and a total fast energy content of 3He ions 
in excess of 1.4 MJ [60, 1251. Measurements of the 
15 MeV proton spectrum [48, 601 and of gamma rays 
produced in reactions with beryllium impurities [125] 
also indicate a very energetic 3He distribution. The 
depth profile of 3He embedded in wall samples implies 
energies in excess of ~3 MeV [l26]. 

When the resonance layer is moved 10 cm away 
from the sightline of the vertically viewing J E T  fusion 
gamma detector, the observed gamma ray intensity 
falls by a factor of 2.5 [121], which is consistent with 
the idea that most of the reactions are produced 
by 3He ions on trapped orbits which turn at  the 
resonance layer. 

On TFTR,  the 3He tail is studied through detec- 
tion of d-3He alpha particles by scintillators a t  the 
plasma edge [61]. The gyroradius distribution of the 
escaping alpha particles suggests a 3He tail temper- 
ature in the range of 0.4-0.8 MeV. The pitch angle 
distribution of the escaping alpha particles is consis- 
tent with a peaked d-3He reaction rate profile. 

Comparison of the stored energy derived from dia- 
magnetic loop data and the stored energy implied 
by the plasma equilibrium indicates that the 3He 
tail population is strongly anisotropic in JET 
[113, 120, 1221. 

In summary, when fast waves are launched from 
the low field side in a plasma with a resonant minor- 
ity species (either hydrogen or 3He), all of the avail- 
able measurements indicate that an energetic popu- 
lation of trapped ions is created within 10 cm of the 
resonance layer. 

Although the largest tails are created during 
minority heating, fast ion tails are also observed with 
other ICRF heating schemes. Fast waves launched 
from the high field side (inside) of the tokamak cre- 
ated perpendicular fast ion tails (measured with pas- 
sive charge exchange) in JFT-2 [127, 1281, ST  [129] 
and J IPP  T-IIU [130]. On JFT-2, the deuterium 
majority distribution function was distorted when 
the hydrogen concentration was 2-4% [128], while on 
J IPP  T-IIU a weak hydrogen tail was observed in 
the mode conversion regime (hydrogen concentration 
-30%) [130]. 
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FIG. 13. Perpendicular ion energy spectra from passive charge 
exchange during second harmonic heating an JT-60 [ lSS] .  The 
curve labelled He(H)2wc~ is from Q helium plasma with Q 

hydrogen concentration of -10%. The curve labelled 2WCH is 
from Q hydrogen plasma. The antenna straps were in the phase 
(01 0). 

As well as damping on a minority species at the 
fundamental frequency, fast waves launched from the 
low field outside the tokamak can be damped at the 
second harmonic of the cyclotron frequency. A dis- 
torted distribution function during second harmonic 
heating was first reported on PLT [log, 1311, and was 
subsequently measured on JFT-2 [98], ASDEX [lo21 
and JT-60 [132, 1331. The PLT studies employed 
active and passive charge exchange measurements 
in both the perpendicular and the parallel direc- 
tions [131] and 3 MeV proton measurements from 
the d(d, p)t fusion reaction [57]; the measurements 
showed that the fast ions were more energetic in the 
perpendicular direction and were concentrated in 
the plasma centre. On JT-60, proton energies up to  
140 keV have been measured during second harmonic 
heating [133] (Fig. 13). Second harmonic heating 
is observed even in the presence of strong minority 
damping [98, 1341, when the resonant particles are 
the minority [133], during combined fundamental 
and second harmonic heating [135], and in plasmas 
with comparable concentrations of hydrogen and 
deuterium [134]. 

Fast wave second harmonic heating from the 
low field side can also accelerate beam ions above 
the injection energy, as shown with the charge 
exchange diagnostics for hydrogen beam ions in 

JT-60 [132, 136, 1371 and for deuterium beam ions in 
PLT [log], ASDEX [138], JET [139, 1401 and TFTR 
[141], Active charge exchange measurements show 
that the energetic particles are concentrated near the 
centre of the plasma [137]. In JET,  fusion gamma 
ray measurements indicate deuterium energies in 
excess of 1.7 MeV during second harmonic heating 
of deuterium beam ions [54].6 Gamma ray spectra 
for hydrogen minority heating with and without 
beam injection are shown in Fig. 10. During beam 
injection, second harmonic heating of deuterium is 
increased and fundamental heating of hydrogen is 
reduced, causing the gamma ray spectrum to shift 
from hydrogen lines to  deuterium lines (Fig. 10). 
During second harmonic heating of hydrogen in 
ASDEX without a Faraday shield, a deuterium tail 
was accelerated in the plasma edge [142]. 

A few experiments have created fast ions with 
higher harmonic fast wave heating. On JT-60, beam 
ion acceleration during combined hydrogen beam 
injection and third harmonic ICRF heating was 
observed with perpendicular active charge-exchange 
diagnostics [136, 143, 1441. Second, third and fourth 
harmonic acceleration of hydrogen were observed on 
TOKAPOLE I1 [145]. Fourth harmonic deuterium 
beam acceleration was observed on JET [146]. On 
JIPP T-IIU, acceleration at the fifth or sixth har- 
monic of the deuterium majority was observed, per- 
haps due to  mode conversion to an ion Bernstein 
wave [147]. On CCT, passive charge exchange data 
suggested a fast ion tail for w >> R [148]. 

In contrast to  the fast wave results, launching the 
slow wave does not generally produce a fast ion pop- 
ulation [149-1521, although an anisotropic majority 
population and a tail in the minority distribution 
function was seen during ion Bernstein wave heating 
on JIPP T-IIU [153-1551. On DIII-D, formation of a 
tail in the plasma edge was correlated with paramet- 
ric decay of the ion Bernstein waves [156]. 

2.3.2. Lower hybrid band 

All tokamak LH experiments exhibit a characteris- 
tic dependence upon plasma density: 

(a) Below a certain critical density the waves are 
damped on electrons and (if directional waves 
are employed) current is driven. 

‘Broadening of the spectrum is also observed at  higher 
ICRF powers without neutral beam injection; in this case, 
background ions from a hotter plasma may be accelerated. 
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(b) As the density approaches the critical density for 
current drive a fast ion population is formed. 

(c) If the density is raised still further, fast ion tail 
formation ceases and both heating and current 
drive are ineffective. 

The critical density depends upon the frequency of 
the LH waves w and usually occurs when w / w ~ ~  $2,  
where the lower hybrid frequency WLH is a function of 
density. Neutron data from ALCATOR A [157, 1581 
illustrate this behaviour (Fig. 14). For densities 
below about 1.5 x 1014 ~ m - ~ ,  the neutron emission 
does not increase during the LH pulse but, above this 
density, a large enhancement in d(d, n)3He reactions 
occurs due to  formation of a deuterium tail. For 
densities above about 2.2 x 1014 ~ m - ~ ,  application of 
the LH pulse has no effect on the neutron rate. 

Formation of a fast ion population near the critical 
density has been reported on Petula [159], Petula-B 
[160], JFT-2 [161-1631, PLT [57, 581, WEGA [164], 
JIPP T-I1 [165], ASDEX [51, 138, 166-1701, ALCA- 
TOR C [171] and FT-2 [172]. The fast ion distribu- 
tion function measured with charge exchange appears 
bi-Maxwellian, with relatively modest ( w  10 keV) 
tail temperatures typically observed [57, 1671 and 
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FIG. 14. Increase in the d ( d ,  n)3He neutron rate during LH 
heating as a function o f  density in ALCATOR A [157]. The 
enhanced neutron emission near 1.5 x lOI4 cm-3 is caused by 
formation of a fast  ion tail in the deuterium population. 
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FIG. 15. Time evolution of the perpendicular pussive charge 
exchange flux during LH heating in FT-2 for ( A )  E = 975 e V 
and (B) E = 950 e V  [172] with T,o N 120 eV.  The data 
illustrate the sharp energy threshold for direct LH heating. 

a fairly isotropic angular distribution [57]. Spectral 
measurements of the 3 MeV protons [51, 57, 58, 1681 
and 1 MeV tritons [51, 1681 produced in d(d, p)t 
fusion reactions indicate that the mean energy of 
the reactants is roughly 20 keV, which is consistent 
with the charge exchange spectra. The bi-Maxwellian 
distribution function is the result of an abrupt energy 
threshold for acceleration by the waves. Just above 
this minimum energy Emin, the charge exchange flux 
increases rapidly when the LH is applied, as expected 
for direct heating [172] (Fig. 15). Just below Emin, 
the flux increases gradually on a collisional time- 
scale (Fig. 15). This threshold energy is typically 
ten times larger than the central ion temperature 
(Table II), scales with Ti0 [172] and is independent 
of the RF power [160, 1721. Comparison of different 
parallel wavelength spectra in WEGA found a lower 
value of Emin and a more intense tail for higher val- 
ues of 7211 [164]. The critical density for tail formation 
depends only weakly upon toroidal field. In terms of 
the ion plasma frequency wpi, tail formation occurs 
for w - wpi (Table 11). In tokamaks with both hydro- 
gen and deuterium, the proton tail is much larger 
than the deuterium tail 11731. (In Table 11, the mass 
of the experimentally observed fast ions is employed 
in the calculation of wp;.) 

The spatial location of the fast ion tail seems 
to  depend upon the density profile (Table 11). On 
FT-2, passive charge exchange profiles suggested 
that the tail moves from the edge to  the centre 
with increasing density [172]. Both edge and central 
profiles have been observed on other tokamaks, but 
the density dependence was not reported. The d-d 
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TABLE 11. FAST ION TAIL DURING LOWER 
HYBRID HEATING 

Tokamak w/wp, Emrn/T,o nee/% Location 

FT-2 [172] 0.6-1.0 8 1.8 Centre + edge 
JFT-2 [I621 0.6-1.1 8 1.7 Centre 
ALCATOR A [158] 1.1-1.4 1.5 Centre 
PLT [57, 581 1.4- 1.7 12  1.5 Centre 
ALCATOR C [171] 1.1-1.8 1.3 Edge 
ASDEX [166] 0.8-1.1 9 1.2 Edge 
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FIG. 16. Profile of the d(d,n)3He emission during fast ion tail 
formation by LH waves in ALCATOR A [158]. The data are 
averaged over many shots, all of which had a t  least a ten times 
greater yield during the LH pulse than during the rest of the 
discharge. The shaded area is the level of neutron leakage into 
the detector due to imperfect collimation. The profile indicates 
that the fast ions are concentrated near the centre of the 10 cm 
radius plasma. 

neutron profile from ALCATOR A (Fig. 16) [158] 
indicates that the tail ions are located near the 
centre of the plasma. On PLT, measurements with 
an array of 3 MeV proton detectors found evidence 
of fast ions both in the plasma centre and in the 
plasma edge, but implied that the density of fast 
ions was largest in the plasma interior [58]. The time 
evolutions of the neutron and proton signals also 
suggest a central tail [174]. In JFT-2 [162], the rate 
of decay of the tangential charge exchange signal 
indicated a central tail. In contrast, d-d proton data 
[168] and active charge exchange data [167] from 
ASDEX suggest that the tail ions are concentrated 

ASDEX #19644 
(a) particlea from the whole plasma 2 60- 

(b) particles born at radii 2 20 cm 

ENERGY (koV) 

FIG. 17. Fusion product spectra during fast ion tail formation 
by LH waves in ASDEX [168]. The peak near 0.6 MeV is from 
1 MeV tritons (that lose energy in a detector window made out 
of a thin foal), the peak near 3.0 MeV is from 3 MeV protons 
and the peak at  4.3 MeV monitors noise an the diagnostic. 
(a) The collimator is rotated to detect tritons and protons 
produced throughout the plasma. Note the central peak due to 
thermonuclear reactions and the broad wings due to the fast 
ion tail produced by LH waves. (b) The collimator is rotated 
to detect tritons and protons produced in the plasma edge. 
Note that the central peak has disappeared but the broad wings 
produced by the fast ion tail are still present. The flux an the 
wings is similar for the two orientations, indicating that the 
majority of the fast ions is outside T 2 20 cm. 

in the edge (Fig. 17). The rapid decay of the charge 
exchange signal following the LH pulse and the weak 
effect of the LH on the neutron emission suggest 
that the ion tail in ALCATOR C was at the plasma 
edge [171]. As indicated in Table 11, these differences 
appear to correlate with the ratio of the central 
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density to  the line averaged density, n,o/72,. For 
peaked profiles (n,o/n, 2 1.5) central tail formation 
is observed, but for broad profiles (ne0/f ie  5 1.3) the 
fast ions are created near the plasma periphery. The 
physical mechanisms responsible for tail formation 
are discussed in Section 3.2.3. 

Acceleration of beam ions during combined neu- 
tral beam injection and LH heating is also observed 
[136, 165, 175-1781. In ATC, passive charge exchange 
measurements a t  four different pitch angles indi- 
cated that injected 26 keV hydrogen beam ions are 
accelerated in the perpendicular direction [175]. In 
JT-60, perpendicular charge exchange measurements 
indicate that injected 70 keV protons are accelerated 
up to  200 keV, with a tail temperature of ~ 6 0  keV 
[177]. Both passive channels and an analyser with 
a crossed beam geometry observe beam acceleration 
[176], which implies that a.t least some of the ener- 
getic ions are located near the plasma centre. The 
long decay time of the accelerated ions (-200 ms) 

supports this conclusion as well [177]. Modelling of 
the data suggests that the largest concentration of 
accelerated beam ions is a t  T / U  CY 0.5 [177]. Variation 
of the frequency of the LH waves shows that beam 
acceleration occurs a t  higher densities for higher fre- 
quencies [136, 1781, as shown in Fig. 18. When the 
beam injection energy is reduced to 40 keV, the crit- 
ical density a t  which acceleration occurs increases by 
-40% [178]. 

Experimentally, changes in the polarization of the 
launched wave have little effect on ion tail formation. 
Perpendicular charge exchange measurements on 
JIPP T-IIU [179], and neutron and charge exchange 
measurements on PLT [180], indicate that a fast 
ion tail forms at  nearly the same density for fast 
wave antennas as for slow wave antennas. In the 
PLT experiment, the passive charge exchange signal 
decayed quickly when the fast wave pulse was turned 
off [180], indicating that a t  least some of the fast ions 
were located in the edge region. 
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FIG. 18. Acceleration of beam ions during combined neutral beam and L H  heating a t  three different 
wave frequencies in JT-60 11781. The traces are: (a) the line density and  the power injected by a 65 keV 
hydrogen beam, (b) the flux of perpendicular 150 keV neutrals (on Q logarithmic scale) measured by a 
perpendicular charge exchange analyser whose sightline intersects the nehtral beam, (e) the non-thermal 
electron cyclotron emission a t  1 . 5 ~ ~ ~  times the line integrated density and  (d) the injected LH power. As 
the wave frequency increases, the transition from electron heating to ion heating occurs a t  higher density. 
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3. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 

The velocity distribution function of a fast ion 
population changes when fast ions are created or 
destroyed (through reactions or losses from the 
plasma) and through interactions with the electro- 
magnetic fields. In principle, a complete theoretical 
treatment of the evolution of the fast ion distribution 
function could be obtained by individually tracking 
the interactions of all of the fast ions, but this is a 
hopelessly complex task. Three basic simplifications 
are almost always employed. The first is to note 
that the time-scales associated with modifications 
to  the distribution function are generally consider- 
ably longer than the characteristic times associated 
with orbital motion. For example, little change in 
the distribution function occurs during a cyclotron 
period, so the phase of the velocity vector in the 
plane perpendicular to  the field can be safely ignored. 
Averages over other periodic motions, such as the 
drift orbit, are also commonly employed. The sec- 
ond basic simplification is to note that,  in typical 
tokamak plasmas, collisions between fast ions occur 
infrequently compared with collisions between fast 
ions and thermal ions, since the fast ion density is 
usually an order of magnitude smaller than the ther- 
mal density. Jassby [4] discusses modifications to the 
theory when nf = O(n,).  The third basic simplifica- 
tion is to  ignore all collisions except those associated 
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FIG. 19. Schematic illustration of the magnitude of the electric 
field fluctuations an a tokamak plotted versus wavelength on 
a log-log scale. The characteristic lengths are the distance of 
closest approach (bo), the Debye length (AD), the thermal ion 
gyroradius ( p , ) ,  the fast  ion gyroradius ( p j )  and the tokamak 
major radius (Ro); the typical orders of magnitude for these 
lengths are given in parentheses. 

with small angle binary Coulomb scattering. The 
objective of experimental studies is to ascertain if 
this highly simplified theoretical model adequately 
describes the evolution of the distribution function. 

At first sight, these approximations appear too 
crude to  describe the fast ion behaviour. Figure 19 
illustrates schematically the spectrum of electric 
field fluctuations that interact with the fast ions. In 
the fashion of a cartoon, the spectrum is sketched 
as a function of ‘wavelength’; in reality, to  evalu- 
ate the actual interactions one must consider the 
three dimensional nature of the wave vectors, the 
frequencies and polarizations of the waves, and elec- 
tromagnetic as well as electrostatic fluctuations. 
Nevertheless, Fig. 19 illustrates the various types 
of interactions and gives a rough indication of the 
relevant scale lengths. 

Large energy transfer ( L E T )  collisions. Occasion- 
ally, a fast ion collides directly with another particle 
at a distance comparable with the classical distance 
of closest approach bo. These collisions can cause a 
nuclear or charge exchange reaction, or can scatter 
the velocity vector of the fast ion through a large 
angle owing to the Coulomb interaction (known as a 
knock-on collision) or to  nuclear scattering [181]. The 
cross-sections for deflection due to  these isolated sin- 
gle scattering events are approximately two orders of 
magnitude smaller than those for deflections caused 
by multiple scattering, so they are usually neglected, 
although they can be important in the high energy 
tail of the distribution function. 

Coulomb scattering. At distances larger than bo, 
a collision between a fast ion and another particle 
only changes the velocity vector of the fast ion by a 
small amount. For distances greater than the Debye 
length A D ,  the field associated with an individual 
particle is shielded by the plasma, so binary collisions 
become unimportant. The cumulative effect of the 
many small angle scattering events suffered in binary 
collisions is the dominant collisional mechanism in 
most tokamak plasmas. 

Drift and MHD waves. In the derivation of a col- 
lision operator from first principles, terms associated 
with the shielding and dielectric properties of the 
plasma appear. If all the plasma waves are stable, 
a fairly simple operator that has the form of the 
Fokker-Planck operator is obtained [182]. An actual 
tokamak plasma contains not only damped normal 
modes, but a host of unstable modes as well, all of 
which are capable of altering the fast ion distribution 
function. The interaction of fast ions with drift waves 
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and other fluctuations is neglected in the standard 
treatments of the fast ion distribution functions. 

RF waves. In addition to  the spectrum of waves 
associated with instabilities, waves launched by exter- 
nal antennas can interact with the fast ions. Accel- 
eration by R F  heating is usually retained in the 
standard treatments [183]. 

DC electric fields. Since the loop voltage parallel 
to  the magnetic field is generally very modest in a 
tokamak ("1 V), acceleration by DC electric fields 
usually has a small effect on the evolution of the 
fast ion distribution function in large tokamaks. In 
practice, theoretical treatments usually neglect radial 
electric fields and retain parallel electric fields. 

With these approximations, the evolution of the 
fast ion distribution function f is governed by the 
Fokker-Planck equation and can be written in the 
form 

8.f - = S + C + Q  
d t  

where S represents sources (such as neutral beam 
injection) and sinks (such as charge exchange losses 
or unconfined orbit losses). Sources were discussed 
in Section 2 and sinks are considered in Section 3.3. 
C represents the effect of Coulomb scattering on 
the distribution function and is discussed in the 
next section. Q represents modifications associated 
with electric fields, such as those introduced by R F  
heating. Acceleration by electric fields is discussed in 
Section 3.2. 

3.1. Coulomb scattering 

In classical Coulomb scattering theory, collisions 
between a fast ion and the background plasma are 
approximated by binary Coulomb collisions at  dis- 
tances between the distance of closest approach bo 
and the Debye length AD. The ratio of AD to bo is 
known as A; a convenient compilation of formulas for 
A, and Ai (in general AD and bo are different for ions 
and electrons) appears in the NRL Plasma Formulary 
[184]. Theoretically, the Coulomb scattering formulas 
are accurate through order 1/ In A N 5%. 

Fast ions are generally characterized by a velocity 
wf that is intermediate between the electron thermal 
velocity we and the ion thermal velocity vi, we >> wf >> 
wi. Since the Coulomb cross-section is determined 
by the relative velocity of the scatterers, this implies 
that the Coulomb scattering rate with electrons is 
determined by we, while the scattering rate with 
bulk ions is nearly independent of vi. The relative 

importance of electron and ion friction depends upon 
both we and wf. The fast ion energy at  which the 
electron friction just balances the bulk ion friction is 
known as the critical energy Ecrit and is given by 

2/3 
Ecrit = 14.8AfTe ( z )  (7 )  

where Af is the atomic number of the fast ion, T, is 
the electron temperature, and 

xi ni( Z?/Ai) In Ai (2) = n,lnAe 

is the average charge to  mass ratio of the bulk ions. 
For energies larger than &it, the electron drag 
predominates. In this regime, since ions are much 
more massive than electrons, the fast ions scatter 
little in direction but, like a bowling ball in a sea 
of marbles, a fast ion gradually decelerates without 
scattering in pitch angle. For energies below &,it, 

collisions with thermal ions predominate. In this 
regime, pitch angle scattering (Section 3.1.2) and 
energy diffusion (Section 3.1.3) are appreciable. 

A standard theoretical review of Coulomb scat- 
tering is given by Sivukhin [185]. A complete, con- 
venient summary of formulas appears in the NRL 
Plasma Formulary [184]. We mention two of the 
most useful formulas here. The slowing-down time on 
electrons first defined by Spitzer [186] is 

I ,312 

(9) 
f Q l e '  

Tse = 6.3 x 1014 
Zfn, In A, 

where Zf is the fast ion charge number, T, is the elec- 
tron temperature in electronvolts, ne is the electron 
density in m-3 and In A, N 16 is the Coulomb loga- 
rithm. Stix [18717 introduced the time for a typical 
fast ion of energy Ef  to  thermalize, 

where r,, and Ecrit are given by Eqs (9) and ( 7 ) ,  
respectively. The thermalization time Tth includes 
the effects of both electron and bulk ion drag. 

7 S t i ~ ' s  expression for &it uses the same value of 1nA 
for both ions and electrons. For hot tokamaks the distance 
of closest approach differs for ions and electrons because 
ions reach the classical distance of closest approach while 
electrons reach the quantum mechanical one. For DIII-D, 
( l r ~ A i / l n A ~ ) ' ' ~  N 1.2. 
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When incorporated in the Fokker-Planck equa- 
tion (Eq. (6)), the Coulomb operator C (neglecting 
magnetic trapping) is (Ref. [ISS]) 

where the first, second and third terms on the right 
hand side represent the effects of deceleration, energy 
diffusion and pitch angle scattering, respectively. 
Here w is the fast ion velocity, C = wll/w is the 
normalized velocity parallel to the magnetic field, 
v, = d w  is the critical velocity at which the 
electron friction is equal to the bulk ion friction, we 

0.0 1 I I I I I I I I  I I I 1 1 1 l 1 1  I t , I , l I I  

10-2 Id-1 1 10 
SLOWING-DOWN TIME (s) 

and wi are the thermal speeds of the bulk electron 
and ion populations (assumed Maxwellian), me, mi 
and mf are the masses of electrons, bulk ions and fast 
ions, respectively, the effective charge 

Zeff = E( n j  2:) In Ai/( ne In A,) 
j 

(the summation is over all background ion species, 
with i denoting the dominant species) and the average 
charge 

In the following sections (3.1.1-3.1.3), rates of decel- 
eration, pitch angle scattering and energy diffusion 
predicted by the Coulomb scattering theory are com- 
pared with experimental values. 

2.0 
(b) ABSOLUTE 

FIG. 20. Ratio of the measured slowing down time to the expected slowing down time versus the approximate value of T ~ ~ .  The error 
bars represent (a) the random error and (b) the total uncertainty. The data points denote the following. [o], Hydrogen beam ions 
(14.2 keV) measured by passive charge exchange a t  the beginning of beam injection and after a 1 ms pulse in ATC [190]. [*I, Hydrogen 
beam ions (16 keV) measured by passive charge exchange a t  the beginning of beam injection in CLEO [189]. [XI, Deuterium beam 
ions (45 keV) inferred from the decay in the 2 .5  MeV neutron emission in PLT [192]. I-], Hydrogen beam ions (33 keV) measured by 
active charge exchange in TFR after the beam pulse [81]. [VI, Deuterium beam ions (80 keV) inferred from the decay in the 2.5 MeV 
neutron emission in TFTR [194/. [e], Deuterium beam ions (30 keV) inferred from the decay in the 2 .5  MeV neutron emission in 
ISX-B 11931. [Octagon], 3He fusion products (0.8 MeV) inferred from the 15 MeV proton emission in TFTR [198]. The theory is 
taken from Batistoni and Barnes [225]. b], Triton fusion products (1.0 MeV) inferred from the 14 MeV neutron emission in J E T  
11991. [A], Deuterium beam ions (75 keV) inferred from the decay in the 2.5 MeV neutron emission following a 2 ms beam pulse 
in DIU-D [195]. PI, Deuterium beam ions (38-75 keV) inferred from the decay in the 2.5 MeV neutron emission following a 2 ms 
beam pulse in DUI-D [196]. Io], Deuterium beam ions (92 keV) inferred from the decay in the 2 .5  MeV neutron emission following a 
20 ms beam pulse in TFTR [197]. [Q], Triton fusion products (1.0 MeV) inferred from the 14 MeV neutron emission in DIU-D [200]. m], Triton fusion products (1.0 MeV) inferred from the 14 MeV neutron emission in JT-6OU [201]. No errors were quoted. 
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3.1.1. Deceleration 

The deceleration of fast ions agrees well with clas- 
sical theory over a wide range of fast ion energies and 
plasma temperatures and densities. Figure 20 sum- 
marizes published comparisons of the time evolution 
of a fast ion signal with classical theory, including 
passive charge exchange measurements of beam ions 
in small machines [189-1911, measurements of the 
decay of the 2.5 MeV neutron emission following deu- 
terium beam injection 1192-1971, and measurements 
of the burnup of 0.8 MeV 3He ions [198] and 1.0 MeV 
tritons [lll, 199-2011. The data are from relatively 
stable discharges; cases where changes in the fast 
ion signal correlated with the appearance of MHD 
activity are excluded from Fig. 20. (In the interpre- 
tation of the data, fast ion diffusion is neglected.) 
Figure 20(a) shows relative errors estimated from the 
scatter of the data; few authors attempt t o  quantify 
systematic errors (Fig. 20(b)). The most accurate 
measurements come from short pulses of deuterium 
beams into DIII-D [195, 1961 and TFTR [197]; in 
this technique a nearly monoenergetic initial velocity 
distribution decelerates in a background plasma that 
is virtually unperturbed by the beam pulse, so inter- 
pretation of the data is straightforward. The three 
short pulse experiments have explored the parameter 
range E b  = 36-96 keV, f i e  = (1-12) x lo1’ m-3 and 
T, = 0.6-3.9 keV. The data agree with theory to  
within -25% on DIII-D [196] and to  within ~ 1 5 %  
on TFTR [197]. The deceleration agrees with the- 
ory when electron friction predominates and when 
bulk ion friction is dominant (for Eb/E,,it = 0.5-2.4) 
[196]. Although the short pulse experiments only 
test the behaviour of a dilute fast ion population, 
the measurements after a full pulse of intense beams 
[192-1941 indicate that Coulomb drag also determines 
the slowing-down time for larger values of nf/n,. The 
fusion product measurements [lll, 198-2011 show 
that MeV ions also decelerate classically.8 

in Fig. 20, rough agreement with time resolved fast 
ion measurements has been reported for beam ions 
in TFR [26, 2031 and ATC [204], for 0.8 MeV 3He 
ions in PDX [205] and J E T  [49], for 0.1-0.4 MeV 

In addition to  the quantitative comparisons shown 

‘For very long slowing-down times (rse 2 2 s) in J E T ,  
an anomaly in the  time evolution of the triton burnup is 
observed [202]. The time evolution of the signal suggests that  
the anomaly is caused by anomalous confinement rather than 
anomalous slowing down, so this measurement is not included 
in Fig. 20. 

3He minority ions in PLT [55], for 1.0 MeV tritons 
in T F T R  [206, 2071, and for hydrogen [a081 and 3He 
[a091 minority ions in JET.  

Many experimentally determined quantities are 
sensitive to  both the fast ion confinement and the 
rate of fast ion thermalization. Examples include 
the absolute magnitude of the neutron emission, the 
absolute magnitude of the triton and 3He burnup, 
the steady state charge exchange energy spectrum, 
and the efficiency of neutral beam current drive. 
Comparison of these quantities with simulations 
that assume classical thermalization and negligible 
diffusion are considered in detail in Sections 3.1.2 
and 4.3 but we note here that the good agreement 
between the measurements and the simulations also 
supports the idea that fast ions decelerate classically. 

3.1.2. Pitch angle scattering 

In addition t o  changing the magnitude of the veloc- 
ity vector through deceleration, Coulomb scattering 
can modify its direction, a process known as pitch 
angle scattering. There has not yet been a rigorous 
measurement of the pitch angle scattering of fast 
ions in tokamaks. Several semi-quantitative checks 
have been performed, however. Most of these involve 
measurement of the charge exchange spectrum during 
neutral beam injection as a function of the orienta- 
tion of the analyser. Figure 21 shows a representative 

101’ I I I R t  (cm) - 72.0 - - 1010 
L 

‘? - 
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? 
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E 
c 0 108 

E N E R G Y  ( k e W  
FIG. 21. Comparison of experimental and  predicted fast neutral 
particle spectra during hydrogen beam injection into ISX-B 
[193], The analysers scan in the horizontal midplane; Rt 
represents the tangency radius. 30 Ice V co-going neutrals were 
injected a t  Rt,, = 74.5 cm (Ro = 93 cm). 
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example of the technique. The steady state neutral 
particle spectrum is customarily plotted on a semi- 
logarithmic plot as a function of energy for various 
analyser orientations. The data are compared with 
simulations of the expected spectrum calculated from 
the beam deposition profile, the Coulomb scattering 
rates, and a calculated neutral density profile no. 
Charge exchange and prompt losses are normally 
included in the simulation. 

Rough agreement of the observed steady state 
charge exchange spectrum during neutral beam 
injection with simulations was observed on CLEO 
[188, 1891, ORMAK [210], ATC [190, 2041, DITE 

[193, 2161, PDX [217], JET [218], JT-60 [219, 2201 
and TFTR [221, 2221. Studies with multiple chords 
at different pitch angles on ATC [204], PDX [217], 
ISX-B [193] and TFTR [222] are consistent with clas- 
sical pitch angle scattering. The slowing-down spec- 
trum of helium beams in JET measured by charge 
exchange recombination spectroscopy is also roughly 
consistent with the expected spectrum [223]. 

Although many authors conclude that their spec- 
tral measurements validate classical theory [188- 
190, 193, 214-217,2191, none of the studies quantify 
the accuracy of this claim. Uncertainties in the the- 
ory associated with uncertainties in T,, Z, n,, Z e ~ ,  
q and no are large, but are generally not reported. 
Interpretation of the results is further complicated by 
the simultaneous dependence upon the deceleration, 
pitch angle scattering, energy diffusion and loss rates, 
as well as any possible dependence upon anoma- 
lous transport. In our estimation, large deviations 
( ~ 5 0 % )  from the classical pitch angle scattering rate 
are compatible with the spectral data. 

The time evolution of the tangential charge 
exchange signal during perpendicular injection into 
ATC was in agreement with the expected rate of 
pitch angle scattering [204], but the uncertainty in 
Zeff (inferred from the plasma conductivity) was 
large. 

On PLT, charge exchange measurements of beam 
ions that scattered onto barely trapped banana orbits 
gave qualitative support for pitch angle scattering 
theory, but uncertainties in the edge neutral den- 
sity precluded quantitative agreement [224]. The 
deuterium charge exchange data from T-11 during 
Ho + Df neutral beam injection suggested the 
importance of large energy transfer collisions (possi- 
bly off molybdenum impurities) [213, 2141 but alter- 
native explanations for the data (e.g., imperfect mass 
resolution, deuterium in the beam line) were not dis- 

[211], T-11 [212-2151, TFR [22, 26, 2031, ISX-B 

cussed, so the results must be viewed as inconclusive. 
Comparison of the charge exchange spectra from 
hydrogen and helium minority tail ions in PLT shows 
greater anisotropy for hydrogen than for helium, 
which is consistent with the expected dependence of 
the pitch angle scattering rate upon charge and mass 
[115]. In JET, the anisotropy in the minority tail 
distribution only appears above a threshold in RF 
power, suggesting that the pitch angle scattering rate 
becomes negligible compared with the slowing-down 
rate above Ecrit [121]. 

In summary, the classical pitch angle scattering 
rate is a reasonable working hypothesis, but more 
definitive tests of the theory are needed.g 

3.1.3. Energy diflusion 

In addition to the mean deceleration discussed in 
Section 3.1.1, Coulomb collisions introduce a spread 
in energy about the average value. For fast ions, 
measurements of this energy digusion are in good 
agreement with theoretical predictions, although the 
accuracy of the comparisons has not been quantified 
fully. 

During deuterium beam injection into a hot 
plasma, the effect of velocity diffusion on the energy 
spectrum of fast ions is very evident. In TFTR [221], 
collisions with electrons and bulk ions scatter some 
beam ions up to  energies nearly twice as large as 
the injection energy (Fig. 22). Physically, this high 
energy tail is due to  very fast particles from the tail 
of the Maxwellian background population that collide 
with the fast ions 'from behind', thereby increasing 
the energy of the fast ions. The slope of the distribu- 
tion function above the injection energy is consistent 
with the expected slope found from scattering the- 
ory and the measurements of T, and Ti [221]; the 
accuracy of the comparison is determined primarily 
by the uncertainties in T, and Ti, which we estimate 
as ~ 2 0 % .  With the exception of one early measure- 
ment [189], all published charge exchange spectra 
from beam heated plasmas are consistent with theory 
above the injection energy [190, 211, 214, 215, 217- 
2191. 

'One possibility is to perform time resolved, multichordal, 
active charge exchange measurements (similar to those per- 
formed on ATC [204]) on a tokamak that is equipped with 
accurate T,, ne and Z,a diagnostics. 
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FIG. 22. Deuterium charge exchange spectrum during anjection 
parallel to the current of 90-105 ke V neutrals into a hot (T, N 
23 keV), low density ( f i e  = 0.6 x 10'' md3), TFTR plasma 
[221]. The noise level caused by 2.45 MeV neutrons is indicated. 
Analyser sightline Rton = 2.0 m; Ro = 2.45 m. 

Another way to  assess energy diffusion is to  observe 
the spread in energy of a short beam pulse as it decel- 
erates. Time resolved charge exchange measurements 
from ATC [190] and T F R  [191] using this approach 
are consistent with theoretical expectations. 

Measurements of the 3He burnup following beam 
injection in TFTR are also consistent with classical 
energy diffusion [225]. 

3.2. Acceleration 

Collisions tend to  reduce the fast ion population 
to  a thermal distribution. External sources of free 
energy can combat this tendency and accelerate the 
fast ion population to  higher energies. In this sec- 
tion, we consider the effect of low frequency electric 
fields (Section 3.2.l), of ICRF waves (Section 3.2.2) 
and of LH waves (Section 3.2.3) on the fast ion dis- 
tribution function. A phenomenological discussion 
of ICRF and of LH heating was already given in 
Section 2.3; this section considers the physical mech- 
anisms responsible for the acceleration. 

3.2.1. Low frequency electric fields 

A static electric field & parallel to  the magnetic 
field will accelerate particles travelling in the direc- 
tion of & and decelerate particles travelling in the 
opposite direction. Theoretically, an applied parallel 

electric field &I, gives rise to  a term in the Fokker- 
Planck equation [ 1891, 

where &* = &11(1 - Zf/Zeff) and the other terms 
are defined in Eq. (11). According to  Eq. (12), the 
applied field is modified by the drift of the electron 
distribution to  an effective field &* that both acceler- 
ates and distorts the distribution function f ,  

In an ohmically heated tokamak, the plasma cur- 
rent is driven by the loop voltage. The effect of 
reversing the sign of the loop voltage on the distri- 
bution function of beam ions was studied in CLEO 
[188, 1891 and ATC [190, 2261. For co-injection of 
14.2 keV hydrogen beams in ATC, the peak signal 
from a tangential charge exchange analyser occurred 
at  an energy 0.9 keV larger than for counter-injection, 
consistent with theoretical expectations [190]. 

In large tokamaks, the ohmic electric field is gen- 
erally too modest to  affect the fast ion distribution 
function significantly. During disruptions, however, 
much larger electric fields are possible. Rapid ion 
heating during disruptions was measured on two 
small tokamaks [227, 2281, although the accelera- 
tion of the ions may have been caused by turbulent 
heating rather than the induced electric field. 

The largest accelerations of fast ions by low fre- 
quency fields are observed when the plasma is com- 
pressed by rapidly increasing the vertical (equilib- 
rium) field. The compression occurs on a time-scale 
that is long compared with typical particle orbits but 
short compared with the Coulomb scattering time 
of the fast ions. This implies that the constants of 
motion, p and p d ,  should be conserved in the com- 
pression. Since p = E l / B  and the magnetic field 
is approximately B = BoRo/ll, the perpendicular 
energy E L  is expected to  increase by the compression 
ratio RoIR. Conservation of toroidal angular momen- 
tum implies1' an even greater increase in parallel 
energy, ,311 c( ( R o / R ) ~ .  Accelerations consistent with 
these predictions have been observed on ATC [226] 
and TFTR [229, 2301. Figure 23 shows representative 
charge exchange and neutron data from the T F T R  
experiment [230]. The parallel deuterium beam ions 
are observed to  accelerate from ~ 8 0  keV prior to  
the compression, to -150 keV immediately after the 

"The toroidal angular momentum p+ = mRv+ + qRA4 
and the toroidal flux RA+ are conserved during adiabatic 
compression, so Rv4 is a constant. This implies that Ell o( 

v; c( R-2. 
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FIG. 23. (a) Tangential deuterium charge exchange spectra and 
(b) d(d, n)3He neutron emission during compression of a TFTR 
plasma heated by tangential deuterium beams 12301. The beams 
were turned off a t  2.5 s, when the 15 ms compression from 
Ro = 3.0 m to Ro = 2.17 m commenced. The open circles in 
(a) represent data prior to compression (2.485 s), the error bars 
represent data immediately following compression (2.515 s) and 
the closed circles represent data acquired at  2.535 s. The error 
bar on the neutron trace is the uncertainty associated with the 
sensitivity of the detector to the radial position of the plasma; 
the predactions of a Fokker-Planck calculation are shown using 
a solid line in (a) and dashed lines in (a). (The two dashed 
lines indicate the sensitivity to uncertainties in temperature and 
density.) 

compression and the increase in neutron emission is 
within 15% of the calculated value (Fig. 23). The 
data from perpendicular charge exchange and from 
d(3He, p)a  fusion reactions are also consistent with 
theoretical expectations, to  within experimental error 
[229, 2301. 

3.2.2. ICRF waves 

In ICRF heating in large tokamaks, the waves 
tend to be strongly focussed in the plasma centre. 

As the fast ions move along their orbits, they pass 
through regions where the wave resonates with the 
cyclotron motion of the fast ions. Each time the ions 
cross the cyclotron resonance they experience a 'kick' 
in energy. If the phase of these kicks was preserved 
between successive passes through the resonance 
layer, the fast ions would oscillate in the phase space 
island created by the wave. In practice, however, the 
small level of collisionsll between successive transits 
of the resonance layer is sufficient to decorrelate the 
orbital motion from the RF field, so the fast ions 
experience random kicks and gain net energy from 
the wave. Random small kicks in energy are usually 
described by quasi-linear theory. 

A general quasi-linear operator that describes the 
evolution of the particle distribution function under 
the influence of an uncorrelated spectrum of elec- 
tromagnetic waves in a uniform magnetic field was 
derived by Kennel and Engelmann [231]. Stix [183] 
recognized that this theory could be applied to a 
single incoherent RF wave in an inhomogeneous field. 
He averaged the quasi-linear operator Q and solved 
Eq. ( 6 )  for the minority distribution function f dur- 
ing minority heating under the assumption that the 
acceleration Q associated with the RF heating is 
balanced by the friction C associated with Coulomb 
collisions. In his derivation, Stix made several simpli- 
fying assumptions [183, 2321: 

During successive passes through the resonance 
layer the phases are decorrelated. This assump- 
tion is well justified theoretically [233]. 
An average over the flux surface adequately 
represents the distribution function. Ions on 
banana orbits spend more time near the turning 
points than on the outer legs of the orbits, so the 
bounce average of Q is more accurate than the 
flux surface average. 
The radial widths of the fast ion orbits are small 
compared with their mean radial position. This 
assumption is invalid for strong heating in low 
current plasmas, where ions with large poloidal 
gyroradii are produced. 
The Doppler shift of the wave frequency is negli- 
gible (k11v11 << U ) .  Retention of finite kll broadens 
the resonance layer and can result in broader 
power deposition. 

"Other randomizing processes, such as intrinsic orbit 
stochasticity, are also sufficient to decorrelate the orbital 
motion from the RF field. 
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(e) Only the dominant electric field component is 
retained. 

( f )  The density of the minority ions n,in is assumed 
unchanged by the RF heating. In fact, as the 
ICRF accelerates particles to  high energies, 
it converts them into trapped particles whose 
banana tips approach the resonance layer, which 
increases n,in and increases the R F  damping. 

(g) The resonance layer is assumed to  be on axis. 
More generally, the power absorbed by the 
minority ions depends upon Rres/Ro. 

With these approximations, Stix derived the fast ion 
distribution function below the critical energy &,it , 
where pitch angle scattering by background ions 
keeps the distribution function nearly isotropic, and 
above the critical energy, where the distribution func- 
tion becomes highly anisotropic in the perpendicular 
direction. At high energies, the energy distribution 
approximates a Boltzmann distribution with a per- 
pendicular tail temperature of ThiX 

where PStix is the RF  power density coupled t o  the 
minority ions (averaged over a flux surface), r,, is the 
slowing-down time on electrons (Eq. (9)) and nmin is 
the minority density. According to  Eq. (13), the tail 
temperature is determined by the balance between 
the power absorbed per particle (PStix/ndn) and the 
rate of energy loss through electron drag (2/rse). 

Comparisons of theory with experiment are com- 
plicated by the fact that  the fast ion distribution 
function is affected by the coupling and propagation 
of the RF waves, by the magnitude and nature of 
the wave absorption by the minority species, by the 
Coulomb collision operator C and by any fast ion 
transport. In addition, the minority density n d n  is 
generally not well known. In the light of these com- 
plicated dependences and the many approximations 
in the theory, the Stix theory agrees surprisingly 
well with experimental observations. In T-4, the per- 
pendicular charge exchange spectra were consistent 
with the Stix model during hydrogen minority heat- 
ing [93]. During 3He minority heating in PLT, the 
dependences of the d(3He, p ) a  reaction rate upon 
the electron density ne and the temperature T,, 
the plasma current Ip  and the R F  power PRF were 
all close to  predictions based upon the Stix model 
(modified to  include a simple first orbit loss model) 
[55]. The d(3He, p ) a  reaction rate during deuterium 
minority heating in a 3He majority plasma was also 

consistent [55]. In J IPP  T-11, the hydrogen minor- 
ity tail temperature measured with passive charge 
exchange was close to  the temperature predicted by a 
model based upon the Stix formalism [97]. 

Passive charge exchange data a t  various pitch 
angles were measured for both hydrogen and 3He 
minority heating in PLT and compared with simula- 
tions based upon a bounce averaged quasi-linear oper- 
ator (the Stix model employs a flux surface averaged 
operator) [115, 134, 2321; first-orbit losses (which 
could be substantial in PLT) were also included in 
the simulation. Although the fast wave power depo- 
sition was expected to  peak strongly on axis, the 
hydrogen spectra could only be simulated successfully 
with a hollow deposition profile. Though the discrep- 
ancy was smaller, the helium spectra also suggested 
a broader heating profile than that suggested by cal- 
culations of wave propagation. Bkcoulet et al. [234] 
suggest that these discrepancies may reflect a failure 
of the bounce averaged quasi-linear operator, but 
their simulations neglect the neutral density pro- 
file, which has an important effect upon the charge 
exchange spectra. Alternatively, fast ion transport 
may account for the discrepancy [232]. 

The most rigorous tests of the theory of minority 
heating have been performed on J E T  [103, 113, 120- 
123, 125, 2351. Because of its large size, large plasma 
current and small magnetic field ripple, fast ion losses 
are less important in J E T  than in smaller machines. 
In addition, modulation of the R F  power helps to  dis- 
tinguish the power deposition profile from the fast ion 
response to  the waves. Measurements of the response 
of the electron temperature to  modulation of the RF  
power indicate that the power deposition is centrally 
peaked and that most of the power flows through the 
minority species [123, 1391. The response of hydro- 
gen minority ions to  power modulation was studied 
using four perpendicular passive charge exchange 
analysers that view different radial locations in the 
plasma [103]. The experiments were performed at  low 
power, where the period of the sawtooth instability is 
independent of the RF modulation period and where 
the minority distribution function is expected to  
remain isotropic. The dominant uncertainties in the 
interpretation of the data are in the neutral density 
profile (which is inferred from the deuterium charge 
exchange spectra) and in the minority density profile. 
The data are compatible with the Stix theory if the 
minority density profile is assumed to  peak on axis 
[103]. Theoretically, the response of the distribution 
function to  modulation of the R F  power depends 
primarily on the quasi-linear diffusion operator Q 
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and upon the rate of energy diffusion associated with 
Coulomb collisions. The measured response of the 
hydrogen spectra agree well with theoretical predic- 
tions based upon the Stix formalism (Fig. 24) [103]. 

With the inclusion of finite orbit effects, the per- 
pendicular stored energy associated with the fast ion 
tail agrees well with the Stix theory for both hydro- 
gen and 3He minority heating over the full range of 
currents in JET [113]. Figure 25 shows data from 
hydrogen minority plasmas that did not have saw- 
teeth; the agreement between experiment and theory 
is excellent (better than the estimated systematic 
error of 20%). In plasmas with large minority con- 
centrations, the experimental values are 1.09 f 0.10 of 
the theoretical value [236]; the charge exchange spec- 
tra agree (to within a factor of two) with Stix theory 
and show the expected dependence upon minority 
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FIG. 24. (a) Phase and  (b) amplitude of the first harmonac 
of the neutral particle flux versus energy during modulated, 
low power, hydrogen manority ICRF heating in J E T  [103]. The 
amplitude of the modulated flux is normalized to the steady state 
value. The solid lines are the expected response for  a n  isotropic 
fas t  ion tail population that experiences quasi-linear diffusion 
balanced by Coulomb scattering. 
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FIG. 25. Measured total perpendicular fast ion energy versus 
theory during hydrogen minority heating in JET [113]. The 
fast ion energy is derived from the difference between the stored 
energies derived from diamagnetic and equilibrium measure- 
ments, with a n  estimated error of &20%. The theory uses a 
Stix model but includes finite orbit width efSects. The only nor- 
malization in the theory is the fraction of R F  power absorbed 
by the minority (U%), which was inferred from modulation 
experiments. 

concentration [236]. The distribution function also 
becomes anisotropic at the expected power level 
[lal]. Gamma ray measurements of the d(3He, p)a  
reaction rate during 3He minority heating lend fur- 
ther support to  the theory. The measured rate agrees 
to  within -50% with the Stix theory over variations 
of nearly two orders of magnitude in reaction rate 
[l20, 122, 125, 2371, with the dominant uncertainties 
stemming from the uncertainties in the deuterium 
and 3He densities. 

In summary, during minority ICRF heating, 
cyclotron absorption and Coulomb drag upon elec- 
trons are the dominant processes that determine the 
velocity distribution of the energetic tail ions. 

Theoretically, second harmonic ICRF heating is 
also expected to be described by quasi-linear diffu- 
sion in velocity space. In this case, Q is proportional 
to  the Bessel function J;(klvl/Q).  If the fast ion 
gyroradius w l / Q  is small compared with the perpen- 
dicular wavelength 2n/k l ,  the quasi-linear operator is 
of the same form as for fundamental heating, but con- 
tains an additional multiplicative factor ( k l w ~ / 2 Q ) ~ .  
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Because of this term, the diffusion is stronger for 
more energetic ions with larger values of E l  K z11, so 
the distribution function deviates from a Boltzmann 
distribution function. Injection of energetic ions with 
large values of EL can also enhance second harmonic 
interaction with the waves. 

10 , , I 

0 16 30 46 80 
ENERGY (keV) 

FIG. 26. Passive perpendicular charge exchange spectrum 
measured during second harmonic heating of hydrogen in 
P L T  [131]. The data are fitted by a quasi-linear distribution 
(assumed isotropic in velocity space for  this relatively low power 
(PRF N 140 kW) case), with the R F  power density and  wave 
vector adjusted to optimize the fit. 

NBI + ICRF (T, 0 I 
54 PN,.18MW, P,c=1.4MW 
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42 t 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 

ENERGY (10 keV) 
FIG. 27. Active perpendicular charge exchange spectrum mea- 
sured during simultaneous hydrogen beam injection (70 ke V)  
and second harmonic heating in JT-60 11371. The analyser 
noise level is indicated. The dashed line is the distribution 
function predicted by a n  isotropic quasd-linear calculation, with 
the R F  power density treated a s  a n  adjustable parameter. 

Experimentally, the measured perpendicular charge 
exchange spectrum has the expected shape. In 
PLT, measurements during second harmonic heat- 
ing of hydrogen showed the characteristic curvature 
expected for second harmonic heating and agreed 
with an isotropic quasi-linear theory for reasonable 
values of absorbed RF  power density and perpendic- 
ular wave vector [131] (Fig. 26). At higher RF power 
levels, the spectrum became anisotropic as predicted 
by theory [131]. In another experiment in PLT, the 
deuterium spectrum was measured during combined 
second harmonic heating of deuterium and funda- 
mental heating of a hydrogen minority [134]. When 
the RF power was increased both the mean energy 
and the curvature of the spectrum increased, as more 
energetic ions became available t o  interact with the 
wave [134]. The deuterium spectra measured on 
JFT-2 were also consistent with the expected shape 
[128]. An example of the spectrum during second 
harmonic heating in JT-60 was shown in Fig. 13. 

Perhaps the most straightforward test of second 
harmonic heating theory was performed by inject- 
ing near perpendicular hydrogen beams into JT-60 
while applying ICRF [132, 137, 2381. Active charge 
exchange measurements indicate strong heating above 
the injection energy (Fig. 27). Above the injection 
energy, the shape of the spectrum is in good agree- 
ment with the distribution calculated by isotropic 
Fokker-Planck theory (Fig. 27). The slope of the 
distribution above the injection energy also shows 
the expected dependences upon beam power and RF 
power, and the dependency upon ne is not incon- 
sistent with theory [238]. The measured change in 
stored energy is 125 h 15% of the expected value 
[ 1371. 

Another test of the theory of RF  heating is to  
study the competition between second harmonic heat- 
ing of deuterium and fundamental minority heating of 
hydrogen. An approximate formula for the expected 
partitioning of power between the deuterium and the 
hydrogen, qD/qI, is 

where ,OD is the beta of the majority deuterium 
species and nH/nD is the hydrogen concentration. 
On JFT-2, the power absorbed by the deuterium 
was larger than that expected [128]. As the minority 
concentration was reduced on PLT, the power to  the 
deuterium increased, but the deuterium absorption 
increased less gradually than expected [232]. Per- 
haps losses of minority protons account for these 
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discrepancies [232]. During deuterium beam injection 
in JET ,  the enhancement of the neutron emission 
associated with second harmonic heating agreed with 
that shown in Eq. (14) (to within 50%) [140], but 
the neutron energy spectra showed no evidence of 
a deuterium population with energies higher than 
the injection energy [54]. In a similar experiment 
in TFTR,  the deuterium charge exchange spectrum 
did not change as much as expected during second 
harmonic heating 11411. In all of these comparisons, 
uncertainty in the hydrogen density constitutes a 
major source of error. 

under other conditions, but the data are more dif- 
ficult t o  compare with theoretical predictions. In 
J IPP  T-IIU, the charge exchange spectrum during 
third and fourth harmonic ion Bernstein wave heat- 
ing agrees qualitatively with quasi-linear theory [ 1551. 
Other heating experiments a t  higher harmonics are 
summarized in Section 2.3.1. Acceleration by ion 
cyclotron waves that are driven unstable by the fast 
ion population is discussed in Section 5.3. 

Acceleration by waves in the ICRF is also observed 

3.2.3. Lower hybrid waves 

It is well established empirically that,  under cer- 
tain circumstances, LH waves accelerate fast ions 
(Section 2.3.2), but the physical mechanisms respon- 
sible for the acceleration are less well established. 

Stochastic ion heating [239, 2401 is conceptually 
similar to  the Stix theory of minority ICRF heating. 
Since LH waves have long parallel wavelengths and 
short perpendicular wavelengths, the electric field is 
approximately perpendicular to  the magnetic field. 
The wave frequency w is very large compared with 
the ion cyclotron frequency R. As a fast ion gyrates 
around the field line, it receives a kick in energy each 
time it passes the location where w = k v (k is the 
wave vector and v is the fast ion velocity). For heat- 
ing t o  occur (rather than trapping in the wave field), 
successive kicks must be decorrelated. In stochastic 
heating, phase mixing between kicks occurs because 
the islands in phase space that are associated with 
harmonics of the cyclotron frequency overlap; this 
island overlap of closely spaced cyclotron harmonics 
is theoretically predicted to  occur a t  modest electric 
field amplitudes [239]. The resultant motion is equiv- 
alent t o  motion in incoherent wave fields in a uniform 
magnetic field [240], and therefore is described by the 
quasi-linear diffusion coefficient derived by Kennel 
and Engelmann [231]. When this diffusion coefficient 
is incorporated into the Fokker-Planck equation, the 

competition between wave acceleration and Coulomb 
scattering predicts formation of an energetic ion tail. 
Of course, tail formation only occurs if the reso- 
nance condition is satisfied. Resonance occurs for 
ions with sufficiently large perpendicular velocity V I  

so that w l k ~ ,  where w / k l  is the perpendicu- 
lar phase velocity of the wave. In simple theory, the 
perpendicular wavenumber is determined by the cold 
plasma dispersion relation and is a function of the 
plasma density and of the kll spectrum imposed by 
the launching antenna. 

The most thorough test of this model was per- 
formed in JT-60 [136, 176-1781, In the experiment, 
low power perpendicular neutral beams were injected 
to  provide a well defined value of V I .  The LH waves 
were launched into low density plasmas, where 
changes in k l  due t o  parametric decay and scattering 
off fluctuations are minimized. The observed passive 
charge exchange spectrum agrees (to within ~ 5 0 % )  
with the expected distribution function [177]. When 
the wave frequency and beam energy are varied, tail 
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FIG. 28. Cold plasma dispersion relations for L H  waves at  the 
densities where beam acceleration is observed in JT-60 
[136]. (Raw data are shown in Fig. 18.) The frequency of 
the launched waves is indicated by the horizontal lines. The 
injection energy of the beam ions is represented by the ver- 
tical lines and as mapped to the abscissa using the resonance 
condition VI = w / k ~  and the parallel wavenumber launched 
by the antenna. The lines and dispersion curves intersect 
(points) at the appropriate values of w ,  E b ,  and f ie ,  confirming 
the expected resonance condition. The crdtical densities are: 
fie, = 1.2 (broken line), 1.7 (solid line), 2.2 (dash dotted line) 
and 2.4 x 10" m-' (dash double dotted line). 
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formation varies with plasma density as expected 
(Fig. 28) [136, 1781, thus verifying the expected res- 
onance condition and the validity of the cold plasma 
dispersion relation for these conditions. The magni- 
tude of the ion heating does not always agree with 
theory, however [178], so the actual magnitude of 
the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient has not yet been 
experiment ally established. 

Another potential mechanism of ion acceleration 
is ion cyclotron damping. Theoretically, cyclotron 
damping occurs when the resonance condition 
w - ~ I I W I I  = 10 is satisfied, where I is an integer. 
This may be the explanation for the acceleration of 
a tangentially injected beam by LH waves in ATC 
[175]. The beam was observed to  gain energy in the 
perpendicular direction, bulk ion heating was negligi- 
ble and acceleration was seen even at  relatively low 
RF  power levels, as expected for cyclotron damping 
[175]. The perpendicular wavenumber kl predicted 
by the cold plasma dispersion relation was too small 
for direct interaction between the LH and the beam 
ions. 

Without beam injection, many experiments have 
noted a direct correspondence between parametric 
decay of the fundamental LH wave and tail formation 
[158, 166, 167, 171, 172, 241, 2421. In these experi- 
ments, the tail develops at  a lower density than that 
predicted for direct ion heating by LH waves (that 
obey the cold plasma dispersion relation). The most 
detailed study was performed in the small tokamak 
FT-2 [172]. In this device, the fundamental wave 
decayed into a daughter LH wave with w N 0.7Wo 
in a narrow region in the plasma [172]. This decay 
region occurred at a particular density and moved 
radially when f i e  was varied. Fast ion formation was 
correlated with the appearance of the daughter wave 
[172]. The observations are consistent with stochas- 
tic ion heating by the daughter LH wave. In other 
devices, parametric decay was observed at the plasma 
edge. In this case, the LH waves may decay into ion 
cyclotron quasi-modes that are heavily damped by 
ion cyclotron damping [171]. 

Lower hybrid waves can also scatter off density 
fluctuations. The scattering can effectively increase 
k l ,  with the result that stochastic ion heating occurs 
a t  lower values of density than those predicted by 
cold plasma theory. Either this mechanism or para- 
metric decay into a daughter LH wave probably 
account for the central tails observed in ALCATOR A 
[158], JFT-2 [162] and PLT [58]. 

In summary, the mechanism of fast ion acceler- 
ation in LH heating experiments is not well estab- 

lished. Both stochastic ion heating and ion cyclotron 
damping are probably important under different 
conditions, 

3.3. Loss terms 

If acceleration terms are negligible, the Fokker- 
Planck equation for fusion products or injected beam 
ions is often approximated by (Ref. [lS9]) 

(15) - = c - f /Tl  t So((, t )S(v  - WO) 
at 
where C is the collision operator (Eq. ( l l ) ) ,  WO is the 
birth or injection speed,12 and SO is the creation rate. 
In Eq. (15), the losses are modelled by an exponential 
loss time rl. In general, ~l is a function of velocity 
and pitch angle, but it is often approximated as a 
constant. If one averages over pitch angle, the steady 
state solution t o  Eq. (15) for velocities between13 
2wi < w < WO is (Ref. [4]) 

where r,, is the slowing-down time on electrons 
(Eq. (9)) and wc,it is the critical velocity (Eq. (7)). If 
there are no losses, the angle averaged steady state, 
slowing-down distribution f is proportional to  ( w 3  3. 
w:rit)-l. This distribution decreases monotonically 
with increasing velocity. On the other hand, for 
strong losses (‘1 (< rSe), fast ions do not stay in the 
plasma long enough to  reach low velocities and the 
maximum value of f occurs a t  the birth energy WO. 

There has not been a rigorous test of Eq. (16). 
In practice, Eq. (16) is used to  infer the loss time 
T[ from the measured distribution function, since a 
quantitative model for the losses rarely exists. The 
qualitative trends predicted by Eq. (16) have been 
observed in many experiments, however. In the small 
ATC device, beam ion losses due to  charge exchange 
were very strong and the measured neutral particle 
distribution peaked near the injection energy [190]. 
In PDX, a special class of orbits traversed the high 
neutral density region outside the toroidally local- 
ized limiter and the effect of large charge exchange 
losses on the neutral particle spectrum was readily 
apparent [217]. In TFR, the perpendicular charge 
exchange spectrum peaked near the injection energy 
because of large ripple losses of the injected beam 

~~~ 

12For hydrogenic neutral beam injection, delta functions are 

I3Energy diffusion is important outside this range. 
required for the full, half and third energies. 
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FIG. 29. Passive perpendicular charge exchange spectrum mea- 
sured during perpendicular deuterium bean injection (45 ke V)  
into PDX [243]. During injection of four  beams, the jishbone 
instability was strongly excited a n d  caused large losses of beam 
ions but i t  WQS barely excited when only two beams were used. 
The spectrum WQS obtained by sweeping the analyser enevgy tn 
time; the spikes on the four  beam spectrum are a n  artefact asso- 
ciated with the expulsion of beam ions a t  jishbone bursts. The 
slope of the spectrum near the birth energy changes dramatacally 
in the presence of large losses. 

ions. (Ripple losses are discussed in Section 4.2.) In 
PDX, a collective instability known as the fishbone 
instability (Section 5.1) caused large losses of beam 
ions. By varying the injected beam power, the mag- 
nitude of the loss term varied and the shape of the 
measured charge exchange spectra (Fig. 29) changed 
in qualitative agreement with theoretical expectations 
[ 2431. 

4. CONFINEMENT 

After a fast ion is created (Section a), it changes 
its velocity and position. In Section 3, processes that 
modify the velocity v of the fast ion were examined. 
In this section, we turn to processes that modify the 
spatial position T. 

Fast ions gyrate around the magnetic field while 
streaming parallel to the field lines (helical orbits). 
The gyromotion about the magnetic field lines is 
characterized by the gyroradius (in centimetres) pcm, 

where Af and Zf are the atomic mass and charge 
number, respectively, of the fast ion, E~M~. is the 

perpendicular energy in MeV and B T ~ ~ ~ ~  is the field in 
teslas. The gyromotion is apparent in the orbit pro- 
jections shown in Fig. 1. The effect of the gyromotion 
on the orbit is usually ignored, but this approxima- 
tion is not always justified. When p is a significant 
fraction of the plasma minor radius U (p/u&O.l), cor- 
rections to a description based solely on the guiding 
centre of the orbit must be retained. For example, 
in triton burnup studies in PLT (U = 40 cm), the 
triton gyroradius was 11 cm at 2.2 T and calculations 
indicate that finite gyroradius effects reduced the 
expected burnup by a factor of two [205]. 

The first adiabatic invariant p is associated with 
the toroidal gyromotion. Unless the field changes at a 
rate comparable with the frequency of gyromotion R 
or on a scale length comparable with the gyroradius 
p, p = El /B is constant. The dominant spatial 
dependence of the magnetic field in a tokamak is the 
radial dependence ( B  N BoRoIR), so p conservation 
implies that 

p = B N B O R g -  El El - constant 

along the fast ion orbit. Since most plasma insta- 
bilities have lower frequencies than R and do not 
appreciably modify B on a gyroradius scale length, 
fast ion trajectories usually satisfy Eq. (18). 

Because the magnetic field of the tokamak is non- 
uniform, the guiding centres of the fast ion orbits 
drift perpendicular to  the field. The drift orbit of a 
particle is determined by these perpendicular drifts 
and by the free streaming motion parallel to  the field 
line. Gyromotion and toroidal motion are neglected 
in the drift orbit description. The second adiabatic 
invariant 

J = ~ 1 1  dl = constant (19) f 
is associated with the drift motion. (In Eq. (19), 
the integral is over a complete (closed) drift orbit 
fd l . )  If the field does not change appreciably on 
the temporal or spatial scale of the drift orbit, J is 
conserved. These conditions are often violated by 
plasma instabilities and J is not always a conserved 
quantity for real fast ion trajectories. Fast ion drift 
orbits are discussed in Section 4.1. 

The banana orbits of trapped fast ions precess 
around the tokamak toroidally. The third adiabatic 
invariant is the flux through the area swept out by 
the precessing banana orbits. This invariant is rarely 
conserved in the presence of plasma instabilities, since 
the mode frequencies w often exceed the precession 
frequency wpre. 
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The drift orbit description assumes that the mag- 
netic field is axisymmetric. In a real tokamak, the 
toroidal field is produced by a finite set of field coils 
and varies in strength as a function of toroidal angle 
4. This toroidal field ripple can affect the confinement 
of fast ions and is discussed in Section 4.2. 

In addition to  the fields produced by the external 
coils and by the plasma current, tokamak plasmas 
exhibit electrostatic and electromagnetic fluctua- 
tions caused by instabilities, collisions and R F  waves. 
Random changes in velocity associated with these 
fluctuations can cause a fast ion to  move away grad- 
ually from its initial drift orbit. Fast ion diffusion 
induced by fluctuations is considered in Section 4.3. 

Long wavelength MHD instabilities also modify 
the tokamak magnetic field configuration by intro- 
ducing helical distortions to  the field. In addition t o  
rippling the flux surfaces, these distortions can affect 
the confinement of fast ions in a manner similar to  
the toroidal field ripple. For large amplitude MHD 
activity, orbit stochasticity may be induced. The 
effect of MHD instabilities on the confinement of fast 
ions is considered in Section 4.5. 

Intense fast ion populations can drive plasma 
instabilities (Section 5) .  The resonance between 
the driven instability and the orbital motion can 
induce rapid transport of fast ions, as discussed in 
Section 4.4. 

4.1. Drift orbits 

The drift orbit of a fast ion is determined by 
the competition between the poloidal component 
of the parallel motion and the V B  and curvature 
drifts caused by the inhomogeneity of the field. In 
general, three constants of the motion suffice to  
specify a particular drift orbit.14 Often the energy E, 
the magnetic moment p and the toroidal canonical 
angular momentum p6 are selected as the three 
constants, but other choices may be more convenient 
(the energy, the pitch angle cos-l(vll/v) and the 
major radius R constitute another common choice). 
A rough measure of the relative importance of the 
drifts relative to  the parallel motion is given by 
the size of the poloidal gyroradius p e  relative to  the 
plasma minor radius a. For thermal particles, pe  << a ,  
the parallel motion predominates over the gradient 
drifts, and the particle orbits remain close to  the flux 

I4In general, six constants (the velocity and position com- 
ponents) are needed to specify an orbit but the gyrophase, 
toroidal angle and toroidal velocity are ignorable in the drift 
approximation. 

surfaces. On the other hand, for fast ions, p e  5 a ,  the 
gradient drifts and parallel motion are comparable, 
and the orbits do not follow the flux surfaces (Fig. 1). 

Very energetic ions are not confined by the poloidal 
field but strike a first wall component prior to  comple- 
tion of their first drift orbit; these losses are termed 
prompt losses or first orbit losses. In general, whether 
a particle is lost or not depends upon the magnitude 
and profile of the plasma current, upon the shape of 
the flux surfaces and upon the initial velocity and 
position. As a rule of thumb, a critical energy Eloss 
can be defined [232], 

where El,,, is in MeV, IMA is the plasma current in 
MA, Zf and Af are the fast ion charge and mass num- 
bers, respectively, and Ro and a are the major and 
minor radii of the plasma, respectively. A trapped 
ion at  the centre of a circular tokamak is barely lost 
when its energy E N Eloss. Most of the ions from 
an isotropic population of energy E are confined if 
E < Eloss. On the other hand, if the energy signif- 
icantly exceeds Eloss, most fast ions in an isotropic 
distribution are lost on their first drift orbit. Equa- 
tion (20) can be re-expressed in terms of the plasma 
current 11,,, (in MA) required to  confine fast ions of 
energy E M e V ,  

A complete specification of the drift orbit requires 
a knowledge of all three constants of the motion. The 
topology of fast ion orbits is complex [244-2461. Fig- 
ure 30 shows a map of the first orbit loss boundaries 
in velocity space for fast ions near the magnetic axis 
in a circular cross-section tokamak. Fast ions travel- 
ling in the direction of the plasma current ( W I I  > 0) 
are called co-going and those streaming in the oppo- 
site direction ( W I I  < 0) are termed counter-going. 
(Note that the direction of the toroidal field has no 
effect upon the drift orbit.) Several general features 
are evident: 

For small enough energies, all fast ions are con- 
fined. (Ions of equal energy lie on a circle in 
velocity space.) If the energy is too large, the 
fast ions are all promptly lost independent of the 
value of v1 I / w l  . 
Circulating particles with parallel velocities 
IqI >> w l  are better confined than trapped 
particles with low parallel velocity ( 1 ~ 1 1 1  << 211). 
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VI I 

FIG. 30. The portion of velocity space sampled by various experiments. The  loss boundary is  
calculated using the formalism of Hively and Miley [247] f o r  fast  ions near the centre of PLT.  
Typical investigated orbits are sketched, with a dot indicating the magnetic axis. (See Fig. 1 for  
several examples of actual orbits.) Particles that circulate in the direction of the plasma current 
(eo-circulating orbits) lie to the right of the axis, and counter-circulating orbits lie to  the left of the 
axis. I n  most  cases, the investigated orbits did not  originate near the magnetic axis, so the loss 
boundary is  only a qualitative guide. Neutral beam ions were measured o n  A T C  [204], P L T  [224], 
P D X  [217, 2531 and I S X - B  [193], and fusion products o n  PLT [30] and T F T R  12521. 
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FIG. 31. Fusion product burnup data versus plasma current I,. The plasma current is normalized 
to  Iloss (Eq.  (21)) .  T h e  shaded region is  the expected variation associated with the improved con- 
f inement  of the fusion products a3 the plasma current increases (for broad and narrow source and 
current profiles); variations associated with changes i n  T, or  nD/ne are not  included. The  error 
bars represent random errors only. The  data points denote the following. [e], Ratio of d ( 3 H e , p ) ~  
reactions (measured by a silicon diode) to  d ( d , n ) 3 H e  reactions in P D X f o r  high field (2 .2 T )  dis- 
charges (0.14-0.44 M A )  [205]. [VI, Ratio of d(t, n ) a  reactions (measured by copper activation) 
to  d ( d ,  n )3He reactions in F T  for  high field (8 T )  discharges (0.31-0.50 M A )  [438]. lo], Ratio of 
d ( 3 H e , p ) a  reactions (measured by silicon diodes) to  d ( d ,  n )3He reactions in T F T R  (0.5-1.0 M A )  
[198]. These data are already corrected for  the expected T;j2 dependence of the burnup and the 
absolute normalization is approximate. [A], Ratio of d(t, n ) a  reactions (measured by foil acti- 
vat ion)  to  d ( d ,  n )3He reactions in T F T R  (0.5-1.4 M A )  [313]. [XI, Ratio of d( t ,  n ) a  reactions 
(measured by a silicon diode) to  d ( d ,  n )3He reactions in DIU-D f o r  high field (2 T )  discharges 
(0.4-1.6 M A )  [200]. 
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(c) The loss boundary is not symmetric in velocity 
space. CO-going fast ions are better confined 
than counter-going ions. The lowest energy 
unconfined orbit (the cusp of the loss boundary) 
is for a counter-going particle with large w ~ / w .  

The loss boundary shown in Fig. 30 is for a particular 
particle birth position in the plasma (close to the 
magnetic axis). At other positions, different bound- 
aries apply, but they usually retain a similar shape. 
There are exceptions, however, and, in some peculiar 
instances, the boundary may even be multiple valued 
[247]. 

Many experiments have tested the drift orbit the- 
ory. One way to  study prompt losses is to  mea- 
sure the burnup of fusion products (Appendix) as 
a function of plasma current. The fusion product 
source is close to  isotropic and is centred around the 
magnetic axis (Section 2.1), so that the technique 
effectively integrates over velocity space. As the cur- 
rent increases, the poloidal field increases and the 
confinement of the fusion products improves. Fig- 
ure 31 shows data from all reported current scans in 
the regime where prompt losses are important. The 
expected variation associated with changes in the 
fraction of confined orbits is also shown. In addition 
to  the direct effect of the current upon confinement, 
the plasma current may also affect the magnitude 
of the burnup indirectly through changes in electron 
temperature (and possibly deuterium concentration). 
With the exception of the TFTR data, discharges 
with strong MHD activity are excluded from Fig. 31. 
(As discussed in Section 4.5, MHD instabilities can 
degrade the confinement of fast ions.) Theoretically, 
the prompt losses are expected to  decrease dramati- 
cally between Ip N 0.4110sB and Ip IT Iloss. The data 
are in rough agreement with this theoretical expec- 
tation for both 1 MeV tritons and 0.8 MeV 3He ions 
(Fig. 31). 

The burnup technique provides a quantitative, 
averaged measure of the fast ion confinement. Other 
experiments have explored the properties of partic- 
ular orbits in phase space, as shown schematically 
in Fig. 30. The sketches illustrate the class of orbit 
explored in the various experiments. One of the first 
studies of fast ion drift orbits was performed on 
ATC [204]. In this experiment, a neutral beam was 
injected into the tokamak at  an angle of 7' to  the nor- 
mal. When the direction of the plasma current was 
reversed, the majority of beam ions was predicted to  
jump across the loss boundary and become uncon- 
fined. The observed passive charge exchange signal 

x\. 
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%-*, 83' to I, x-. .  

I I  8 I '  I '  I '  I '  
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FIG. 32. Passive deuterium charge exchange flux observed 
tangentially during near perpendicular injection into ATC 
for two dafferent directions of the plasma current [Sod]. The 
calculated fraction of confined orbits was 56% for  83' and 27% 
for  97'. 

was two orders of magnitude smaller for counter- 
injection than for co-injection (Fig. 321, verifying 
that the loss boundaries are asymmetric in velocity 
space. 

Kaita et al. have observed two different classes 
of banana orbits with horizontally scanning pas- 
sive charge exchange analysers during neutral beam 
injection. The first, measured on PLT [224], is the 
customary banana orbit (the orbit near W I I  = 0 in 
Fig. 30). The second orbit, which was observed on 
PDX [217], is peculiar to  high energy particles. In 
orbit theory, the parallel motion and gradient drifts 
can exactly cancel on the inside of the magnetic 
axis, producing a pinch or stagnation orbit. Physi- 
cally, the exact cancellation between free streaming 
and gradient drifts is unstable and small changes in 
plasma parameters result in markedly different orbits. 
(Mathematically, the pinch orbit is an X point in 
phase space a t  the trapped-passing boundary [245].) 
A barely confined orbit close to  a pinch orbit was 
observed in the PDX experiment [217]. A similar 
orbit was measured in a study [30, 2481 of 3 MeV pro- 
tons that escape from PLT (Fig. 30). As expected, 
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the orbit near the pinch point was extremely sensitive 
to  the plasma current while another class of orbits 
with little parallel velocity was barely affected by 
changes in Ip [30]; the variation in flux was qualita- 
tively consistent with the predicted variation [248]. 

Similar orbits have also been studied with scin- 
tillators mounted on the wall of TFTR [249-2521. 
As indicated in Fig. 30, the acceptance angle of 
these detectors spans a range of pitch angles in 
velocity space; the largest signals are produced by 
fusion products on orbits similar to the sketched 
one. The signal after integration over pitch angle 
is plotted versus plasma current in Fig. 33. As the 
current increases, the arc in velocity space in Fig. 30 
decreases in length and the signal is expected to  
decrease. In other words, as the current increases, 
the particles seen by the detector originate farther 
from the magnetic axis where fewer fusion products 
are born, so the signal falls. As expected, the signal 
strength decreases with increasing current (Fig. 33). 

In a study of current diffusion, active charge 
exchange was used to  study the orbit shifts of 
counter-going beam ions (Fig. 30) injected onto a 
narrow annulus in PDX [253]. The observed dis- 
placement of the drift axis from the magnetic axis 
was consistent with calculated values based upon 
modelling of the current profile [253]. 

the passive charge exchange signal from barely 
trapped, co-going beam ions (Fig. 30) was stud- 
ied [193]. When the current was decreased, the loss 
boundary approached the orbits of the detected par- 
ticles, and the signal decreased by a factor of four 
[193]. 

On DIU, drift orbit losses were studied by measur- 
ing the temperature of a single-blade limiter with an 
infrared camera during neutral beam injection [254]. 
The power loss inferred from the measurements was 
14-15% of the injected power, while Monte Carlo 
calculations based upon classical beam deposition 
and orbit theory predicted 10-11% [254]. Power loss 
measurements with a calorimeter probe during per- 
pendicular injection into PDX were also close to  the 
expected prompt losses of beam ions [255]. 

In summary, the qualitative features of drift orbit 
theory are experimentally confirmed. Calculations 
of the fraction of particles that are lost agree with 
experiment within the errors, but uncertainties of 
5-10% in the fraction of the total population that is 
lost are typical. 

In addition to these relatively direct studies of the 
properties of fast ion drift orbits, many other exper- 

On ISX-B, the effect of the plasma current upon 

iments have explored aspects of drift orbit theory in 
conjunction with other effects. These studies include 
direct measurements of minority tail ions lost during 
ICRF [61, 108, 1091, charge exchange measurements 
of minority banana orbits [95], drift orbit corrections 
to the Stix theory [113], measurements of the poloidal 
distribution of escaping 15 MeV protons created in 
d(3He, p)cy reactions during 3He minority ICRF [117] 
and measurements of the charge exchange spectrum 
during neutral beam injection (Section 3.1.2). 

4.2. Toroidal field ripple 

In the drift orbit approximation, the magnetic field 
is treated as uniform toroidally. In a real tokamak, 
the toroidal field is corrugated because of the finite 
number of toroidal field coils. This toroidal field 
ripple is generally greatest on the outside of the 
tokamak (at large major radius R where the coils 
are farthest apart) and is usually less important on 
the inside of the tokamak. Field perturbations of 1% 
are typical in the outer edge and are often orders of 
magnitude smaller near the magnetic axis. 

Theoretically, the toroidal field ripple has a neg- 
ligible effect upon the orbits of most circulating 
particles. The effect upon trapped or barely passing 
particles can be dramatic, however. Recall that the 
magnetic moment p = E I / B  is usually conserved. 
At the turning point of a trapped ion, the parallel 
velocity vanishes and p = E / B .  Since the energy 
of the particle E is another constant of the motion, 
small changes in the magnitude of B associated with 
field ripple cause perturbations in the position of 
the turning point. Two main classes of effects are 
distinguished: ripple trapping and ripple induced 
stochastic diffusion. 

In ripple trapping, the toroidal field ripple creates 
a secondary magnetic well. The criterion for the exis- 
tence of secondary ripple wells in a circular tokamak 
with large aspect ratio is [256, 2571 

where E is the local inverse aspect ratio, 0 is the 
poloidal angle, Ncoils is the number of toroidal field 
coils, q is the field line pitch and S = (B,,, - 
Bmin)/(Bmax + Bmin) is the ripple amplitude. In 
tokamaks with only a few, closely fitting, coils the 
criterion a* < 1 can be satisfied in much of the 
plasma but in most operating tokamaks it is only 
satisfied at  the outer edge of the plasma. An ion 
trapped in the secondary well executes an orbit 
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known as a superbanana and begins t o  drift vertically 
because the V B  drift is no longer compensated by 
the rotational transform. The subsequent motion 
depends upon the collisionality of the fast ions. If 
the fast ions are collisionless, they continue drifting 
vertically until they are lost t o  the wall. This is 
known as convective ripple trapping. This is the 
usual case for fast ions. Thermal ions are sometimes 
sufficiently collisional that  they only drift a small 
distance vertically before a collision knocks them out 
of the ripple well. Transport associated with this 
process is known as diffusive ripple trapping. In this 
collisional regime, the confinement of ions that barely 
skim over the tops of the ripple wells is also affected. 

The second process does not require trapping, but 
arises from the small variations in the radial position 
of the turning points introduced by the field ripple. 
This change in the flux surface corresponds to  a 
radial step size A r  of (Ref. [258]) 

where pf is the fast ion gyroradius and 4 and O are 
evaluated a t  the turning point. Because the step size 
is proportional to  the gyroradius, fast ions are more 
sensitive to  ripple diffusion than thermal ions. The 
variations in the turning point only produce trans- 
port, however, if the radial ‘kicks’ received at  each 
turning point are decorrelated. One mechanism that 
can decorrelate the phase between kicks is Coulomb 
collisions; this mechanism is important if the collision 
rate vcollision is comparable with the bounce frequency 
qounce. Fast ions diffuse at  either the ripple plateau 

at  the banana diffusion rate D - (AT)’l/collision (if 
rate D N ( A ~ ) ~ ~ b o u n c e / 2 ~  (if vcollision N > %ounce) or 

vcollision N %ounce) < 

Another mechanism that can decorrelate the radial 
kicks (Eq. (23)) is the toroidal precession motion of 
the drift orbits. The criterion for decorrelation due 
t o  this mechanism is appr~x ima te ly ’~  [260] 

where q‘ is the radial derivative of q.  When 
this stochastic toroidal field diflusion is opera- 
tive, it results in large diffusion rates of order 
D - (Ar)2q,ounce/27r. Stochastic diffusion is impor- 
tant because the criterion given by Eq. (24) is usually 
fulfilled in a much larger region of the plasma than 

I5The theoretical threshold is modified by finite orbit width 
effects [259]. 

the trapping criterion (Eq. (22)) for fast ions with 
large values of pf. 

Evidence of transport associated with ripple trap- 
ping was first seen in charge exchange measurements. 
Figure 34 shows the vertical profile of the ‘ion tem- 
perature’ measured by perpendicular neutral par- 
ticle analysers in T-4 [26l], a machine with > 1% 
toroidal field ripple throughout the plasma. The pas- 
sive charge exchange profile is strongly asymmetric 
owing t o  the vertical drift of ripple trapped ions in 
the tail of the distribution function, and the observed 
distortion is consistent with theoretical predictions 
for convective ripple transport (Fig. 34). Vertical 
asymmetries in the passive charge exchange profile 
were also reported on T-3 [262, 2631, T-4 [263, 2641, 
T-10 [261, 265-2671, ALCATOR A [268] and TEXT 
[269]. Petrov et al. showed that the asymmetry was 
present in the large ripple tokamaks T-3 and T-4, but 
was absent in the low ripple tokamak T-6 [263], and 
a similar result was found for ALCATOR A (large 
ripple) and ALCATOR C (smaller ripple) [268]. The 
first asymmetric profiles were for ions in the tail of a 
thermal distribution. In later work, asymmetries were 
also observed for perpendicular beam injection [269]. 
In TFR, the slowing-down spectrum of perpendicular 
beam ions was strongly depleted, in rough agreement 
with calculated losses associated with ripple trapping 
[26]. In ALCATOR C, the heating efficiency dur- 
ing lower hybrid [270] and H minority ICRF [lo51 
suggested large ripple losses of trapped fast ions. In 
JT-GOU, ripple losses are probably responsible for the 
weak current dependence of the triton burnup [20l]. 

Direct measurements of fast ions lost in ripple 
wells were made on TFR [26, 2711, JT-60 [201, 272- 
2741 and TORE SUPRA [loti] during perpendicular 
neutral beam injection and during hydrogen minor- 
ity ICRE’ heating in TORE SUPRA [106]. On TFR, 
Faraday cups arranged in a poloidal array midway 
between a pair of toroidal field coils measured the 
escaping beam ions [271]. (The ripple in T F R  varied 
from O(O.l%) on axis t o  -3.7% at  the outer edge of 
the plasma.) The Faraday cup current scaled approx- 
imately linearly with beam power and was largest for 
the detector situated -7 cm from the centre of the 
coil, as expected for ripple losses [271]. The measured 
current was about twice as large as that theoretically 
expected, however. Experimental uncertainties (such 
as secondary electron emission from the Faraday 
cups) may account for the discrepancy, or the results 
may indicate a loss process in addition to  ripple trap- 
ping. In contrast, measurements in JT-6OU (with 
a fast infrared TV camera and with a poloidal and 
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FIG. 33. Steady state signal f r o m  1 M e V  tritons and 3 M e V p r o t o n s  as a funct ion 
of plasma current in T F T R  [252]. The signal ( x  j i s  f rom a detector at the bottom 
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FIG. 34. Vertical distribution of the slope Tt of the perpendic- 
ular distribution funct ion measured by active charge exchange 
(0) and passive charge exchange ( 0 )  in T-4 [261]. The  VB 
drift is upward. The  solad lines are theoretical predictions based 
upon a n  approximate solution of the Fokker-Planck equation 
ancluding convective ripple transport. 
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toroidal array of 40 thermocouples installed on the 
first wall) are in good quantitative agreement with 
the theoretical predictions [272, 2731. (The ripple in 
JT-6OU is 5 0.8% for the case shown in Fig. 35.) The 
losses are concentrated both poloidally and toroidally, 
as theoretically predicted. The toroidal distribution 
at the angle of maximum poloidal flux is shown in 
Fig. 35, together with the theoretical prediction from 
a Monte Carlo code [273]. The magnitude of the 
losses (to within IS%), the poloidal and toroidal dis- 
tributions, and the dependences upon the ripple 6 
and safety factor q are all consistent with calculations 
of ripple trapped loss [272]. The results from TFR 
and JT-6OU indicate that ripple trapping can cause 
large losses of perpendicular fast ions when Eq. (22) 
is satisfied. 

In ST [275], PLT [276], ISX-B [277, 2781 and JET 
[146], the magnitude of the ripple was varied by con- 
necting or disconnecting one or more coils. In ST 
a single additional coil created an enormous (30% 
on axis) ripple ‘hill’ a t  one location, while on PLT 
a toroidally localized ripple ‘well’ of either 0.4 or 
2.7% was created. Theoretically, a single perturba- 
tion has less effect than periodic field ripple. In ST, 
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FIG. 35. Toroidal distribution of ( a )  the measured heat load 
and (b) the predicted heat  load to  the first wall during perpen- 
dicular beam injection in to  JT-6OU [273]. T h e  poloidal angle is 
-64’. T h e  calculated heat load i s  f r o m  a Monte  Carlo orbit fol- 
lowing code (OMFC) that  includes the  effects of ripple trapping 
(which dominates  i n  this case) and ripple d i f f s i o n .  

the passive charge exchange signal decreased but the 
neutron signal increased in the presence of the ripple 
hill, so the results of the experiment were indeter- 
minate [275]. In PLT, the localized dip of 2.7% in 
the field strength on axis had no discernible effect on 
the confinement of tangentially injected beam ions 
[276] or circulating 1 MeV tritons [205]. The ISX-B 
and J E T  experiments varied the periodic field ripple 
by halving the number of energized field coils. In 
ISX-B, the number of field coils was reduced from 
18 to 9 (at constant B = 0.84 T) during tangential 
neutral beam injection. The reduction caused the 
ripple a t  the plasma edge t o  increase from 6 = 0.8% 
to S N 8%; in the nine coil configuration the ripple 
trapping condition (Eq. ( 2 2 ) )  was satisfied in most 
of the plasma volume. Experimentally, the change 

in ripple scarcely affected the circulating fast ions 
(Fig. (36a)), but caused a dramatic reduction in the 
passive charge exchange signal from beam ions near 
the trapped-passing boundary (Fig. (36b)) and in the 
signal from deeply trapped beam ions [278]. These 
results confirm the theoretical expectation that the 
orbits of passing particles average out the perturba- 
tions associated with toroidal field ripple, while those 
of trapped ions do not. In JET,  the number of field 
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FIG. 36. Passive charge exchange spectra during tangential 
neutral beam inject ion (30-35 k e V )  in to  ISX-B with either 18 
(0) or 9 (0)  toroidal field coils energized [278]. ( a )  Sightline 
viewing passing particles (Rt,, = 72 cm;  Ro = 93 c m ) .  ( b )  
Sightline viewing particles near the trapped-passing boundary 
(Rt, ,  = 49 cm).  
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FIG. 37. Flux of d-d fusion reaction products, measured by 
a probe at  -20' below the midplane, as a function of plasma 
current in TFTR [280]. The signals are integrated over pitch 
angle. The curwe labelled (first orbit only' indicates the expected 
variation with current of prompt (drift orbit) losses and the 
curwe labelled 'first orbit t ripple' is the variation calculated by 
a Monte Carlo guiding centre code assuming a simplified wall 
geometry . 

coils was reduced from 32 to 16 during beam injec- 
tion and during ICRF heating [146]. The reduction 
increased the ripple at the outer limiter from 1 to 
12.5%, creating a substantial ripple trapping region 
in the outer plasma. The triton burnup dropped by 
30-60%, which is somewhat larger than the 25% 
reduction expected from ripple well and stochas- 
tic ripple losses. During hydrogen minority heating, 
the resonance layer was scanned outward into the 
large ripple region. When the resonance layer was at 
R,,, N 3.0 m the fusion gamma signal produced by 
energetic protons was insensitive to the number of 
field coils, but when it was at R,,, = 3.4 m the sig- 
nal was ~3 times smaller with 16 coils than with 32 
coils [146]. An even larger reduction at R,,, = 3.4 m 
was observed in the vertical charge exchange flux 
of 1.4 MeV protons [146, 2791. These observations 
confirm the detrimental effect of toroidal field ripple 
on the confinement of trapped fast ions. 

A detailed study of stochastic ripple diffusion was 
performed on TFTR [280-2831. In this experiment, 
scintillators with pitch angle resolution that are 
located near the edge of the plasma measured escap- 
ing 1 MeV tritons and 3 MeV protons produced in 
d(d, p)t fusion reactions. Figure 37 shows the signal 
measured by a movable probe mounted just below the 
midplane (8 N -20") as a function of plasma current. 

As discussed in Section 4.1, prompt losses to  the 
probe are expected to decrease as the plasma current 
increases, a result observed with a similar detector 
mounted near the bottom of TFTR (Fig. 33). For 
the midplane probe, however, the signal peaks at  
1.4 MA, in contradiction to the drift orbit prediction 
(Fig. 37). Calculations including stochastic ripple 
diffusion reproduce the observed maximum, although 
the observed signal strength is larger than that pre- 
dicted (Fig. 37). The discrepancy between the signal 
strength and the prediction may be due to the ~ 5 0 %  
uncertainty in the calculation (caused by uncertain- 
ties in the current and d-d emission profiles) or to 
incomplete modelling of the detector and wall geome- 
tries. The pitch angle distribution also indicates that 
stochastic ripple diffusion is an important loss pro- 
cess. Figure 38 shows the pitch angle distribution of 
the signal at Ip = 0.6 MA, where drift orbit losses 
dominate, and at Ip = 1.8 MA, where ripple losses 
prevail. The dramatic shift to higher pitch angles is 
evident. The data from a radial scan of the probe 
position and from the poloidal distribution of the 
losses as a function of current further confirm that 
the losses are caused by ripple diffusion [280, 2821. 
The data from the scans suggest that the threshold 
for stochasticity is 1-3 times the threshold given by 
Goldston et al. [258] (Eq. (24)). In another set of 
experiments, obstacles were moved into the scrape-off 
region to intercept the fast ions measured by the 
scintillator. From the radial dependence of the signal 
it was concluded that the measured radial step size 
(0.3 f 0.1 cm) agrees with the theoretical prediction 
of Eq. (23) [280, 2831. 

4.3. Fluctuation induced transport 

Fast ions are subjected to the field fluctuations 
associated with Coulomb collisions, microturbulence 
and RF waves (Fig. 19). The effect of these fluctua- 
tions on the velocity distribution of the fast ions was 
discussed in Section 3. In this section, we consider 
the impact of the velocity fluctuations on the con- 
finement of the fast ions. The discussion is restricted 
to  steady state, short wavelength fluctuations. The 
transport associated with transient MHD instabilities 
is the subject of Sections 4.4 and 4.5. 

Consider a fast ion in a fluctuating electric field. 
(If the fast ion population is sufficiently dilute, the 
response of the fast ions does not alter the fluctuating 
fields, so a test particle treatment is adequate.) In a 
uniform magnetic field, an electric field perturbation 
E can create an E x B drift, and this perturbation 
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FIG. 98. Flux of d-d fusion reaction products versus toroidal 
pitch angle (cos-l(v+/v)) for (a) I, = 0.6 MA and (b) 
I, = 1.8 M A  in TFTR [280]. At low current, the measured 
distribution (data points) is consistent with the distribution pre- 
dicted by calculations of drift orbit losses, while a t  high current, 
calculations that include ripple losses give a better fit to the 
data. The error bars on the calculated curves are associated 
with uncertainties in the current and d-d emission profiles, 
while the error bars on the experiment are associated with 
uncertainties in the calibration and orientation of the detector. 

in perpendicular velocity perturbs the motion of the 
particle. If the velocity ‘kicks’ are random, cross- 
field diffusion occurs, with an effective step length of 
approximately pf and a collision frequency v, so the 
diffusion coefficient D is approximately 

D N pf2u (25) 

Kicks in perpendicular velocity, SWL, are more effec- 
tive in altering the fast ion orbit than kicks in paral- 
lel velocity, Sq. For example, the friction associated 
with Coulomb drag on electrons usually improves 
fast ion confinement by reducing the banana width 
(which depends upon W) and drawing the ion closer 

to  the flux surface. On the other hand, pitch angle 
scattering events do lead t o  non-negligible changes 
in WL. Transport produced by Coulomb scattering 
in a uniform field is termed classical. The classical 
diffusion coefficient for fast ions is given by Eq. (25) 
with v replaced by the collision frequency between 
fast ions and thermal ions, v = vfi. Because these 
collisions are infrequent, classical diffusion is very 
small for fast ions. For example, for -100 keV beam 
ions in TFTR, the classical diffusion coefficient is 
D - 10-3m2/s, which is negligible in comparison 
with typical thermal transport coefficients ( ~ 1  m2/s). 

Neoclassical theory refers to  the enhancement in 
classical transport associated with toroidal effects. 
Depending upon the relative frequencies of Coulomb 
collisions vfi and the bounce motion of trapped parti- 
cles qounce, neoclassical theory is subdivided into dif- 
ferent collisionality regimes; fast ions are sufficiently 
collisionless that they are almost always in the banana 
regime (vfi << qounce). In this regime, toroidal effects 
do not appreciably modify the expected transport 
for circulating fast ions but they do increase the 
transport of trapped fast ions. The tip of the banana 
orbit moves by a poloidal gyroradius p s  (rather than 
the toroidal gyroradius p f )  in a pitch angle scat- 
tering collision, so that the diffusion coefficient is 
(Refs [284, 2851) 

(26) 
1 2  

Dneo zpevfi 

where p s  is given by Eq. (17) with the field B evalu- 
ated using the poloidal field. The collision frequency 
vfi is 

where ne is in me3 and EM,V is the fast ion energy 
in MeV. Equations (26) and (27) imply that D,,, K 
l/a, so that neoclassical transport of fast ions 
is smaller than neoclassical transport of thermal 
ions. For example, for beam ions near the centre 
of TFTR, D,,, N 10-’m2/s, which is generally 
negligible. Only a small fraction of initially confined 
fast ions subsequently pitch angle scatter onto a 
loss orbit, even if first-orbit losses are appreciable 
[286]. Neoclassical transport may be important in RF  
heating, however, because the RF  power density can 
be highly concentrated on axis (where the poloidal 
field is small) and even fast ion transport of order 
(lo-’) m2/s can appreciably broaden the power 
deposition [284]. 

drifts as well as diffusion. For example, a toroidal 
In neoclassical theory, Coulomb collisions introduce 
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electric field Eli causes trapped particles to  drift 
inward with a velocity of approximately Vw,,, N 
EIl/Bo, where Bo is the poloidal field. In a large 
tokamak, this drift is O(O.l m/s), which is usually 
negligible. 

Fluctuations in velocity caused by RF waves can 
also cause convection and diffusion. The radial step 
size 6r of a trapped ion that gains a kick in energy 
6 E  from the RF wave is (Ref. [284]) 

where IC+ and w are the toroidal wavenumber and 
frequency, respectively, of the wave, and 0 6  is the 
poloidal gyrofrequency of the fast ion. For high 
energy minority tail ions, these kicks give rise to  
a radial drift VRF of order [284] 

and a diffusion coefficient DRF of 

where 5 is the average of k4 over the wave spectrum 
at the turning point. The diffusion coefficient DRF 
is usually even smaller than that for neoclassical 
diffusion (Eq. (26)). The convective drift VRF may 
be significant for an asymmetric wave spectrum, 
however. 

Microturbulence may dominate the transport of 
thermal particles. This transport may be caused by 
either electrostatic fluctuations that impart radial 
E x B kicks to  the particles, or by electromag- 
netic fluctuations that allow parallel transport along 
braided field lines. Naively, one might think that 
fast ions are particularly vulnerable to  these trans- 
port mechanisms because of their large gyroradius pf 
(large radial step size) and relatively large velocity 
vf along field lines. However, if the microturbulence 
has a radial correlation length A, that is compa- 
rable with the thermal ion gyroradius pi and the 
waves propagate at velocities w/k N vi, the expected 
fast ion transport is much smaller than the thermal 
ion transport. Two effects are responsible for this 
reduction [287, 2881. 

Gyroradius averaging. The large gyromotion of 
the fast ions spatially averages over many waves in 
a gyroperiod, reducing the expected transport by a 
factor of order Ji(pf/A,).  (Here, Jo is the zeroth 
order Bessel function.) 

Drift averaging. The large drifts of the fast ions 
‘detune’ the fast ions from any resonant interaction 
with the waves (temporally averaged over the fluc- 
tuation spectrum), reducing the expected transport 
by a factor of the form S(z/A,), where S is the spa- 
tial form factor of the fluctuation spectrum and 2 is 
related to the orbit size. 

The expected transport level depends upon the 
details of the microturbulence, which are not well 
established experimentally. If the fluctuation spec- 
trum is peaked around klpi N 1, fast ion transport is 
expected to  be orders of magnitude smaller than ther- 
mal ion transport. Formulas for fluctuation induced 
transport are summarized by White and Mynick 
[260]. 

In practice, fluctuation induced transport of beam 
ions is often too small to be detected. For example, 
many workers have compared the absolute magnitude 
of the 2.5 MeV neutron emission during deuterium 
beam injection with calculations that assume clas- 
sical beam deposition and thermalization. The drift 
orbits of the beam ions are generally taken into 
account, but spatial transport is assumed negligible. 
Tritium experiments on JET extended this compari- 
son to include the magnitude of the 14 MeV neutron 
emission as well as that of the 2.5 MeV neutron 
emission (Fig. 39). The time evolution and absolute 
magnitude of both signals agree well with the sim- 
ulations for various combinations of deuterium and 
tritium beams [l, 289-2921. In deuterium injection 
experiments, the magnitude of the total d(d, n)3He 
rate agreed with calculations on PLT [192], TFR 
[203], PDX [293], ASDEX [66], ISX-B [193], TFTR 
[69, 194,294-2961 and JET [l, 54,2971 (Fig. 40). The 
accuracy of this comparison has steadily improved, 
and is now approximately 10-15%. Qualitatively, this 
good agreement implies that beam ions remain near 
the centre of the plasma during the initial stages of 
the thermalization process (when the fusion reaction 
cross-section is still appreciable). The only calcula- 
tion of the effect of spatial transport on the expected 
reaction rate was performed by the PLT group, who 
set an upper bound of D 5 0.5m2/s on the beam-ion 
diffusion coefficient [192]. 

Measurements of the profile of fusion reactions 
during beam injection are also consistent with neg- 
ligible fast ion transport during the initial stages of 
thermalization (Section 2.2). 

Neutral beams injected into hot, low density plas- 
mas can drive an appreciable current. Measurements 
of the loop voltage during current drive experiments 
usually agree with theoretical predictions based upon 
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FIG. 39. T i m e  evolution of the d ( d ,  n )3He and d( t ,  n ) a  neutron 
rates during Do and trace tr i t ium beam injection into JET [l]. 
Fission chambers were used to  measure ( a )  the total neutron 
yield, and (b)  the 14 M e V  component was deduced using silicon 
diodes. The simulations were performed using the TRANSP 
code and indicate the relative contributions of beam-beam, 
beam-plasma and thermonuclear emission. 

the assumptions that beam ions experience no spatial 
transport while decelerating classically. Figure 41 
shows the response of the loop voltage t o  tangential 
beam injection into a low density JET plasma [298]. 
The measured evolution of the surface voltage only 
agrees with calculations if the beam driven currents 
and bootstrap currents associated with the pres- 
sure gradient are included [298-3001. Similar studies 
on DITE [301, 3021, DIII-D [303, 3041 and T F T R  
[110, 305, 3061 also found agreement between the 
measured surface voltage or driven plasma current 
and calculations that  assume negligible beam ion 
transport. In addition t o  the assumptions of classical 
beam deposition and thermalization and negligible 

fast ion transport, these calculations also assume 
classical diffusion of the poloidal flux. The sensitivity 
of these results t o  fast ion transport has not been 
quantified, but the observations lend qualitative sup- 
port t o  the notion that beam ions are confined for a 
slowing-down time. 

using the so called ‘burnup’ technique (Appendix). 
Measurements of 15 MeV protons produced by ther- 
malizing 0.8 MeV 3He ions and of 14 MeV neutrons 
produced by thermalizing 1.0 MeV tritons are com- 
pared with calculations of the expected rates. The 
calculations [225] employ the (measured or calcu- 
lated) d-d emission profile, which is the birth pro- 
file for the 3He ions and tritons, assume classical 
Coulomb drag, and generally take into account drift 
orbit effects. Spatial diffusion of the fusion products 
is assumed to  be negligible. Measurements of the 
triton burnup on PLT [205,307] and of the 3He bur- 
nup on PDX [a051 are consistent with the calculated 
burnup to  within a factor of 3 in discharges without 
large MHD activity. In FT, the triton burnup [308- 
3121 agrees with calculations to  within 60% [312], 
with some tendency for the agreement to  degrade a t  
low values of the safety factor q (Section 4.5). The 
3He burnup in T F T R  was found t o  be a factor of 
2-3 larger than calculated values, which is a little 
beyond experimental uncertainties [198]. The triton 
burnup on TFTR [313, 3141 is 50 k 25% of the cal- 
culated value in discharges with long slowing-down 
times ( T ~ ~  - 1 s). On DIII-D, the triton burnup 
agrees with the calculations to  within 45% except 
in discharges with large MHD activity [200]. On 
JT-GOU, the burnup is 20-30% less than calculated, 
which is comparable with the uncertainty in the 
measurement [201]. Triton burnup studies on JET 
[60, 111, 199, 202, 315-3171 were performed at  large 
plasma currents (Ip 2 3 MA), where drift orbit effects 
are of reduced importance. The measured burn- 
up is typically 80% of the calculated value (Fig. 42), 
which is within the experimental errors of -20%. In 
discharges with long slowing-down times ( T ~ ~  2 2 s), 
the measured value falls t o  ~ 5 0 %  of the calculated 
value, however [60, 202, 289, 3171. 

on T F T R  [198] and the triton burnup profile was 
measured on J E T  [289, 3171 and T F T R  [318]. In all 
cases, the profile is highly peaked on axis. 

When the measured burnup is smaller than the 
calculated burnup, the discrepancy can be related 
to  a spatially averaged fusion product confinement 
time [205, 319, 3201 or diffusion coefficient [319, 3201. 

The confinement of fusion products can be assessed 

The spatial profile of the 3He burnup was measured 
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FIG. 40. Average ratio of the measured neutron rate to the expected neutron rate for  several tokamaks, as  a function of the approximate 
value of the neutron rate (in neutrons/s). All cases are for  deuterium injection, except for  the highest emission point (tritium 
injection). Uncertainty in the measurements of T,, ne, and Z,ff are the dominant sources of uncertainty in the theoretical prediction. 
The data points denote the following. [ISX-B] (0) [I931 - the random error for 21 discharges is shown; the quoted accuracy of the 
neutron calibration (-30%) is comparable. [TFR] (A) [203] - the average value for four discharge conditions is shown; the error 
bar is estimated from the published uncertainties in experiment and theory. [PDX] (0) [293] - the random error for  14 discharges 
is shown; the quoted accuracy of the neutron measurement is -50%. [PLT] (e) [I921 - the error bar is the quoted accuracy of the 
neutron measurement. [TFTR] ( 0 )  12941 - the random error for  2 8  discharges is shown and  is comparable with the quoted accuracy 
of the neutron measurement. The data are from 1988 and 1989 and the theory is from TRANSP. [TFTR] (0) [296] - the random 
error for  118 discharges is shown; the estimated absolute errors are slightly larger. The data are from 1990 supershots and  the theory 
is from the S N A P  code. [JET] (U) [54] - the comparison is for  a single discharge; the error bar is the quoted accuracy of the neutron 
calibration. [JET] (') [I] - the comparison e's for  a single discharge; the error bar is the quoted accuracy of the theory. 

Of course, the actual mechanism responsible for 
the reduction in burnup need not be diffusive. The 
measured d(3He, p ) a  profile implies an effective 
diffusion coefficient smaller than 1.0 m2/s for 0.8 MeV 
3He ions in TFTR [198] and the magnitude of the 
triton burnup in DIII-D implies that D ,$ 0.2 m2/s. 
The TFTR triton burnup data imply an effective 
diffusion coefficient of -0.1 m2/s [314]. The absolute 
magnitude of the triton burnup in the JET discharges 
with r,, 2 2 s imply a similar D (0.1-0.3 m2/s) 
[60, 202, 3201 but the d(t ,  n ) a  profile implies a much 
smaller diffusion coefficient [320], suggesting that the 
actual losses occur rapidly rather than diffusively 
[321]. 

In a qualitative study of fusion product confine- 
ment, the burst of 14 MeV neutrons created by 
injecting a deuterium pellet following beam injec- 
tion into TFTR confirmed that 1.0 MeV tritons are 
confined for >0.75 s [322]. 

The burnup technique effectively integrates over 
velocity space. A complementary approach to the 
study of fusion product confinement is to  measure 
particles on loss orbits near the vacuum vessel wall. 

Figure 30 illustrates one of the orbits measured by 
Zweben et al. using scintillators on the bottom of 
TFTR. The detectors are sensitive to spatial trans- 
port that moves 1 MeV tritons and 3 MeV protons 
across the trapped-passing boundary in velocity 
space (i.e. from counter-circulating orbits to an 
unconfined banana orbit). Comparison of the cur- 
rent dependence, the time evolution, the gyroradius 
distribution and the pitch angle distribution of the 
signal with model calculations all indicate that the 
diffusion of these counter-circulating fusion products 
is very small during neutral beam heating [252]. Fig- 
ure 43 shows the measured pitch angle distribution 
and the expected distribution for various values of the 
diffusion coefficient D in a plasma with Ro N 2.6 m. 
If the diffusion was large, most detected ions would 
appear near the trapped-passing boundary. Instead, 
the relatively broad pitch angle distribution expected 
from prompt losses is observed (Fig. 43), implying 
that D < 0.03 m2/s. In plasmas with a smaller 
major radius (Bo = 2.45 m), however, the pitch angle 
distribution deviates markedly from the expected 
distribution for D = 0 (Fig. 44) [281, 3231. The 
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41. Time evolution of the surface loop voltage deduced 
from magnetic measurements (A) and  of the calculated evolu- 
tion during eo-injection of 5 MW of deuterium beams into a 
low density J E T  plasma from 7-13 s [298]. The observed time 
evolution agrees with the TRANSP calculation that includes 
bootstrap, beam driven and  ohmic currents (B). Also shown 
are calculations that assume instantaneous current diffusion 
for the cases of ohmic current alone (C), ohmic and  beam 
driven currents (D) j  and ohmic, beam driven and bootstrap 
currents (E) .  The uncertainty in the calculated L$ (associated 
with uncertainties in Zef f  and T,) is  approximately 0.07 V. 

anomalous pitch angle distribution is produced by 
the loss of fusion products with energies about half 
the birth energy; the ions begin to  escape 0.2 f 0.1 s 
after the start of beam injection. Anomalies are also 
observed during combined ICRF and neutral beam 
heating [61, 2811. In this case, a detector located 
45" below the midplane detects delayed losses of ions 
with reduced gyroradii. (relative t o  prompt losses), 
suggesting the loss of confined tritons under these 
conditions [28l]. 

confined than thermal ions. From the observation 
of 400 keV 3He tail ions in PLT and an estimate 
of the acceleration rate, Chrien and Strachan [55] 
concluded that the tail ion diffusion coefficient was 
50.5 m2/s. The excellent agreement between the 
measured fast ion stored energy and the stored energy 
predicted by the Stix model (Fig. 25) implies that  the 
diffusion of tail ions in JET is less than 0.2 m2/s 
[113]; the observations of very large tail temperatures 

Fast ions accelerated during R F  heating are better 

(TL N_ 1.5 MeV) and energies (>7.5 MeV) [60, 1251 
lend qualitative support t o  this conclusion. The good 
energy confinement of JT-60 plasmas with combined 
neutral beam and R F  heating [132, 1771 and with 
second harmonic heating [133, 1371 also suggests 
good fast ion confinement. 

Some measurements during minority heating do 
suggest modest transport, however. On PLT, passive 
charge exchange measurements of the hydrogen tail 
implied a broader R F  deposition profile than that 
expected theoretically [134, 2321, perhaps owing to  
fast ion transport. Similar measurements of the 3He 
tail on PLT 11151 do not necessarily imply a broad- 
ened profile, however. JET charge exchange mea- 
surements of the hydrogen tail are also compatible 
with the expected power deposition without invok- 
ing spatial diffusion [103], but the variation of the 
gamma ray signal during a toroidal field scan [la11 
and the rise in electron temperature following a saw- 
tooth [123] did imply broadened power deposition. 
Figure 45 shows the temporal evolution of gamma 
rays produced by energetic minority protons during 
RF heating in JET [54]. Calculations that  incorpo- 
rate RF induced spatial diffusion can reproduce the 
signal, while neglect of transport results in a discrep- 
ancy (Fig. 45). Measurements of the time evolution 
of the plasma rotation also suggest an outward flow 
of fast ions from the plasma centre during minority 
heating in JET [324]. Stored energy measurements 
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with I, > 4.5 MA 11991. The calculations assume classical 
Coulomb scattering (arbitrarily increased by a factor of 1.2)  
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FIG. 43. Flux of 1 MeV tritons and 3 MeV protons to a detector located a t  the 
bottom of TFTR as  a function of pitch angle in a plasma with Ro = 2.6 m [252]. 
The flux as normalized to the measured d-d neutron emission. Also shown are 
the calculated pitch angle distributions for  various assumed values of the diffusion 
coeficient D. The error bar shows the approximate shot to shot variation, and  
there is a n  additional systematic uncertainty of &3% in the measured pitch angle. 
The shaded area indicates the uncertainty in the D = 0 model curve associated 
with uncertainty in the source profile, and  provides a n  approximate measure of the 
accuracy of the theory. 

during minority heating in TEXTOR suggest that 
the energy confinement time for fast ions is roughly 
twice as large as the thermal energy confinement time 
[114]. 

Several direct studies of fast ion diffusion have 
been attempted in TFTR. In one study, an annular 
ring of beam ions was deposited in the edge of the 
plasma [222, 2881. Transport of the beam ions into 
the plasma centre was monitored with horizontally 
scanning passive charge exchange detectors. The 
steep radial profile of the charge exchange signal 
(Fig. 46) indicates that the inward radial transport of 
the co-circulating beam ions is small (D < 0.05 m2/s) 
in these low density, low beta plasmas with weak 
MHD activity. In another study, a short pulse of 
deuterium neutral beams was injected into low den- 
sity, ohmically heated TFTR plasmas to create a 
population of nearly monoenergetic beam ions in the 
plasma centre [197, 3141. The subsequent evolution 
of this population was monitored with neutron and 

passive charge exchange diagnostics (Fig. 47). The 
data from the central neutron and charge exchange 
diagnostics imply D << 0.1 m2/s, while the signals 
from channels at T / U  1: 0.5 imply somewhat larger 
transport of D N 0.1 m2/s (Fig. 47). In a third study, 
the resonance layer was scanned across the sightline 
of a vertically viewing charge exchange analyser dur- 
ing hydrogen minority ICRF heating [110]. In the 
absence of spatial diffusion, the turning points of 
high energy protons are expected to lie in the reso- 
nance layer. The observed flux of 100 keV protons 
peaked strongly when the resonance layer approached 
the detector sightline, and the radial dependence of 
the signal implies a diffusion coefficient smaller than 
0.05 m2/s for these trapped ions [110]. 

During high power neutral beam injection, some 
charge exchange measurements suggest enhanced 
spatial transport of beam ions. A common technique 
is to increase the beam power in steps while observing 
the charge exchange flux. If changes in temperature 
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FIG. 44. Flux of 1 M e V  tritons and  9 MeV protons to a detector located a t  the bottom of TFTR a s  a function of pitch angle in a 
plasma with RO = 2.45 m [.81] for various currents. The flux is averaged over the beam pulse and  normalized to the neutron emission. 
An anomalous feature associated with delayed losses of fusion products shifts the distribution from the classical prediction. 
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FIG. 45. Intensity of the 4.4 MeV gamma ray flux as  a function 
of time during combined deuterium neutral beam injection and  
hydrogen minority I C R F  heating in J E T  1541. The gamma rays 
are produced by reactions between protons with energies above 
~5 MeV and carbon impurity ions. Also shown is the expected 
time evolution of the number of energetic protons with and  
without R F  induced spatial diffusion, as  calculated by the time 
dependent R F  diffusion code BACCHUS-DIFUS [&U]. 

and density profiles may be neglected, the neutral 
particle flux is expected to increase linearly with the 
beam power. In practice, the active charge exchange 
signal was observed to saturate with increasing beam 
power on TFR [191] and ISX-B [193] and the passive 
charge exchange signal saturated in DIII [325, 3261. 
These data were obtained in intensely heated plasmas 
and it is possible that MHD activity is responsible for 
the degrada,tion in flux. 

Figure 48 summarizes all the published measure- 
ments of the effective diffusion coefficient of fast ions. 
The measurements include averages over velocity 
space (as for the burnup studies) as well as studies 
of co-circulating, trapped and counter-circulating fast 
ions. As indicated in Fig. 48, fast ions are generally 
confined within the plasma for a slowing-down time. 
The data show no systematic dependence upon the 
ratio of fast ion gyroradius to thermal ion gyrora- 
dius in the range 4 < p f / p ;  < 24; this is consistent 
with the interpretation that all of the fast ions were 
sufficiently energetic to  average over the thermal fluc- 
tuation spectrum spatially and temporally. Most of 

the measurements are of dilute 'test particle' pop- 
ulations (that are unlikely to modify the spectrum 
of the microturbulence) but, in a few cases, the fast 
ion beta was a significant fraction of the total plasma 
beta (although not sufficiently large to  drive collec- 
tive MHD instabilities). Figure 48 indicates that,  in 
the absence of severe MHD activity, most fast ions 
thermalize in the plasma. 

4.4. Resonant losses 

As discussed in the previous section (Section 4.3), 
fast ions rarely resonate with instabilities driven by 
the thermal plasma (since the phase velocity of a 
typical mode coincides with an aspect of the motion 
of thermal particles and vi (< vf (< ve). Occasionally, 
however, the fast ion population can become suffi- 
ciently intense to drive collective instabilities. Under 
these conditions, plasma modes do resonate with the 
fast ion orbits, and rapid transport of fast ions is 
observed. The conditions under which fast ion driven 
instability occurs are discussed in Section 5; in this 
section, we consider the effect of resonant instabilities 
on the confinement of fast ions, irrespective of the 
stability properties of the mode. 

10' 1 I I I I 
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FIG. 46. Passive flux of 56 keV neutrals a s  a function of the 
tangency radius of the analyser sightline during co-injection of 
a n  annulus ( R t , ,  = 2.84 m) of 95 keV neutrals into TFTR 
(Ro = 2.35 m) [288]. The sightline of the analyser was changed 
on a shot to shot basis and the flux has been normalized to 
the Ha light measured near the inside of the annulus. For both 
data and  simulations, the contribution to the signal from pitch 
angle scattered ions from R > 2.4 m has been subtracted. The 
simulations are from a Fokker-Planck calculation that includes 
a n  a d  hoc diffusion term. The data and  all simulations are 
normalized to equality a t  Rt,, = 2.05 m. The upward directed 
arrows indicate measurements near detector saturation and  are 
a lower bound on  the actual value; the open and  closed signals 
indicate measurements made with two different analysers. 
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FIG. 47. Time evolution of the neutron and  charge exchange signals following a 20 ms beam pulse of ~ 9 0  keV 
deuterons a t  9.0 s en TFTR [197]. Also shown are theoreticalpredictaonsfor various values of diffusion coeficient 
D: (a), total neutron source strength; (b), on axis 50 ke V passive neutral flux; (c), off-axis 50 ke V neutral flux; 
(d), central neutron flux measured by a collimated detector; (e), off-axis neutron flux; (f), full width a t  half 
maximum of a Gatassian fit to the neutron profile. 

Although fast ions can drive instabilities with 
frequencies w greater than the cyclotron frequency R 
(Section 5.3), resonant transport has been measured 
only for modes with w .=< 0. Under these conditions, 
the first adiabatic invariant p is expected to  be 
conserved and a drift orbit approximation captures 
the essential physics [327]. Trapped particles may 
resonate with modes that propagate toroidally a t  the 

precession frequency (U = upre), and passing particles 
may resonate with modes that propagate a t  the 
circulation frequency wcirc; the resonance condition 
for circulation instabilities is w = wcirc(nq - m t 
N ) / q ,  where n and m are the toroidal and poloidal 
mode numbers of the wave, q is the safety factor 
and N is an integer. In both cases, outward radial 
motion that is linearly proportional to  the mode 
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FIG. 48. Reported values of the effective fast ion diffusion coefficient D plotted uersus approximate values of a2/r,, (a as the minor 
radius and r8se is the slowing-down time on electrons (Eq. 9)). Downward directed arrows indicate that the reported value is an upper 
bound on the effective diffusion. Appreciable global losses occur for D 2 a2/2r,, (diagonal line). The data points denote the following. 
[O], Isotropic deuterium beam ions of ~ 4 5  keV in PLT deduced from the absolute value of the d ( d ,  n)3He emission [192]. [+I, Trapped 
3He minority tail ions (~400 keV) in PLT deduced from 15 MeVproton measurements of the energy of the tail (assuming that the 
energy gained per pass of the resonance layer is described by the Stix theory) 1551. b], Co-circulating deuterium beam ions of -95 keV 
in the outer region (r > 0.35 m) of TFTR, inferred from passive charge exchange measurements of the spreading of a tangential 
beam injected off axis [222, 2881. [XI, Isotropic 0.8 MeV 3He ions in TFTR inferred from the radial profile of the 15 MeVproton 
emission [198]. [O], Isotropic 1.0 MeV tritons in J E T  inferred from the tame evolution of the 14 MeV neutron signal (upper value) in 
discharges with r,, > 2 s [60, 202, 3201. The lower value is inferred from the profile of the 14 MeV neutron emission [317, 3201. [e], 
Isotropic 1.0 MeV tritons in TFTR inferred from the absolute value of the 14 MeV neutron emission [314]. @I, Isotropic 1.0 MeV 
tritons in JT-6OU inferred from the absolute value of the 14 MeV neutron emission [201]. [A], Trapped proton minority tail ions 
(TL N 5 MeV) in J E T  deduced from comparison of the measured perpendicular stored energy with that predicted by a modified Stix 
model [113]. [a], Central counter-passing 3 MeVprotons and 1 MeV tritons an TFTR inferred from the time evolution, pitch angle 
distribution, gyroradius distribution and current dependence of edge losses [252]. [%I, Circulating deuterium beam ions of -95 ke V 
in TFTR inferred from the time evolution of neutron and passive charge exchange signals following a 20 ms beam pulse [197]. [VI, 
Trapped proton minority tail ions of -100 keV deduced from a scan of the resonance layer past the sightline of a vertically viewing 
passive charge exchange detector in TFTR [llO]. The analysis assumes that the proton tail is accelerated in the resonance layer. 

amplitude is predicted [327]. For the circulation 
frequency resonance, the average outward radial 
motion associated with a single toroidal mode is 
approximately (Ref. [327]) 

where 11, is the toroidal flux co-ordinate, an, and 6,, 
are the amplitude (normalized to  the toroidal field) 
and phase, respectively, of the various harmonics of 
the perturbation field, E is the inverse aspect ratio, JN 
is the Bessel function for resonant harmonic N ,  TO is 
the mode rational surface and Vd is the vertical drift 
velocity (gradient plus curvature) of the resonant 
ions. A similar expression holds for radial transport 
caused by a mode that resonates with the precessional 
drift of trapped ions (Eq. (24) of Ref. [327]). If the 
fast ion remains in resonance throughout the plasma 
(the various harmonics in Eq. (31) have appreciable 

amplitudes a,, and the proper phase relations S,,), 
transport from the plasma centre to  the edge is 
possible [327]. Ejected particles are expected to  have 
a particular phase relation with respect to  the mode 
[327]. The expected energy loss is relatively modest 
( A E I E  5 10%) [327]. 

Resonant interaction with the bounce motion of 
trapped particles is also possible. 

An alternative loss channel for resonant circulat- 
ing particles on barely passing orbits is to  transfer 
parallel energy to the mode, thereby crossing the 
passed-trapping boundary in velocity space and sub- 
sequently escaping from the plasma on a large banana 
orbit [246, 3281. These losses are also predicted to  
scale linearly with the mode amplitude [328]. 

The most detailed measurements of resonant fast 
ion transport were made in the PDX tokamak during 
investigation of the fishbone instability. The fishbone 
instability is described in detail in Section 5.1 but, 
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FIG. 49. Signals from (a) a Mirnov coil positioned a t  the 
outer midplane, (b) a perpendicular viewing passive charge 
exchange detector tuned to measure ions jus t  below the injection 
energy and  (c) a d(d, n)3He neutron detector during a fishbone 
instability zn PDX [353]. (The units are  arbitrary for  all three 
signals.) To excite the instability, perpendicular deuterium 
beams ( ~ 4 5  keV) were injected into a high beta plasma. The 
large reduction in neutron yield implies that approximately 40% 
of the beam ions were lost during the burst. 

briefly, in PDX it was a large wavelength MHD mode 
with toroidal mode number n = 1 that  propagated at  
a frequency near the precession frequency of trapped 
beam ions. The instability occurred in bursts. Fig- 
ure 49 illustrates the effect of one of these bursts on 
the passive charge exchange flux and on the 
d(d, n)3He neutron emission rate. The charge 
exchange flux increases a t  the burst because beam 
ions are expelled from the centre of the plasma to  
the plasma edge, where the neutral density is higher. 

Concurrently, the neutron emission, which is domi- 
nated by beam-plasma reactions, decreases as beam 
ions are lost from the plasma. 

The losses of trapped beam ions caused by the 
fishbone instability are in excellent qualitative agree- 
ment with theoretical predictions. Using vertically 
viewing passive charge exchange detectors it was 
found that the losses were two orders of magnitude 
larger on the outside of the torus (large R )  than 
on the inside of the torus [329, 3301. Even the rela- 
tively small flux on the inside of the tokamak could 
be explained by a small amount of pitch angle scat- 
tering in conjunction with resonant transport [330). 
The signal for the outer detector was strongly mod- 
ulated at  the frequency of the instability [243, 3291 
(cf. Fig. 49), as expected for resonant losses. The 
phase relation between two toroidally separated anal- 
ysers that  viewed the edge of the plasma showed 
the same n = 1 symmetry as the instability [329]. 
Moreover, the charge exchange signal was modulated 
most strongly near the injection energy (Fig. 50), 
suggesting that the resonance was sharpest for this 
class of beam ions. In the mode-particle resonance 
theory [327], the beam ions were predicted to  escape 
in a beacon, with the fast ion losses preceding the 

E- Einj (keV) 
MODE FREQUENCY/ PRECESSION FREQUENCY 

FIG. 50. Modulation of the charge exchange signal as  a func- 
tion of energy duringfishbone bursts in PDX. The data are from 
a vertically viewing analyser that detects trapped particles from 
the large major radius edge of the plasma [329, 3301; E is the 
analyser energy and  EtnJ is the beam injection energy (typically 
45 keV). The ordinate is the ratio of the flux that is modulated 
a t  the fishbone frequency to the unmodulated flux (background 
subtracted). The error bars indicate the standard deviation of 
many large fishbone bursts. The open circle represents data 
from a silicon diode mounted a t  the top of PDX [395]; this 
detector integrates over energy. 
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FIG. 51. Eflect of fishbone instabilities upon the slope of the 
neutron emission in PDX 12931. The ordinate is the minimum 
value of the ‘energetic ion confinement time’, TB 1! S / S  (S is 
the neutron emission rate) and  the abscissa is the maxamum 
amplitude of the magnetic perturbation Be/Bs measured by Q 

Mirnov coil a t  the outer midplane. The hatched region shows 
the instantaneous values of ts as  a function of mode amplitude 
for a single large event. A jit  to  the data (solid line) indicates 
that ts c( ( B ~ / B e ) - 1 . 3 6 * o ~ 0 7 .  

hot spot of the kink mode by 90’ for fishbone insta- 
bilities. Experimentally, the phase difference between 
the outer charge exchange signal and the instability 
was a function of energy, but the class of parti- 
cles that exhibited the strongest resonant behaviour 
(-lOkeV < E - Einj < 0 in Fig. 50) led the hot 
spot (inferred from the maximum of the soft X ray 
signal) by 65 f 50°, consistent with theory. The effect 
of the instability on the charge exchange spectrum 
[243, 3311, the pitch angle distribution of the losses 
[243], the energy dependence of the temporal dura- 
tion of each burst [329] and the reduction in signal at 
the injection energy [243] also suggest resonant losses. 
Direct losses of beam ions were measured with a sili- 
con detector mounted inside the vacuum vessel near 
the top (in the direction of the VB drift) [332-3351. 
The flux to  this detector was also strongly modulated 
at the fishbone frequency (Fig. 50) and was propor- 
tional to  the fractional drop in the neutron emission 
[334]. The absolute magnitude and phase relation of 
the flux was also consistent with theory [334]. 

losses were inferred from the slope of the neutron 
emission [293]. The slope of the neutron emission 
within a single burst depended linearly upon the 
amplitude of the mode (Fig. 51). It was also found 
that the minimum value of the slope scaled approxi- 
mately linearly with the maximum amplitude of the 
instability (Fig. 51). These results constitute further 

Quantitative measurements of the severity of the 

confirmation that the losses are resonant. Within a 
factor of 2-5, the magnitude of the losses was con- 
sistent with theoretical expectations, although the 
data suggest [293] that the resonance is not as sharp 
as that assumed by White et al. [327]. The other 
quantitative measurement of the losses during fish- 
bones was obtained in PBX using a diamagnetic loop 
with excellent temporal response [336]. It was found 
that both the time evolution [336] and the magni- 
tude of the reduction in stored perpendicular energy 
scaled linearly with the changes in the neutron signal, 
implying that resonant fast ion losses could account 
for all of the energy lost at a fishbone burst (Fig. 52). 

The fishbone instability also affected the confine- 
ment of fast ions in DIII [325, 3261, PBX [336, 3371, 
TFTR [338], DIII-D [339], JET [l, 60, 340-3421 and 
PBX-M [343, 3441, although resonant transport did 
not necessarily occur in all of these devices. During 
weak fishbones in TFTR, passive charge exchange 
measurements indicated that the losses were greatest 
for perpendicular fast ions near the injection energy, 
even though tangential injection was employed [338]. 
In PBX-M discharges with fishbones, subtle details 
in the plasma equilibrium had a strong effect on the 
passive perpendicular charge exchange signal (which 
measures particles that move on a particular class 
of orbits in phase space) but a weaker effect upon 

ao3, I I I I I 1 
T 

Theory 

Perpendicular 

I7 
oy 0.05 0.10 0.;5 O.;O 0.;5 0.k ’ 

FIG. 52. Fractional reduction in perpendicular beta, A p l l p ~ ,  
inferred from diamagnetic loop measurements versus fractional 
reduction in the number of beam ions, AIn/In,  inferred from 
the neutron emissaon during fishbone bursts in PBX [336]. 
Perpendicular Do --+ DS injection (-45 Ice V)  was employed. 
The solid line shows the expected change in (calculated 
assuming that the reduction an neutron emission is due to the 
loss of beam ions with energies between 35-45 keV). The error 
bars represent the standard deviation of many bursts. The 
measurements imply that virtually d l  of the measured drop in 

is caused by the loss of beam ions. 
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FIG. 53. Signals from (a) a 2.5 MeV neutron detector, (b) a Mirnov coil positioned near the outer 
midplane and (c )  a scintillator mounted inside the vacuum vessel just below the midplane during 
tangential injection of ~ 9 5  keV deuterium beams into TFTR [347]. The magnetic activity detected 
b y  the Mirnov coil is in the range 25-50 kHz, somewhat below the expected frequency of TAE modes 
(Section 5.2) for these conditions. 

the neutron signal (which effectively integrates over 
phase space) [343, 3441, possibly due to  changes in 
the efficacy of coupling t o  edge harmonics. 

Circulating fast ions can resonate with higher 
frequency modes. Transport of beam ions associ- 
ated with instabilities with w/2n = 50-200 kHz has 
been observed during perpendicular injection into 
PDX [293] and during tangential injection into PBX 
[337, 3361, T F T R  [345-3471 and DIII-D [200, 3481. 
Although some of these instabilities may be different 
plasma modes (Section 5.2), they have similar fre- 
quencies and mode structures, and so are expected 
to  resonate with the circulating beam ions and to  
affect their confinement similarly. Figure 53 shows an 
example from TFTR. Drops in the neutron emission 
correlate with bursts observed by a Mirnov coil. A 
scintillator located inside the vacuum vessel N 20' 
below the midplane detects beam ions at  each burst 
[347, 349, 3501. 

The first detailed study of resonant transport of 
passing particles was performed on PBX [336]. Six 
features of the data suggest resonant transport of full 
energy circulating beam ions. 

(a) The bursts of neutrals measured by a passive 
charge exchange detector were largest for the 
most tangential orientation of the analyser. 

(b) During a burst, the charge exchange flux near 
the injection energy dropped suddenly at  the 

peak of the instability, and the reduction in flux 
following the burst was greatest for particles 
with energies close t o  the injection energy. 
The slope of the neutral spectrum was modified 
near the injection energy when strong instabili- 
ties were present. 
For bursts with frequencies near the circulation 
frequency, the fractional drop in the neutron 
emission scaled approximately linearly with the 
peak mode amplitude. Losses during combined 
low and high frequency bursts also scaled linearly 
with mode amplitude. 
The perpendicular stored energy of the plasma 
did not drop during the instability, as it did 
during fishbone bursts. 
The frequencies of the instabilities were compa- 
rable with the beam circulation frequency. 

In addition to  the PBX study, the dependence of 
the neutron emission upon the mode amplitude was 
studied in PDX and in DIII-D. The correlation of the 
slope of the neutron emission with the mode ampli- 
tude is shown in Fig. 54 for a single burst in DIII-D 
[351]. The losses scale linearly with mode amplitude, 
as expected for resonant transport. Examination of 
many bursts shows that the fractional drop in neu- 
tron emission also scales linearly with the average 
mode amplitude [351]. Similar dependences were 
observed on PDX [293] and PBX [336]. Measure- 
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exchange spectrum was not severely distorted during 
beam injection with super-AlfvGnic beam ions [215]. 

The losses of beam ions inferred from the fractional 
reduction in neutron emission, AS/S, at MHD bursts 
are summarized in Table 111. Only the results from 
‘pure’ modes are listed; data from combined fishbone 
and TAE activity are excluded. The severity of the 
instability is estimated from the field perturbation 
measured by a Mirnov coil positioned near the wall; 
the field strength in the plasma depends upon the 
distance from the plasma and the poloidal structure 
of the instability. For fishbones the observations 
are similar on most devices. Reductions in neutron 
emission of a few per cent occur for Be/Be N 3 x 
while lossses of > 20% occur for Bs/Be = O(10-2). 
For a given field amplitude, the losses are somewhat 
smaller in DIII-D. More scatter is observed in the 
results for the circulation instabilities, perhaps due 
to the greater sensitivity to  differences in the radial 
positions Of the ‘Oils for these higher 
instabilities. No systematic dependence upon the 
ratio of pf /a  is observed, probably because the losses 

most of the plasma. 

FIG. 54. Eflect of a single circulation frequency instability on 
the slope of the neutron emission in DIII-D [S51]. The ordinate 
is the instantaneous valve of the ‘energetic ion confinement 
time’, r, N S / S ,  and the abscissa is the instantaneous magnetic 
perturbation amplatude measured by a Mirnov coil posationed in 
the outer midplane. 

number 

are caused by globally extended modes that perturb 

ments of the poloidal distribution of the losses using 
an array of three foil bolometers showed that the 
beam-ion losses in DIII-D are concentrated on the 
midplane [351], in qualitative agreement with theo- 
retical predictions. 

Other fast ion measurements have been performed 
in regimes where TAE modes (Section 5.2) may have 
been unstable, but the absence of measurements of 
the instabilities in these plasmas limits the utility 
of the observations. In DIII, the fraction of power 
to  the limiter increased at  the beta limit, possibly 
indicating fast ion losses [352]. In T-11, the charge 

It is experimentally observed that transport is 
enhanced by the presence of multiple instabilities. 
In PDX, combined fishbone and -100 kHz activ- 
ity resulted in losses that were approximately the 
sum of the losses for each of the instabilities consid- 
ered individually [293]. In PBX, the largest losses 
occurred during combined internal kink and high fre- 
quency activity, although the high frequency activity 
appeared to  account for the losses [336]. In DIII-D, 
a synergistic effect seems to occur, with the losses 
during combined fishbone and TAE activity exceed- 
ing those expected from the sum of the losses of each 
instability considered individually [351]. 

TABLE 111. EFFECT OF MHD BURSTS UPON 
BEAM IONS 

Instability Tokamak BelBe AS/S Comment 

Fishbone PDX 
PBX 

TFTR 
JET 
JET 

DIII-D 

Circulation PDX 
PBX 

DIII-D 

Sawtooth PDX 

10-2 
10-2 

5 x 1 0 - ~  
3 x 1 0 - ~  
3 x 1 0 - ~  

1 0 - ~  
1 0 - ~  

5 x 1 0 - ~  
510-~ 

2.5 x 

0.25 
0.22 
< 0.03 
< 0.05 
0.09 
0.11 

0.04 
0.08 
0.30 

0.20 

Linear scaling 
Perpendicular injection 
Tangential injection 
Oblique injection 
(x N SOo) 
Linear scaling 

Linear scaling 

Threshold behaviour 
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FIG. 55. Neutron emissivity profile (a) just before a sawtooth crash and (b) just after a sawtooth crash during deuterium beam injection 
into JET 13551. The profiles are reconstructed from data obtained by two neutron collimator arrays. The sawtooth caused the total 
neutron emission to drop by about a sixth. 

In practice, resonant instabilities can have a disas- 
trous effect on fast ion confinement. For example, in 
a particular case in PDX, it was estimated that 25% 
of the beam power was lost due to  the fishbone insta- 
bility [353], circulation-frequency instabilities were 
estimated to eject 20% of the beam power in PBX 
[354], and up to 70% of the beam power is lost during 
combined fishbone and TAE activity in DIII-D [351]. 

4.5.  Transport by non-resonant 
MHD instabilities 

There have been many observations of enhanced 
spatial transport of fast ions caused by MHD 
activity.16 Although several possible theoretical 
explanations have been proposed, detailed com- 
parisons of experiment with theory have not yet 
appeared. Possible transport mechanisms include the 
following. 

(a) The helical distortion of the flux surface associ- 
ated with the MHD activity causes the fast ion 
to  move radially an equal amount, causing a fast 
ion to cross a loss boundary. Unless the classical 
confinement (Section 4.1) of the fast ions is very 
poor, these additional losses to the walls are too 
small to account for the observations. 

(b) The MHD activity creates ergodic magnetic 
field lines. Fast ions with large parallel velocities 
move radially, through parallel transport along 
stochastic field lines. 

(c) The helical perturbation of the field introduces 
new resonances between the complex orbital 
motion of the fast ions and the spatial structure 

16By definition, the power spectrum of a ‘non-resonant’ MHD 
instability does not peak at one of the characteristic frequencies 
of the fast ion motion. 

of the field. If both the field perturbation and 
the fast ion drifts are large, island overlap can 
occur in phase space. Stochastic ion motion 
ensues. Calculations [328] indicate that the 
stochasticity threshold for a single helicity mode 
is roughly B I B  N but the threshold is 
considerably reduced if multiple perturbations 
are considered. 

Appreciable fast ion transport is observed at large 
sawtooth crashes. Figure 55 shows tomographic 
reconstructions of the neutron emissivity during 
deuterium beam injection into JET just before and 
after a sawtooth crash [355]. The emissivity pro- 
file is strongly peaked prior to the crash but hollow 
afterwards (Fig. 55) because the instability causes 
beam ions to move from the centre of the plasma to 
larger minor radii [355, 3561. Indeed, inverted saw- 
teeth are regularly observed in the outer channels of 
the neutron profile monitor [60]. The data are usu- 
ally compatible with a simple redistribution within 
the plasma [356];  on the other hand, some partic- 
ularly violent ‘monster’ sawteeth (Section 5.1) and 
beta limit sawteeth eject fast ions from the plasma 
[60, 3401. 

The redistribution of fast ions at a sawtooth crash 
can extend to  larger radii than for thermal electrons. 
In JET, the ‘inversion radius’ (the radius at which the 
signal begins to  increase at a sawtooth crash rather 
than decrease) is sometimes at a larger radius than 
for the electron diagnostics [60]. On PDX, inverted 
sawtooth oscillations were seen in the active charge 
exchange flux out to the edge of the plasma (Fig. 56), 
with a delay of less than 0.1 ms between the sawtooth 
crash and the rise in edge signal [243, 3571. 

During deuterium beam injection into circular low 
beta plasmas with p 2 3, sawtooth crashes caused 
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small (< 5%) drops in the total neutron emission 
in PLT [192] and TFTR [23] on the time-scale of 
the beam slowing-down time T~,. No redistribution 
of fast ions at the sawtooth crash was required to  
explain these results [192]. On the other hand, in 
plasmas with strong coupling between poloidal har- 
monics (high beta or strong shaping), sudden, large 
reductions in neutron emission are often observed. 
Sudden drops implying redistribution or expulsion of 
beam ions at the sawtooth crash have been reported 
for PLT [293], PDX [293], TFTR [313], JET [60, 3401 
and DIII-D [351]. As shown in Table 111, the mag- 
nitude of these reductions is comparable with the 
reductions associated with the fishbone instability, 
but the losses do not scale linearly with the ampli- 
tude of the field perturbation [293]. 

The time evolution of the 15 MeV proton signal 
produced by 3He tail ions in d(3He, p ) a  reactions is 
also affected by the sawtooth instability. On PLT, a 
detector that was sensitive to central 3He tail ions 
measured normal (downward) reductions in signal 
at sawtooth crashes [55]. In later work on PLT, a 
different detector observed either normal or inverted 
sawteeth depending upon the relative locations of the 
resonance layer and the sawtooth inversion radius 
[23]. On JET,  a detector that measured off-axis pro- 
tons observed inverted sawteeth at sawtooth crashes 
[48, 601. Although it was not necessary to  invoke 
spatial transport of the 3He ions to  explain the PLT 
observations [55, 231, the JET observations imply 

r~35cn-1  
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FIG. 56.  Active 4.2  keV hydrogen flux from the outside of the 
plasma (I = 35 cm, a = 44 cm) during deuterium neutral beam 
injection into a hydrogen plasma in PDX [243]. The bursts 
coincide with sawtooth crashes and  Ti N 2 ke V. 

radial redistribution of 3He tail ions at  sawtooth 
crashes [go]. The rate of rise of the electron tem- 
perature following sawtooth crashes in JET also 
suggested radial fast ion transport [2091. On TORE 
SUPRA, bursts of ripple trapped hydrogen tail ions 
are observed at sawtooth crashes [106, 3581 but, on 
TFTR, a reduction in the tail losses is seen [359]. 

Fusion products are also affected by sawtooth 
crashes. In PLT, the triton burnup was measured 
during a toroidal field scan [205]. At high toroidal 
field, the drops in neutron emission associated with 
the sawtooth crashes were only 3% and the triton 
burnup was consistent with classical expectations 
[205]. At low toroidal field, the drops in neutron 
emission associated with the sawtooth crashes were 
15% and the sawtooth inversion radius extended to 
within a triton gyroradius of the limiter. The triton 
burnup was at least an order of magnitude smaller 
than that expected classically [205]. A reduction in 
the triton burnup at low safety factor q was also 
observed in F T  [310, 3111. This reduction might have 
been caused by radial transport at sawtooth crashes, 
although classical effects associated with changes in 
the current profile can account for much of the reduc- 
tion [312, 3601. On JET, the radial profile of the 
triton burnup broadens at  sawtooth crashes, implying 
redistribution of the energetic tritons [289]. On 
DIII-D, sawtooth crashes produce sudden reductions 
of ~ 1 5 %  in the total neutron emission and reductions 
of ~ 2 0 %  in the 3He burnup, implying that 10-15% of 
the 3He ions are redistributed to  the plasma edge or 
lost at the events 12001. Bursts of lost fusion products 
are detected in TFTR with edge scintillators during 
sawtooth crashes [28l, 3131. 

The fishbone instability also has an adverse effect 
upon the confinement of fusion products. In PDX, 
reductions in 3He burnup were correlated with the 
amplitude of fishbone activity [361] (Fig. 57) .  The 
observations were in good agreement with Monte 
Carlo simulations of the effect of the instability upon 
the 3He ions (Fig. 57). Unlike the resonant beam 
ion losses, the computed 3He losses were insensi- 
tive to  both the duration of the fishbone and the 
mode precession frequency [361]. Losses of both co- 
propagating and counter-propagating 3He ions were 
predicted, and the computed radial distortion of the 
3He drift orbits was generally several times larger 
than the radial distortion of the flux surfaces alone 
[361]. Large reductions in 3He and triton burn- 
up associated with the fishbone instability have 
also been observed in DIII-D [200]. Losses are also 
observed with edge scintillators in TFTR [28l]. 
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FIG. 57. Fractional loss of 0.8 MeV 3He ions during fishbone 
bursts with n = 1, m = 1 mode amplitudes, GBo/BT, in PDX 
[361]. The open circles show the results of Hamiltonian Monte 
Carlo simulations; the curve is a fit to the calculated points. 
The solid circles represent the 3He losses deduced under the 
assumption that the measured reduction in 3He burnup is due 
to fishbone losses of 3He ions. The vertical error bars represent 
the uncertainty in relating the burnup reduction to the losses 
per  fishbone a n d  the horizontal error bars represent uncertainty 
in the mode amplitude in the plasma. 

Toroidicity induced Alfvkn eigenmodes (Sec- 
tion 5.2) also degrade the confinement of non- 
resonant fusion products. In DIII-D, the triton and 
3He burnup is reduced by a factor of two or more in 
all discharges with large amplitude MHD bursts in 
the plasma interior [200]. 

Fusion products are also affected by m = 2 MHD 
activity. In PDX, the 3He burnup fell by an order of 
magnitude as B was reduced in a toroidal field scan 
[205] (Fig. 58). Concurrently, the amplitude of m = 2 
activity increased by an order of magnitude (Fig. 58), 
suggesting that the MHD activity was responsible for 
the degraded fusion product confinement. In TFTR, 
an edge scintillator has directly detected losses of 
1 MeV tritons and 3 MeV protons during m = 2 
activity [250, 251, 281, 3131. The flux t o  the detector 
approximately doubles over the quiescent level [251] 
and the flux is modulated at  the same frequency 
as the MHD oscillations (Fig. 59). Modulation at  
the m = 2 frequency has also been observed in the 
15 MeV proton signal produced by 3He minority tail 
ions in PLT [55]. 

In PBX, the events that precede collapse of the 
plasma beta caused large losses of beam ions [362]. 

Passive charge exchange measurements suggested 
fast ion transport during m = 3, n = 1 activity in 
PBX-M [363] and during giant sawtooth activity in 
DIII [364]. In PDX, a minor disruption during the 
initial ramp-up of the plasma current caused a rapid 
jump in active charge exchange signal for all angles of 
observation, suggesting rapid parallel transport along 
field lines a t  the event [253]. 

In contrast, edge instabilities such as ELMs gener- 
ally have little effect on the total beam-plasma neu- 
tron emission or on the fusion product burnup [248], 
probably because the density of fast ions is usually 
concentrated in the plasma interior. Although the 
effect on the total population is minor, measurements 
of the ion cyclotron emission in J E T  [365, 3661 and of 
escaping fusion products in TFTR [a811 suggest that 
ELMs do cause a loss of edge fast ions. 
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FIG. 58. 3He burnup versus toroidalfield during Do 
beam injection into PDX [205]. At 1.1 T, the burnup was 
below the detectable level of 5 x lo-'. With the exception of 
the discharges a t  1.1 T, the beam power, electron density, 
plasma current and electron temperature were approximately 
constant throughout the scan. The line represents the classically 
predicted toroidal field dependence, normalized to the 2.2 T data 
point. The magnetic field fluctuations Be had a n  n = 1, m = 2 
mode structure. 
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FIG. 59. Signals from a scintillator mounted at the bottom of 
the TFTR vacuum vessel and from a Mirnov coil (arbttrary 
units) during m = 2 activity [251]. The scintillator measures 
1 MeV tritons and 3 MeV protons on orbits that pass near the 
trapped-passing boundary. 

5. COLLECTIVE EFFECTS 

The processes discussed in the previous sections 
are independent of the number of fast ions in the 
plasma. Essentially, the fast ions were treated as a 
collection of independent test particles that neither 
perturb the plasma nor each another. For a dilute 
fast ion population, this approximation is valid but, 
for higher densities, the fast ions can modify the 
background plasma by driving instabilities. These 
instabilities are the subject of this section. 

As a rough guideline, fast ion driven instabilities 
are unlikely to  occur unless the fast ion pressure pf 
is of the same order of magnitude as the thermal 
pressures pe and pi (or possibly pf N O(O.lp,)). Since 
the typical fast ion energy E f  is large in comparison 
with Te and Ti, even intense fast ion populations 
are usually dilute (n f  << ne).  Thus, in most circum- 
stances, the basic dielectric properties of the medium 
are determined by the thermal plasma. The most 
important instabilities are weakly damped normal 
modes of the plasma that are destabilized by the frec 
energy in the fast ion population. 

To tap the free energy available in the fast ion 
population, a mode must resonate with the fast 
ions." Instabilities in different frequency regimes 
interact with different aspects of the orbital motion. 

In the lowest frequency band (in the rest frame of the 
plasma), the internal kink modes interact with the 
precessional motion of trapped fast ions (Section 5.1). 
Alfvkn waves and ballooning modes can interact with 
the circulating motion of passing particles and with 
the bounce motion of trapped ions (Section 5.2). 
Another characteristic frequency of the fast ion pop- 
ulation is the drift frequency associated with the 
spatial gradient, w*f. Theoretically, drift waves can 
interact with an intense fast ion population but there 
has not yet been any experimental work on this topic, 
and fast ion driven drift waves are not discussed here. 
Instabilities that interact with the gyromotion occupy 
the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (Section 5.3). 
Lower hybrid instabilities driven by fast ions have 
also been observed (Section 5.3). 

5.1. Internal kink modes 

A typical sawtooth in a low beta plasma begins 
with a growing n = 1, m = 1 'precursor' insta- 
bility and terminates with a rapid m = 0 internal 
disruption [367]. At the internal disruption, the tem- 
perature and density within the q = 1 surface flatten. 
Following the sawtooth 'crash', the plasma reheats, 
and the temperature and density profiles gradually 
repeak until the precursor instability triggers another 
crash. The repetitive nature of the instability creates 
a characteristic sawtooth waveform in the central 
temperature. When auxiliary power is added to  the 
plasma, both the amplitude of the temperature excur- 
sions and the period between crashes usually increase. 
With increasing beta, the plasma shifts outward, 
thereby increasing the coupling between poloidal har- 
monics. The amplitude of n = 1 magnetic oscillations 
(detected by Mirnov coils) during the precursor phase 
often increases, and more power is observed in the 
higher poloidal harmonics ( m  = 2 , 3 .  . .). (In some 
plasmas, however, precursor oscillations are absent 

Fast ions dramatically alter the stability of the 
m = 1 mode. Depending on the velocity distribution 
and the density of the fast ions, fast ions can stabilize 
the m = 1 precursor to the sawtooth crash or can 
destabilize m = 1 modes. Stabilization of the m = 1 
internal kink was first discovered in JET and the 
very large sawtooth crash observed at the end of the 

[3681.) 

171nstabilities may be destabilized by the pressure in the 
fast ion distribution but, if thermal ions of equal pressure also 
destabilize the mode, we do not classify the mode as a fast ion 
driven instability. 
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stabilization phase was dubbed a monster sawtooth 
crash (and the whole cycle referred to as a monster 
sawtooth) [139, 3681. Repetitive instabilities driven 
by fast ions were first observed in PDX and were 
named fishbones [353, 3691. In addition, fast ions may 
indirectly affect m = 1 stability by driving currents 
or modifying the pressure profile, but these effects 
are outside the scope of this review. Unfortunately, 
these indirect effects complicate interpretation of 
the results, since direct and indirect effects usually 
coexist. 

n = 1, m = 1 internal kink mode is complex and 
is still under development (despite extensive work 
on the topic). The basic ideas are easily grasped, 
however. The banana orbits of trapped fast ions 
precess around the torus with a frequency wpre. For 
a very low frequency n = 1 mode, the third adiabatic 
invariant 9 of the trapped fast ions is conserved if 
w (< wpre. In order to preserve 9, the orbits of fast 
ions that are trapped within the q = 1 surface must 
contract in response to  an m = 1 kink mode (which 
takes work), so these ions have a stabilizing effect 
upon the instability [5].  In contrast, for w 31 wpre, 
the trapped particles can resonate with another 
branch of the dispersion relation, and this mode 
can grow at the expense of the free energy in the 
fast ion pressure gradient [370]. This instability is 
known as the precessional drift fishbone instability. 
Alternatively, the fast ions may resonate with the 
diamagnetic drift of the thermal plasma wti. This 
unstable fishbone mode with w N w*i is associated 
with the low frequency branch of the dispersion 
relation and taps the free energy in the thermal 
pressure gradient [371]. 

Qualitatively, the theoretical relationship between 
these effects is as follows (Fig. 60). The currents 
and pressure gradients of the thermal plasma consti- 
tute the most important source of free energy in the 
system. The fluid response of the plasma is charac- 
terized by the ideal MHD growth rate 71. Fast ions 
only modify the stability picture near marginal ideal 
stability (71 N 0); if the fluid plasma is strongly sta- 
ble or unstable, realistic concentrations of fast ions 
cannot alter the mode stability. In the absence of fast 
ions, the low frequency branch is the most important. 
This mode causes ordinary sawtooth precursor oscil- 
lations when 71 N 0, with resistive effects probably 
playing an important role. As the fast ion concentra- 
tion increases inside the q = 1 radius, the stabilizing 
effect of 9 conservation becomes important. Compet- 
ing against this stabilizing effect is the destabilizing 

The theory of the interaction of fast ions with the 
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FIG. 60. Schematic stability diagram for  the n = 1, m = 1 
internal kink. The ideal M H D  growth rate yz (normalized to the 
Alfue'n frequency) is plotted along the ordinate and the p p  of the 
trapped fast  ions within the q = 1 surface is plotted along the 
abscissa. Near the origin, resistive effects are important. For 
modest values of the fast ion pressure, the adiabatic response of 
the fast ions can stabilize m = 1 oscillations even if yz > 0. 
The stable region is bounded by the two branches of the fishbone 
instability, the wet branch (associated with resonances between 
the fast ions and the bulk ions) and  the wpre branch (associated 
with the resonance between the precessional drift motion of the 
fast ions and  the node). 

effect of fast ion resonances with bulk plasma motion, 
which can improve access to  the free energy in the 
ideal fluid. For large fast ion concentrations, the 
precessional drift fishbone is destabilized. 

in rather idealized limits. The actual effect of a 
fast ion population upon the theoretical stability 
depends upon the relative magnitude of (at least) six 
frequencies and growth rates [372]. These frequencies 
and growth rates are listed below (as well as the 
experimental quantities that must be measured in 
order to calculate them). 

(1) Alfve'n frequency W A  cc VAIR,  where 
VA = B / d m  is the Alfvkn velocity (the 
density profile and the average charge-to-mass 
ratio of the ions). 

( 2 )  Precession frequency wpre. For deeply trapped 
ions, wpre is approximately Ef/2qfBo R,  where 
Ef is the average energy but, for accurate work, 
wpre must be evaluated numerically (the fast ion 
distribution function and the poloidal field). 

These basic effects only occur in their pure form 
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Ion diamagnetic frequency U*; evaluated at  
the radius r1 of the q = 1 surface, w*i = 
(dpi/dr)/rlniqiB (the thermal ion temperature 
and density profiles and TI). 
Electron diamagnetic frequency ;*e, ;*e = 
(dp,/dr)/rln,eB t 0.71(dTe/dr)/eBrl (the 
electron temperature and density profiles). 
Ideal M H D  growth rate 71. This is roughly 71- 
WAE;(~:  - pi,), where €1 is the inverse aspect 
ratio evaluated at  the q = 1 surface, pp is the 
poloidal beta of the plasma and ppc 21 0.1- 
0.3 in J E T  [5]. For accurate work, 71 must 
be evaluated numerically (the pressure and q 
profiles and the plasma shape). 
Resistive growth rate YR = S-ll3wA, where s is 
the magnetic Reynolds number. 

In addition to  the effects associated with each of 
these parameters, possible resonances with bulk ion 
transit and bounce motion must be considered, and 
the effects of plasma shaping, coupling to  poloidal 
harmonics, sheared plasma flows and equilibrium 
electric fields on m = 1 stability have not yet been 
treated. 

theory and experiment is a daunting task, requir- 
ing extensive numerical calculations and accurate 
measurements of the q profile, the fast ion popula- 
tion, and the thermal temperature and density pro- 
files. Only a few quantitative comparisons (discussed 
below) have been attempted, and these either have 
very large error bars or neglect important effects. 
Although a quantitative confirmation of the theory 
is lacking, the general qualitative trends do seem 
consistent with the theoretical picture sketched in 
Fig. 60. 

Sawtooth stabilization by fast ions was discovered 
during ICRF minority heating in JET  [139, 3681 
and was subsequently observed on T F T R  [359, 3731. 
Stabilizing effects associated with a trapped fast 
ion population have also been seen during hydrogen 
minority heating in TORE SUPRA [358], during 
ICRF [114] and beam heating [374] in TEXTOR, 
and during second harmonic hydrogen heating in 
JT-60 [136]. Figure 61 shows an example from J E T  
[5]. During the RF  pulse an energetic anisotropic 
fast ion population is created (Section 2.3.1). The 
sawtooth instability, which normally modulates the 
central electron temperature, is stabilized and the 
electron temperature saturates until the RF  is turned 
off (Fig. 61). The delay between the termination of 
the R F  pulse and the ‘monster sawtooth’ crash is 

Clearly, detailed quantitative comparison between 
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FIG. 61. Sawtooth stabilization during ICRF heating of JET 
[SI. A s  the RF power is increased, the amplitude and period of 
the sawteeth increase, leading to full stabilization a t  -7.0 and 
10.0 s. After the RF power is turned off, a ‘monster’ sawtooth 
crash occurs, respectively, 80 and 60 ms later. 

60-80 ms for this case (Fig. 61), which is comparable 
with the slowing-down time of the energetic tail ions. 

The experimental observations are in qualitative 
agreement with kink mode theory [5]. 

(a) Stabilization occurs in a regime where the 
precessional frequency is high. Theoretically, it is 
predicted that upre must exceed w*i for stabilization. 
Since wpre is proportional t o  the fast ion energy Ef 
but w*i K z, it is expected that large energies but 
low temperatures should be stabilizing. Experi- 
mentally, stabilization is more readily obtained with 
RF  heating, where the tail energies are 0.1-10 MeV 
(Section 2.3.1), than with beam injection, where 
E f  S 0.1 MeV. Most beam heating experiments are 
in a regime where wpre N w*i. The reported sawtooth 
stabilization in TEXTOR during beam heating [374] 
occurred in a device with relatively low values of 

18 w*i - 
(b) During R F  heating, conditions that are con- 

ducive t o  energetic tail formation are conducive 
to  sawtooth stabilization. Stability tends t o  be 
enhanced by low minority concentration, low electron 
density and high RF  power. Figure 62 shows data 

’‘It should be noted, however, that sawtooth stabilization 
sometimes occurs in hot plasmas during tangential beam injec- 
tion. For example, in TFTR supershots [296], sawteeth are 
usually absent. Whether stabilization is caused by modified 
current and pressure profiles or by a direct fast ion effect is not 
known. 
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FIG. 62. Time evolution of (a) the electron temperature, (b) 
the 12C(3He, y)  emission and  (e) the ICRF power during 3He 
minority heating in J E T  151. The discharge with low minority 
concentration ( A )  had better RF coupling and  a more intense 
gamma ray emission than the discharge with high concentration 
(B). In  both cases, the 3He concentration probably decreased 
throughout the discharge. The sawtooth stabilization (Te trace) 
correlates with the presence of a n  intense, energetic minority 
population (7 trace). 

obtained during a 3He concentration scan in a 4He 
majority plasma in J E T  [5]. Gamma rays produced 
in reactions between 3He and carbon impurities mon- 
itored the intensity of the fast ion population. At low 
concentrations, the energetic population was larger 
and the sawteeth were stabilized (Fig. 62). A corre- 
lation of sawtooth stabilization with the intensity of 
gamma ray emission is generally observed in JET [5]. 
In TEXTOR, the sawtooth period is longest under 
conditions that favour energetic tail formation [114]. 
In TFTR,  an RF  power threshold is observed below 
which sawtooth stabilization does not occur [373]. 
The threshold is higher for 3He minority heating 
than for hydrogen minority heating [373], presumably 
because energetic tails are more readily achieved with 
hydrogen than with helium (owing to  the reduced 
Coulomb drag). (The duration of the stabilized phase 
in J E T  is generally longer with 3He minority heating 
than with hydrogen heating, however.) 

(c) After the end of the RF pulse, stabilization 
persists for about a fast ion slowing time (Fig. 61). 

This observation eliminates the direct effects associ- 
ated with the RF  waves (e.g., a ponderomotive force) 
as an explanation for the stabilization phenomenon. 

(d) In both J E T  [375] and TFTR [373], stabiliza- 
tion is achieved when the resonance layer is posi- 
tioned inside the sawtooth inversion layer. This is in 
accord with theory, which predicts that only ener- 
getic ions within the q = 1 radius have a stabilizing 
effect. In TFTR, stabilization is not achieved at  low 
values of plasma current, presumably because the 
small value of inversion radius precludes an intense 
peaked population of fast ions within the q = 1 sur- 
face [373]. This also suggests a possible explanation 
for the absence of stabilization in the PLT ICRF 
experiments [373]. In PLT, the sawtooth period was 
short in comparison with the fast ion slowing-down 
time, and the theoretical power deposition profile was 
relatively broad. Because of the frequent periodic 
flattening of the electron temperature (and proba- 
bly the fast ion distribution function (Section 4.5)), 
the fast ions may never have developed the peaked, 
energetic distribution required for stabilization. 

(e) In JET,  stability is easier to  obtain when the 
inversion radius is small. For central heating in JET,  
the deposition of RF  power is always expected to  
occur within the q = 1 surface. Under these condi- 
tions, an increase in the q = 1 radius TI reduces the 
stabilizing effect of the fast ions. Several experimen- 
tal observations are compatible with this expecta- 
tion, including the dependence of the sawtooth-free 
period on the inversion radius, the greater difficulty 
in obtaining stabilization at  high plasma current and 
the beneficial effect of a rapid current ramp prior t o  
the R F  pulse [5]. 

In addition to  exhibiting the expected parametric 
dependences, the data  are in rough agreement with 
the expected stability boundaries. Figure 63 shows 
the calculated ideal MHD growth rate and the fast 
ion poloidal beta for a subset of J E T  [375] and 
TFTR [373] plasmas that were stable t o  the sawtooth 
instability during ICRF. Although the theoretical 
stability boundary has not been calculated for the 
actual experimental conditions, the observations are 
consistent with the expected trends. More extensive 
and accurate comparisons are needed to  confirm these 
qualitative results. 

An observation that seems inconsistent with the 
theoretical model is the occasional coexistence of 
fishbones with sawtooth stabilization in J E T  [341]. 

An alternative explanation for sawtooth stabiliza- 
tion during ICRF is that the current associated with 
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FIG.  63. Conditions f o r  stabilization of sawteeth during 
minori ty  I C R F  heating in T F T R  [373] and J E T  13751. 
T h e  ordinate represents YI/upre and the abscissa represents 
i-1 V A ( ~ ~ ~ ) ~ / & R ~ W ~ ~ ~ ,  where (pph)o is  the poloidol beta of the 
trapped fast  ions within the q = 1 surface, s is the shear at the 
q = 1 surface and R is the major radius. The  theoretical curve 
i s  a qualitative sketch of the expected stability boundary 
[375]. Errors for  the T F T R  data were not  quoted but presum- 
ably are comparable with the J E T  error bars. 

precessing tail ions indirectly suppresses the sawtooth 
instability through modifications of the q profile [376]. 
However, this hypothesis seems inconsistent with the 
low central values of q measured near the end of the 
stable phase [368, 3731. On the other hand, scans of 
the antenna phasing and of the position of the reso- 
nance layer in JET do indicate that currents driven 
by fast ions can affect sawtooth stability [237, 3001. 

In contrast to RF generated fast ion populations, 
beam ions usually have a destabilizing effect upon the 
internal kink. The fishbone instability was discovered 
in PDX [353, 3691 and was subsequently observed on 
most tokamaks. Waveforms for a PDX plasma with 
very strong fishbone activity are shown in Fig. 64. 
The instability occurs in repetitive bursts and has a 
much faster repetition rate than that of the sawtooth 
cycle. This is evident in Fig. 64, where nine fishbone 
bursts occur prior to  a sawtooth crash that causes a 
reduction of ~ 1 5 %  in the soft X ray signal. The n = 1 
oscillations associated with each burst are evident 
in both the soft X ray emission and the magnetic 
fluctuations detected at the plasma edge, but the 
average value of the soft X ray signal does not drop 
markedly during a fishbone instability because there 
is no sawtooth crash. The soft X ray emission has 
an m = 1 structure, while the magnetic signals are 

usually dominated by m = 2 or m = 3 modes. The 
frequency of the oscillations is higher than the bulk 
plasma rotation frequency, indicating that the mode 
propagates in the plasma frame. A typical burst lasts 
about 1 ms. Large fishbone bursts have a devastating 
effect upon fast ion confinement (Section 4.4) and 
can cause large reductions in neutron emission during 
deuterium injection (Fig. 64). 

In a classic fishbone burst, the growth rate and 
decay rate of the instability are comparable (Fig. 64). 
Wide variations in the relative duration of the growth 
and decay phases are observed even in the same 
device, however [334]. Under some conditions, most 
of the m = 1 bursts end in a sawtooth crash. For 
example, virtually all of the intense m = 1 bursts 
during tangential injection in PBX [354] exhibited 
this hybrid sawtooth-fishbone behaviour. An exam- 
ple of one of these sawbone bursts during deuterium 
injection into PDX is shown in Fig. 65. The growth 
of the n = 1 instability on the soft X ray and Mirnov 
coil signals is virtually indistinguishable from a clas- 
sic fishbone burst. At the sawtooth crash, the soft 
X ray and neutron emission drop suddenly (Fig. 65). 
Presumably, the m = 1 mode is stabilized after the 
crash by both the reduction in ideal MHD growth 
rate 71 and the large reduction in fast ion pressure. 
During tangential injection the period between these 
bursts can be much shorter than the usual period 
between sawteeth [354, 377, 3781. 

The internal frequency of the m = 1 oscillations 
often decreases during a fishbone burst. On PDX, 
the frequency usually fell by a factor of 2, from about 
20 kHz to about 10 kHz [293,329,334,369]. On JET,  
the frequency variation can be as large as a factor 
of 3 [341], as shown in Fig. 66. During tangential 
injection, the internal frequency of a sawbone is often 
not much greater than the plasma rotation speed and 
the reduction in frequency at a burst is only about 
10% [354]. 

Fishbones have been observed during perpen- 
dicular injection in PDX [331, 333, 334, 353, 3691, 
PBX [31, 337, 3541, PBX-M [343, 3441 and JT-60 
[379], during injection at intermediate angles in DIII 
[380, 3811, DIII-D [339] and JET [ I ,  341, 342, 3821, 
during tangential injection into TFTR [338] and 
during ICRF heating in JET [341]. In addition, saw- 
bones were seen during tangential injection into 
JFT-2 [377], ISX-B [378, 3831, PLT [293], PBX 
[336, 3541, and, possibly, T-11 [213]. The observa- 
tions are summarized in Table IV. 

Detailed, quantitative, agreement of the theoreti- 
cally predicted frequency with observations has not 
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FIG. 64. Strong fishbone bursts a s  observed during perpendicular deuteraum injectaon into PDX [369]. The bursts on the 
central soft X ray channel and on the Mirnov coil signal are caused by fishbones. Each burst correlates with a reduction 
in the 2.5 MeV neutron emission (which is primarily due to beam-plasma interactions for  these conditions). The event 
a t  496 ms includes a sawtooth crash. 

yet been demonstrated. Theoretically, the preces- 
sional drift branch and the w*; branch of the fishbone 
merge for w*i N upre, a condition that often holds 
in the experiments. In PDX, the fishbone frequency 
scaled with the precessional frequency of the fast ions 

[334, 3691, but the observed mode frequency actually 
agreed with the precessional drift speed of fast ions 
near the outer edge of the plasma, rather than with 
the drift speed of beam ions within the q = 1 surface 
[334] (Fig. 67). This observation motivated Kaita et 
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FIG. 65. (a) Neutron emission, (b) central soft X ray signal 
and (c) B e  signal a t  a sawbone during deuterium injection 
into PDX [293]. The 2.5 MeV neutron signal is dominated by 
neutrons from beam-plasma reactions and  the Mirnov signal is 
from a coil located in the outer midplane. 
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FIG. 66. (a) Raw magnetic signal and (b) oscillation frequency 
for a jishbone burst during combined neutral beam and ICRF 
heating in  J E T  [34l]. The signal is from a n  n = 1 coil combi- 
nation measured 45' above the outer midplane. The frequency 
of the slow oscillation is comparable with the rotation frequency 
of the bulk plasma. 

al. to postulate that coupling of the different poloidal 
harmonics permits fast ions throughout the plasma 
to resonate with the internal kink [338]. With this 
assumption, the computed average precession fre- 
quency was close to the measured frequency in PDX 
[338], TFTR [338] and PBX-M [343]. In JT-60, the 
observed frequency was close to  upre [379]. In DIII-D 
[339] and JET [341], on the other hand, the mode 
frequency sometimes agreed with u,i and sometimes 
with upre, with significant scatter observed. The 
reduction in frequency during a burst has not been 
fully explained either. It was first suggested that the 
mode frequency decreases during a burst because 
energetic beam ions are lost first, causing the average 
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precession frequency to  drop with time; however, this 
hypothesis is very difficult to  reconcile with the time 
evolution of the neutron emission through a fishbone 
[293]. Although the time evolution of dpildr has 
not been measured during a fishbone, it also seems 
quite unlikely that w*i drops by a factor of 2 during 
a burst.lg Perhaps the frequency reduction is associ- 
ated with a shift from a predominately precessional 
drift fishbone to  a predominately w*i fishbone in the 
hybrid regime where w*i N wpre. 

The stability properties of fishbone modes are 
not convincingly established either, although the 
general trends are compatible with theoretical expec- 
tations. Instability was more likely at  large values 
of pp in PDX [334] and DIII-D [339], presumably 
due to  an increase in the ideal MHD drive 71. In 
PBX, bean shaping had a stabilizing effect [337], 
probably because of a reduction in 71. For a given 
beam power, instability was more likely at  low den- 
sity in PBX [354] and DIII-D [339], probably because 
the beam pressure was larger (owing to  the longer 
slowing-down time). In PDX, fishbones were always 
observed for / 3 ~  2 1.2, but considerable variability 
in stability properties is observed on other devices. 
For example, in DIII-D, stable plasmas with saw- 
teeth exist with pp > 2 [339]. In JET,  instability is 

IgRecent theoretical work indicates tha t  the frequency of 
the ut, mode is actually w N wtl  + (nr/n,)w,r 13841. Thus, 
the large drop in frequency may be caused by the reduction in 
n f W I f  associated with fast ion transport. 

sometimes observed at  very low values of pp [341] 
(Fig. 68), in apparent contradiction to  analytical 
estimates of 71. Although fishbones usually occur in 
high PN and pp plasmas with large fast ion popula- 
tions, these observations highlight the wide range of 
behaviour possible (Table IV). 

The most detailed study of fishbone stability com- 
pleted to  date employed measurements of the q profile 
in PBX-M [344]. Unfortunately, the ion temperature 
was not measured in this experiment and w*i effects 
were not considered. Within the framework of the 
simplified theory of the precessional drift fishbone 
[370], the unstable discharges were predicted t o  be 
unstable [344]. Simple estimates of stability in PDX 
and T F T R  also agreed with experiment [338]. 

A possible theoretical explanation for sawbones is 
that they are driven unstable by resonant interaction 
with the circulating beam ions [385, 3861. Several 
features of the theory [386] are consistent with exper- 
imental observations in PBX [354]. 

(a) The growth rate of the sawbone (tangentially 
beam driven mode) is comparable with the 
growth rate of the fishbone mode driven by 
perpendicular beam ions. 

(b) The mode frequency does not drop appreciably 
during a burst. 

A 

A A 

A A 

A 

0 RF 
0 NB 
A NBRF 

0 

FIG. 68. Poloidal beta versus injected power for  J E T  plasmas 
with fishbones [341]. The symbols repreaent I C R F  heating alone 
(U), neutral beam heating alone (o)! and combined I C R F  and 
neutral beam heating (A). Instability is observed at  very low 
values of p p .  
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TABLE IV. FISHBONE AND SAWBONE OBSER- 
VAT10 N S 

Tokamak Heating Frequency P P  P N  

PDX [334] I 4 5  keV Do w*! 5 w 2 ~ p r e  0.6-1.8 1.2-3.4 
JT-60 [379] I Ho + ICRF -wpre -0.5 
DIII-D [339] 75 keV Do/Ho -wIi, wpre 1.5-3.1 2.4-5.5 
PBX-M [343] 45 keV Do NWpre,W*i 2.3 3.5 

TFTR [338] Tang. 95 keV Do -wpre, we, 1.2 1.2 
J E T  [341] 80 keV Do, ICRF we, 5 w 5 wpre 0.1-0.8 0.3-2.4 

PBX [354] 1 1  44 keV Do < w*, 0.6 1.2-2.3 
ISX-B [378] 1 1  32 keV Ho 10-20 kHz -2 
JFT-2 [377] Tang. 40 keV Ho -2.4 3.3-3.5 

(c) The circulating beam ions do not stabilize the 
low frequency (sawtooth) branch of the kink 
mode, so hybrid fishbone-sawtooth phenomena 
are more likely than with perpendicular injec- 
tion. 

Quantitative agreement between theory and experi- 
ment has not been demonstrated, however. 

The non-linear saturation of fishbones seems to  be 
governed by fast ion loss. As additional beam power 
is added to  the plasma, the n = 1 activity typically 
evolves as shown in Fig. 69, which shows the signal 
from a Mirnov coil for four DIII-D discharges during 
neutral beam injection. Similar progressions of MHD 
activity were observed in JFT-2 [333, 3771, ISX-B 
[333, 3781, PDX E3331 and PBX. The first effect 
of neutral beam injection is t o  increase the period 
and amplitude of sawtooth activity. The increase in 
period is probably caused by the heating associated 
with beam injection (increased Te),  rather than the 
fast ion population directly. The m = 1 precursor 
to  the sawtooth is detected by pick-up loops at  the 
plasma edge, but the amplitude of the oscillations 
is relatively modest (Fig. 69). As the density of the 
fast ion population and the plasma beta increase 
further, semi-continuous m = 1 activity is sometimes 
observed (Fig. 69), particularly just prior to  a saw- 
tooth crash. There probably is not a single universal 
explanation for these run-on fishbones but, in many 
cases, this phenomenom seems t o  occur near the 
marginal stability point for the fishbone instability.20 

"In the published literature, run-on fishbones are some- 
times called 'continuous m = 1 activity'. We prefer the more 
descriptive name, 'run-on fishbone', because the amplitude and 
frequency of the magnetic fluctuations oscillate in time [334], 
just as they do in fishbones. 

If the power is increased still further, isolated fish- 
bone bursts develop (Fig. 69). Close to  the marginal 
stability point, fishbone bursts are more likely just 
prior to  a sawtooth crash than immediately following 
a crash and the growth rate is larger later in the 
cycle [334, 3391, probably because the ideal growth 
rate 71 is larger later in the sawtooth cycle. If the 
beam power is very large, the amplitude and period 
of the fishbones usually increase (Fig. 69) and the 
losses associated with the fishbone bursts can become 
very large, as in Fig. 64. 

Several semi-empirical models have been pro- 
posed t o  explain the evolution of the fishbone cycle 
[338, 370, 387, 3881; the simplest formulation is in 
Ref. [389]. In these models, the amplitude of the 
instability is driven unstable by the beam popula- 
tion but the mode amplitude causes the loss of beam 
ions, resulting in a non-linear predator-prey cycle 
[371]. Near marginal stability, the number of beam 
ions is barely sufficient to  sustain instability, the 
mode amplitude is small, and the transport of fast 
ions is modest, so the near-equilibrium situation of 
run-on fishbones occurs. As the rate of beam fuelling 
increases, the fast ion pressure overshoots the point 
of marginal stability and the mode grows to  larger 
amplitude. When the mode amplitude is sufficiently 
large, fast ions are expelled (Section 4.4) and the fast 
ion pressure falls below the marginal stability point. 
Following the burst, the fast ion pressure increases 
owing to  beam fuelling and the cycle repeats. Fur- 
ther increases in the rate of beam fuelling result in 
more explosive growth of the instability and more 
catastrophic fast ion losses, so the amplitude and 
period of the bursts increase with increasing power. 
In these models, the beam beta is effectively clamped 
near the point of marginal stability. With reasonable 
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FIG. 69, Typical progression of n = 1 M H D  activity during 
beam injection in DIU-D. The  traces show the Be signal from 
the same coil (located near the outer wall slightly below the 
midplane) en four  different discharges. The  data points denote 
the following. Sawtooth - B = 2.1 T,  I, = 1.0 M A ,  iie = 
4.5 x lo fg  m-' and P b  N 7 M W .  Run-on  fishbones - B = 0.9 T ,  
I, = 0.53 M A ,  f i e  = 4.3 x l o f 9  m-3j  P b  N 10 M W .  Moderate 
fishbones - B = 0.9 T ,  I, = 0.45 M A ,  iie = 3.5 x 1019m-3 
and P b  N 10 M W .  Strong fishbones - B = 0.8 T ,  I, = 0.7 M A ,  
fie = 2.8 X 10'' m-' and P b  N 9 M W .  

choices of the free parameters in the models, the 
theories can match the time evolution of the mag- 
netics and neutron signals for selected cycles in PDX 
[338, 370, 387, 3891, TFTR [338] and J E T  [388]. (A 
systematic comparison with a large set of data  has 
not yet been performed.) Extensions of the basic 
model can also account for the irregular cycles that 
are sometimes observed [388]. 

5.2. A l M n  waves and ballooning modes 

Theoretically, several plasma modes exist that can 
resonate with the parallel motion of circulating fast 
ions or with the bounce motion of trapped ions. In 
early work, the modes that are now known as kinetic 
Alfve'n waves were suggested as modes that a circulat- 
ing fast ion population might destabilize [390, 3911. 
Within the framework of ideal MHD, these modes 
reside in the continuum of the Alfvkn spectrum, and 
so are subject to  relatively strong damping.21 Modes 
also exist with a frequency below the minimum of 

"The damping mechanism is not specified in the MHD 
model but the physical idea is that ,  in the continuum, driven 
modes rapidly exchange energy with nearby damped modes. 

the Alfvkn continuum [392]; these modes, which can 
exist in a cylinder, are known as global Alfve'n eigen- 
modes (GAEs) and have opposite helicity from the 
equilibrium field. In circular cylindrical geometry the 
poloidal wave vector is characterized by a particu- 
lar poloidal mode number m. Subsequent study in 
toroidal geometry revealed the existence of modes 
that reside in 'gaps' in the AlfvCin continuum [393]; 
these toroidicity induced Alfve'n eigenmodes (TAEs) 
couple neighbouring poloidal harmonics m and m + 1. 
An example of the gap structure for a measured equi- 
librium in DIII-D is shown in Fig. 70; TAEs lie in 
the first gap. Higher poloidal harmonics can also be 
coupled by toroidicity or by shaping effects. Modes 
that couple m and m + 2 are known as ellipticity 
induced Alfve'n eigenmodes (EAEs) and modes that 
couple m and m +- 3 are called triangularity induced 
Alfve'n eigenmodes (NAEs) [394] (Fig. 70). Finite 
compressibility and the geodesic curvature of field 
lines create an additional gap underneath the con- 
tinuum [395] and beta induced Alfve'n eigenmodes 
(BAEs) can reside in this gap [396]. 

The frequencies of these AlfvQn modes depend 
upon the parallel wave vector kll of the mode and 
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FIG. 70. C0ntinuu.m shear Alfvfve'n spectrum for n = 3 modes in  
a DIU-D equilibrium [396]. The mode frequency is normalized 
to W A  evaluated at  the plasma centre. The abscissa represents 
the toroidal jlux $I. The shaded regions are the Alfve'n contin- 
uum of ideal MHD.  Gap modes reside between the continuum 
bands. The dotted line indicates the frequency and approximate 
spatial extent of a discrete mode that was numerically predicted 
and experimentally observed. 

upon the Alfvkn velocity W A ,  w = k p ~ .  For the 
GAE, 

( m  and n have opposite signs). It is customary to 
define the Alfwe'n frequency by WA = w A / q R .  The 
centre of the TAE, EAE and NAE gaps occur near 

and 

(34) 

respectively. The BAE mode frequency is roughly 
half the TAE mode frequency. Both W A  and q are 
functions of position, so that the frequencies of these 
modes depend upon the radial structure of the eigen- 
function. Calculations with realistic equilibria show 
that the mode frequency is usually somewhat lower 
than the nominal values given in Eqs (32)-(34) [396]. 

The theoretical stability of these modes is compli- 
cated. As a concrete example, let us consider TAEs. 

Circulating fast ions can resonate with the mode, 
generating a drive term of the formz2 [398] 

(35) 

where ?drive is the contribution of the fast ions to  
the growth rate. The drive increases for an intense 
population with a large fast ion beta, pf. The free 
energy is provided by the gradient in the fast ion 
pressure (w*f) and this gradient must be large enough 
to overcome Landau damping on the fast ion dis- 
tribution function (w*f WTAE). Finally, the drive 
depends upon the fraction of the fast ion population 
F that resonates with the wave. The primary reso- 
nance occurs for fast ions with w / ~  = WA, but some 
drive can also occur on a sideband for W I I  = wA/3 
[394, 3991. Further modifications to Eq. (35) and 
broadening of the resonance condition are associated 
with the radial extent of the mode and the finite 
poloidal gyroradius of the fast ions [400]. The drive 
term (Eq. (35)) is opposed by various damping terms 
associated with electron Landau damping [398], elec- 
tron collisions and the effect of a parallel electric field 
[401], ion Landau damping at both the fundamen- 
tal and the sideband [394], and continuum damping 
[402, 4031. Some of the formulas for these effects 
are only approximate for TAEs. As a general rule 
of thumb, gaps that are wide (in space) minimize 
continuum damping, while high gaps (in frequency) 
minimize coupling to  kinetic Alfvkn waves. Other 
Alfvh modes in this frequency range are presumably 
opposed by similar damping mechanisms, but the 
stability theory of these modes is even less developed. 

Theoretically, a second class of potentially danger- 
ous modes are the ballooning modes [404]. Like the 
internal kink, ballooning modes can be driven unsta- 
ble by the bulk plasma but, when the ideal MHD 
growth rate is marginally stable, kinetic effects may 
become important. As with the fishbone, two distinct 
branches appear: an MHD gap mode with frequency 
N W * ~  and an energetic particle continuum mode with 
the characteristic frequency of the fast ion motion 
[405]. Theoretically, resonant interaction with both 
circulating and trapped particles is possible [404]. 

Experimentally, modes in this frequency range 
are observed when the fast ion beta is large. The 

"The actual form of the drive term depends upon the details 
of the fast ion distribution function. The expression here stems 
from an approximate calculation based upon a Boltzmann fast 
ion distribution. Cheng [397] and Betti and Friedberg [394] 
have treated an isotropic slowing-down distribution. 
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TABLE V. BEAM DRIVEN CIRCULATION 
INSTABILITIES 

PDX PBX TFTR DIII-D 

Beam energy (keV) 45 45 100 
Beam species DO DO DO 
RtanlR 0.16 0.87 NO.9 
Frequency (kHz) 50-150 140-220 60-120 
Toroidal mode number -2-6 ? 2-3 
Radial eigenfunction q N 1 ? r /a  IT 0.5, 0.9 

Pf l P t  ~ 0 . 3  0.3 0.5 
P N  1.2-4.0 1.1-2.3 1.8 

vII/vA $0.2 0.6 0.7-1.1 

observations during beam injection are summarized 
in Table V and Fig. 71. The modes usually occur 
in bursts; they often (but not always) occur in con- 
junction with n = 1 internal kinks (Section 5.1). An 
example of an isolated burst during tangential beam 
injection into PBX is shown in Fig. 72. Phenomeno- 
logically similar bursts were observed during per- 
pendicular injection into PDX [293, 333, 3691, during 
tangential injection into T F T R  [345, 346, 4061, during 
near tangential injection into DIII-D [348, 407, 4081 
and during tangential injection into PBX-M [409]. 
In all of these cases, the bursts were associated with 
radial transport of the beam ions (Section 4.4). 

0.004 I 1 
0 0.5 1.9 I . 5  

[PARALLEL VELOCITYI/IALFVEN VELOCITY) 

FIG. 71. Volume averaged P f / P t  versus VII/VA for several 
experiments in which beam driven instabilities with frequencies 
of 50-200 kHz were observed. Fast ion losses reduce the actual 
beam beta below the classical value quoted here. The parallel 
velocity is for full energy beam ions deposited on axis, v i 1 0  = 
v(Rt,,/R). The hatched region represents the range of unstable 
values observed in DIII-D 14081, the line indicates the results of 
the first TFTR experiment [345], and the triangles are typical 
values from PDX [293] and P B X  13541. 

75 

0.66 
70-220 

1-10 
q N 1.5 
0.4-1.1 
0.3-0.7 
1.6-6.4 

DO 

In T F T R  [345, 346,4061 and DIII-D [348,407,408] 
these bursts have been identified as TAEs. Figure 73 
compares the measured frequency of the high fre- 
quency burst with Eq. (32) during a scan of the 
toroidal field in T F T R  [345]. Similar scaling has 
been observed during a toroidal field scan in DIII-D 
[396, 407, 4081. The observed mode structure in 
DIII-D [348] and T F T R  [345, 350, 4061 is compatible 
with theoretical expectations for TAE modes, within 
large experimental uncertainties. 

The observed stability properties of TAEs are in 
semi-quantitative agreement with theory. The mode 
amplitude tends t o  be largest when N DA [408], 
although instability is observed for lower values of 
D I I / W *  (Fig. 71). Large values of /?f are destabilizing 
[408]. Calculations indicate that temporal [401] and 
spatial [402] couplings to  kinetic Alfv6n waves are the 
dominant damping terms in the DIII-D experiments 
[408]; the observed threshold in ?drive is within a 
factor of three of theoretical expectations [408]. For 
TFTR, electron collisional and ion Landau damping 
can account for the observed threshold in /3f [410] 
(to an accuracy that we estimate as roughly a factor 
of 2).  By ramping the plasma current in order t o  
modify the gap structure, experiments on both DIII- 
D [408] and T F T R  [350] have verified qualitatively 
that continuum damping plays an important role in 
the stability of low n modes. 

Toroidicity induced A l f v h  eigenmodes are also 
driven by energetic perpendicular tail ions during 
hydrogen minority ICRF heating in T F T R  [411]. 
Theoretically, TAEs can be driven by trapped ions 
through resonance with harmonics of the bounce 
motion, as well as by resonance with circulating fast 
ions 13991. 

A mode that may be the EAE has been observed 
in DIII-D [396] and possibly in T F T R  [346]. 
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FIG. 7.5’. Measured frequency of MHD bursts versus fTAE = 
v ~ / 4 n q R  (assuming q = 1.5) for a toroidalfield scan in TFTR 
[34 51. 
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FIG. 72. Isolated TAE-like MHD burst during deuterium beam 
injection (45 keV) into PBX [$96]. (a) Digitally filtered low 
pass Mirnov signal from the outer midplane. The amplitude of 
low-frequency juc tua t ions  is very small. (b) Passive tangential 
charge exchange j u x  ($5 keV) and  negative derivative of the 
neutron emission, - S / S .  Beam ions are  dost during the burst. 
(c) Digitally filtered high pass Mirnov signal. The mode grows 
rapidly until it  is stabilized by the loss of fast ions. 

As the plasma approaches the beta limit, the 
frequency of beam driven modes in DIII-D tends t o  
decrease (Fig. 74). The instability with w N $WTAE 

is probably a BAE [412] but it might be a kinetic 
ballooning mode [404]. Other modes that are driven 
by tangential beam ions are observed in TFTR [413], 
but are not yet identified. 

Perpendicular beam ions destabilized modes sim- 
ilar to  TAEs in PDX [293, 333, 3691. It has been 
suggested that these modes are ballooning modes 
[404], or they could be TAEs that are driven unstable 
by harmonics of the bounce motion [399]. 

Experimentally, beam driven TAE modes satu- 
rate non-linearly through bursts that expel beam 
ions [389], just as fishbones do. As a result, the fast 
ion beta clamps near the marginal stability point 
when the beam power exceeds the stability threshold 
[346, 351, 4071 (Fig. 75). To within an uncertainty 
of -50%, the duration of the bursts and the period 
between bursts scale with beam power as theoret- 
ically predicted [389]. In contrast, bursts were not 
observed when TAEs were driven unstable by ICRF 
heating [411]. The fishbone saturation model [389] 
is not expected to  apply to  RF  heating, however, 
because fast ions are not generated steadily a t  a fixed 
birth energy. 
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FIG. 74. Measured frequency (after correction for  the Doppler 
shift) divided by the nominal TAE frequency (Eq. (32)) as  a 
function of / 3 ~  in DIII-D [412]. The frequency drops as  the 
plasma approaches the beta limit a t  / 3 ~  N 3.5. For discharges 
with / 3 ~  > 3.5 current ramping WQS employed. 
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FIG. 75. Saturation of the fast  ion beta with increasing beam 
power during TAE activity in DIU-D i.071. (a) The beam beta 
inferred from the neutron emission (solid line and  circles) and 
the expected scaling for  classical slowing down (dashed line and  
open circles). (b) RMS amplitude of the magnetic j7uctuations 
(caused by TAE activity), 60 < f < 250 kHz, a t  the outboard 
vacuum vessel wall. 

5.3. Ion cyclotron and lower hybrid 
instabilities 

Fast ion populations emit radiation in the ion 
cyclotron range of frequencies and, occasionally, in 
the LH band. Experimentally, ion cyclotron emis- 
sion (ICE) has been observed in T F R  [26, 2031, PDX 

[332,334,414] and JT-60 [136,415] during perpendic- 
ular beam injection, in J E T  [290, 342, 365, 366, 416- 
4181 and T F T R  [419-4221 during ohmic heating and 
beam injection, and in DIII-D [351] during near tan- 
gential beam injection. Lower hybrid emission driven 
by beam ions was also observed in PDX [334], as 
illustrated in Fig. 76. 

The only controlled ICE experiment was conducted 
by injecting repetitive short pulses of hydrogen neu- 
tral beams into JFT-2M [423]. Figure 77 summarizes 
the results of the experiment. When the pulses were 
short, the beam ion distribution function at  the cen- 
tre of the plasma did not decrease monotonically with 
velocity (Figs 77(b,c)) and strong ICE at  the central 
hydrogen fundamental was observed (Fig. 77(a)). 
When the pulse length was increased, the distribu- 
tion function became smoother (Figs 77(b,c)) and 
the ICE disappeared (Fig. 77). On the basis of the 
parallel wavelength, and the observed dependences 
upon pulse duration, plasma density and hydrogen 
concentration, the mode was identified as an Alfvhn 
eigenmode that is a combination of a compressional 
Alfvdn wave, an ion Bernstein wave and a modified 
ion cyclotron wave [423]. Similar bursts of ICE are 
often observed on other devices in the initial stages 
of beam injection [334]. 
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FIG. 76. Uncalibrated spectrum measured with a n  RF coal on 
the inside wall during counter-perpendicular (~99') deuterium 
beam injection (45 Ice V)  into PDX [3344/. Narrow emission lanes 
are observed a t  low even harmonics of the deuterium cyclotron 
frequency a t  the outer edge of the plasma (low band ICW), 
broader lines are seen a t  higher harmonics of the cyclotron 
frequency (high band ICW) and  a broad band of emission is 
observed in the LH band (which ranged from 230 M H z  a t  the 
plasma edge to 600 MHz a t  the plasma centre). 
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FIG. 77. Study of I C E  in JFT-BA4 using multiple short pulses of hydrogen neutral beams [423]. (a) Neutral beam waveform (traces) 
and  R F  power a t  the hydrogen fundamental (oscillograms) versus time. The beams (35 ke V, co-injection) were injected tangentially 
and  the I C E  WQS measured with electrostatic probes placed in the scrape-off layer an the outer midplane. (b) Calculated distribution 
function in the centre of the plasma for  diflerent pulse durations. (c) Calculated time behaviour of the slope of the parallel velocity 
distribution function near the injection energy (between the two arrows an (b)) for various pulse durations. 

The passive ICE observations can be separated 
into two categories: ICE produced by beam ions and 
ICE produced by fusion products. The strongest 
emission correlates with instabilities that expel beam 
ions. The spectrum in this case often consists of 
a set of relatively narrow peaks at harmonics of 
the cyclotron frequency, as observed (for example) 
during fishbone activity in PDX (Fig. 78). The peaks 
are separated by the cyclotron frequency at the 
outer edge of the plasma [26, 332, 3341. Following 
each MHD event that expels beam ions a burst of 
ICE occurs [332, 334, 342, 3511. Figure 79 shows an 
example during combined fishbone and TAE activity 
in DIII-D [351]. ICE with similar features can also 
be generated by prompt loss orbits. This is the likely 
cause of the emission observed on TFR [26, 2031, 

of the ICE measured during counter-perpendicular 
injection on PDX [334] and of the second harmonic 
emission seen on JT-60 [136, 4151, and may account 
for the emission observed during hydrogen injection 
into JET [417]. 

In PDX [329] and JT-60 [415], fast ions were 
accelerated to  energies nearly twice the injection 
energy by the ICE. 

The second type of ICE is generated by fusion 
products. In JET, the second harmonic ICE power 
scales linearly with the total neutron emission over a 
variation of six orders of magnitude for both d-d and 
d-t plasmas (Fig. 80) [365, 3661. The ICE intensity 
is delayed with respect to  the neutron emission as 
the fusion product population builds up [365, 3661. 
The emission is from the outer (large R)  edge [366]. 
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FIG. 78. Spectrum of ICE measured during fishbone activity 
caused by perpendicular deuterium beam injection (45 Ice V )  
into PDX [414]. The emission was measured by a small coil 
positioned on the inner  wall. The peaks occur a t  harmonics 
of the deuterium cyclotron frequency a t  the outer edge of the 
plasma. 

Modelling of the time evolution of the alpha density 
suggests that the signal is produced by fusion prod- 
ucts whose orbits pass through the edge region [366]. 
The generation of ICE is anti-correlated with large 
ELM activity [342, 365, 3661, presumably because 
the ELMS degrade the confinement of edge fusion 
products [366]. Narrow emission peaks are observed 
( A w l w  N O.l), but the spectra tend to  be broader 
than during beam injection [417]. In contrast to  the 
ICE generated by beam ions (Fig. 79), ICE from 
fusion products in J E T  sometimes peaks -12 ms 
after the sawtooth, when the heat pulse arrives a t  the 
plasma edge (Fig. 81) [418]. The edge fusion product 
density is not expected t o  change significantly on this 
time-scale; perhaps the accessibility of the waves to  
the antenna is affected by the density of the edge 
plasma [421] and these variations cause the sawtooth 
oscillations. 

Both types of emission are observed on T F T R  
[420]. A broad feature that scales with the d-d emis- 
sion is observed above the fifth harmonic [420-4221, 
as well as narrow peaks at  lower frequencies that 
appear to  be produced by beam ions in the plasma 
edge [420]. 

No theoretical explanation for the phenomena 
has gained wide acceptance yet. Several authors 
1414, 417, 424, 4251 have suggested that ICE is a 
wave driven unstable by an anisotropic or inverted 
fast ion distribution in the plasma edge. Others 

[421, 4221 suggest that spontaneous cyclotron and 
spin flip emission contribute t o  the signal. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this section, we summarize the observations, 
identify issues that need further clarification and 
speculate about the behaviour of alpha particles in 
future devices. 

In Section 2, we found that measurements of the 
initial spatial and velocity distributions of fast ions 
are in good agreement with theoretical expectations 
for most fast ion populations. For thermonuclear 
emission, the fusion product birth profile peaks very 
strongly on axis and the initial energies are close to  
the nominal birth energy. For fusion products created 
in beam-plasma and beam-beam reactions, the birth 
profile peaks on axis, although usually not quite as 
strongly as for thermonuclear emission. The initial 
energy is centred about the nominal birth energy, 
but the distribution often contains substantial energy 
broadening (> 1 MeV) and can be anisotropic. For 
beam ions, calculations of beam deposition agree 
(to within N 20%) with the measured profiles. The 
bulk of the data seems to  favour the cross-sections 
that include multistep ionization processes, but more 
work in this area is desirable. For hydrogenic neu- 
tral beams, the initial energy distribution consists 
of three essentially monoenergetic populations at  
&,,  &/2 and &/3. During ICRF minority heating, 
the measurements indicate that fast ions gain per- 
pendicular energy near the resonance layer (where 
flf = U R F ) .  The distribution is quite anisotropic 
and is characterized by a Boltzmann distribution 
with T l  >> Til. The energies can be very large, with 
‘temperatures’ TL in excess of 1 MeV and maximum 
measured energies of O(10 MeV). 

Observations of the fast ion tail created by LH 
waves are less conclusive. Modest tail temperatures 
of O(10keV) are observed and the distribution is 
fairly isotropic. The spatial profile seems to  depend 
upon the electron density profile, with peaked profiles 
correlating with central tail formation and broad 
profiles correlating with peripheral tails (Table 11). 

Coulomb drag by thermal ions and electrons gov- 
erns the deceleration of fast ions (Fig. 20). Additional 
processes, if they are important a t  all, only cause 
modifications of O( 10%) in the deceleration rate. 
The energy diffusion of fast ions is also in good agree- 
ment with Coulomb scattering theory (Section 3.1.3). 
The rate of pitch angle scattering (Section 3.1.2) has 
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FIG. 79. Time evolution of the 2.5 MeV neutron emission and  emission a t  ~ 2 0  M H t  during 
combinedfishbone and  TAE activity driven by deuterium beam injection (75 keV) into DIII-D [351]. 
The I C E  is measured with a small loop positioned on the outer midplane; 20 MHz corresponds to 
the second harmonic of deuterium a t  the outer edge of the plasma. The sudden drops in neutron 
emission are  coincident with the M H D  instabilities and indicate expulsion of beam ions from 
the centre to the edge of the plasma. The bursts of I C E  correlate with the reductions in neutron 
emission. 

only been determined to an accuracy of ~ 5 0 % ~  but is 
probably also described by classical theory. A more 
accurate measurement of the pitch angle scattering 
rate is desirable because the losses caused by toroidal 
field ripple depend sensitively on this rate. 

Despite its simplicity, with appropriate modifica- 
tions for orbit effects, the Stix theory of minority 
ICRF heating gives good agreement with the experi- 
mental observations (Section 3.2.2). The discrepancy 
between the measured fast ion stored energy and the 

calculated energy is N 20% (Fig. 25). The acceler- 
ation of beam ions during an LH is consistent with 
stochastic ion heating, but quantitative agreement 
between the absorbed power and theory has not been 
demonstrated yet (Section 3.2.3). The mechanism 
responsible for acceleration of ions in the tail of the 
thermal distribution is even more uncertain. Stochas- 
tic ion heating by scattered or daughter LH waves 
probably plays a role, but harmonic damping on edge 
ion quasi-modes may also be important. Further 
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progress in this area requires simultaneous measure- 
ments of the wave spectrum in the plasma and of the 
fast ion distribution. 

The confinement of fast ions is governed by a 
number of processes (Section 4). Prompt losses are 
determined primarily by the plasma current and the 
energy of the fast ion, and are described by drift 
orbit theory (Section 4.1). Transport associated with 
toroidal field ripple is also observed (Section 4.2). 
Ripple trapping can cause large losses of trapped 
fast ions in devices with large ripple (S 2 1%); the 
observed losses agree t o  within 20% with calculations 
(Fig. 35). In machines with smaller values of ripple, 
stochastic ripple diffusion gains in relative impor- 
tance. The first measurements of the losses caused 
by stochastic ripple diffusion agree with theory to  
within a factor of 2; more work in this area is needed. 
Transport associated with Coulomb scattering, micro- 
turbulence and RF waves is relatively unimportant 
for fast ions (Section 4.3), probably because the large 
orbits of fast ions temporally and spatially aver- 
age over the fluctuation spectrum. Losses caused by 
steady state turbulence are generally negligible in a 
slowing-down time (Fig. 48). More detailed studies 
that combine accurate fast ion measurements with 
measurements of the fluctuation spectrum are desir- 
able. In contrast t o  steady state turbulence, violent 

MHD events can cause catastrophic losses. Through 
resonance between the phase velocity of the mode and 
the fast ion orbital motion, both the fishbone instabil- 
ity and TAE modes transport beam ions to  the outer 
edge of the plasma (Section 4.4). Non-resonant MHD 
events, such as high beta sawteeth, can also cause 
large transport (Section 4.5). Studies that combine 
fast ion measurements with detailed documentation 
of the MHD activity are needed to  identify the mech- 
anisms responsible for fast ion transport under these 
conditions. 

Intense fast ion populations can alter the stability 
of the plasma (Section 5). Stabilization of sawteeth 
by a high energy, perpendicular fast ion popula- 
tion appears consistent with theory (Section 5.1), 
although quantitative confirmation of the stability 
boundary has not been demonstrated. On the other 
hand, lower energy beam ion populations can drive 
the internal kink unstable. Both fishbone and saw- 
bone bursts are observed. Some measurements are 
consistent with theory, but possible exceptions are 
also observed (Section 5.1). Detailed quantitative 
comparisons that employ the complete theory and 
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FIG. 81. Time evolutaon of the 55 M H t  spectral peak and  of 
the edge soft X ray signal during sawtooth activity associated 
with deuterium ohmic heating in  JET [418]. The emission UJQS 

detected by the ICRF antenna a t  the outer midplane. The bursts 
of ICE are delayed by -12 ms with respect to the sawtooth crash, 
and correlate with the arrival of the heat pulse (produced by the 
sawtooth) a t  the plasma edge. Although changes in antenna 
loading may cause par t  of the modulation in ICE signal [366], 
this eflect cannot account for  the full variation. 
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measured profiles of q ,  Tj and the fast ion distri- 
bution are needed. Fast ions also drive instabilities 
that resonate with the parallel orbital motion (Sec- 
tion 5.2). Toroidicity induced Alfvbn eigenmodes 
have been identified and other instabilities may also 
occur. The stability properties of TAEs are in rough 
agreement with theory (to within a factor of 3). More 
accurate comparisons require better measurements of 
the fast ion distribution and of the eigenfunction, or 
new ways to  measure the damping rate. Fast ion pop- 
ulations also drive instabilities in the ion cyclotron 
range of frequencies (Section 5.3). Some instabilities 
are driven by fusion products, while others owe their 
origin to  edge beam ions. To clarify these phenom- 
ena, injection of a known fast ion population into the 
plasma edge is highly desirable. 

Some aspects of alpha particle behaviour in a 
reactor can be predicted with confidence, but some 
of the most important properties are murky. Alpha 
particles will be centrally born. If beam-plasma reac- 
tions are employed, the initial alpha energies will be 
shifted substantially from 3.5 MeV and the distribu- 
tion function could be anisotropic. The deceleration 
rate of the alphas will be determined primarily by 
drag on thermal electrons. Since efficient second har- 
monic ICRF heating of deuterium beam ions has been 
observed, second harmonic heating of the energetic 
alphas is probably possible if desired. Interaction 
with LH waves is also likely, but the spatial loca- 
tion and mechanism of the interaction is uncertain. 
Prompt losses will be governed by drift orbit theory. 
The reactor should be designed with a sufficiently 
low value of ripple that the poloidally and toroidally 
concentrated losses associated with ripple losses do 
not damage the first wall. Under these conditions, 
the power losses associated with stochastic ripple 
diffusion will be unimportant in the total energy bal- 
ance, but potential hot spots could be an issue. If 
MHD activity is controlled, most alphas will ther- 
malize before they are lost from the plasma. In a low 
density regime, some broadening of the deposition 
profile seems likely, however, because a typical value 
of the fusion product diffusion coefficient is 0.1 m2/s 
in existing experiments. MHD activity is of greater 
concern. Strong sawteeth will transport alphas well 
past the q = 1 surface, resulting in substantial broad- 
ening of the power deposition profile. Alphas that 
reach the edge of the plasma will produce ICE, which 
may be useful as a diagnostic. 

The key unresolved issues are associated with 
collective instabilities. The present degree of agree- 
ment between theory and experiment makes reliable 

predictions of the internal kink or TAE stability 
problematic. Because the energy of alphas is large 
compared with Ti (upre >> uti), alphas may help sta- 
bilize sawteeth. On the other hand, destabilization of 
fishbones might occur. The expected alpha particle 
beta may exceed the minimum beam beta that can 
destabilize TAE modes, so these instabilites are also 
potentially dangerous. Although stability boundaries 
cannot be confidently predicted, the consequences 
of instability are easier to  discern. Non-linear sta- 
bility will probably be achieved through a cycle of 
alpha particle losses during MHD bursts, as it is in 
present beam heated experiments. The bursts will 
clamp the alpha particle beta near the marginal sta- 
bility point. The alpha particle losses will probably 
be concentrated near the midplane, with potentially 
devastating consequences for the first wall. 

In conclusion, in two decades of research into the 
properties of fast ions much has been learned, but the 
most exciting experiments lie ahead. 

Appendix 

FAST ION DIAGNOSTICS 

Particles emitted from the plasma in reactions with 
fast ions constitute the basis of the principal fast ion 
diagnostics. 

If a fast ion collides with a neutral it may undergo 
a charge exchange reaction and escape from the 
plasma as a fast neutral. Escaping neutrals are 
re-ionized in gas cells or stripping foils and deflected 
by electric and magnetic fields to  determine their 
energy and mass. These neutral particle analysers 
(NPA) are generally collimated to measure the veloc- 
ity distribution of neutrals that escape in a particular 
direction. The sightline of the analyser determines 
the angles between the velocity vector of the escap- 
ing neutrals and the magnetic field. For analysers 
that view the plasma in the horizontal midplane, the 
sightline is specified by the minimum major radius 
of the sightline, or the tangency radius Rt,. With 
several sightlines, the velocity distribution of escaping 
neutrals can be determined. 

Relating the measured flux to  a particular loca- 
tion in the plasma can be complicated, however. 
In general, an NPA measures neutrals created any- 
where along its sightline. The background neutral 
density no peaks strongly at the edge of the plasma, 
while the fast ion density nf usually peaks near 
the centre of the plasma; since the probability of a 
charge exchange reaction depends upon the product 
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nonf, the spatial origin of the flux is often uncertain. 
Measurements that employ the background neutral 
density are called passive measurements. In active 
measurements, a neutral beam provides a localized, 
modulated, source of neutrals in the interior of the 
plasma, so that the spatial origin of the signal is accu- 
rately known. There is an additional complication, 
however: neutrals can re-ionize before they escape 
from the plasma. The probability of a re-ionization 
event is greatest for low energy (520 keV) neutrals in 
dense, large (neZ 2 lo1’ m-’) plasmas. If re-ionization 
is likely, little useful information is available from the 
neutral spectrum. 

A readable introduction t o  the principles of charge 
exchange analysis can be found in Hutchinson’s book 
[8]. A 1965 survey of analyser designs and detectors 
appears in Osher’s article [426]. Alternatively, the 
instruments paper by Davis et al. [427] describes a 
particular analyser in detail and provides a succint 
introduction to  neutral particle analysis. 

Neutral particle analysis yields the velocity distri- 
bution in particular regions of phase space. In con- 
trast, most fusion product measurements effectively 
integrate over velocity space. The weight function 
for the integration is determined by the reaction 
cross-section a; in most cases, the signal is weighted 
towards the fastest part of the distribution function. 

The fusion emissivity s is given in Eq. (2). It 
is customary t o  distinguish between three types of 
fusion reactions: thermonuclear, beam-plasma and 
beam-beam. By definition, thermonuclear reactions 
occur between two thermal populations. The ther- 
monuclear emissivity equals n1n2(ov), where the 
reactivity (ov) is a strong function of the temper- 
ature. (The brackets indicate the average over the 
distribution functions, (ov)  = J J ovfifz  dv l  dvz.) 

are reactions between a fast ion population and a 
thermal distribution. For beam-plasma reactions, the 
fusion product emission is proportional t o  the density 
of fast ions, nf. For this case, Eq. (2) simplifies to  

Beam-plasma reactions (or beam-target reactions) 

s = nfnp(av) (36) 
where np is the density of the target reactants and 
(ov)  is the beam-plasma reactivity. If the target 
density and velocity distribution are known, measure- 
ment of the fusion emissivity yields the density of fast 
ions, nf. An important special case occurs when the 
density of the fast ions nf peaks much more sharply 
than the target density np. For this case, the volume 
integrated fusion source strength S is approximately 

s = NfAp(ov) (37) 

where Nf is the total number of fast ions in the 
plasma and A, is the central target density. If ( av )  
can be evaluated, measurement of the fusion source 
strength yields the number of fast ions, Nf, in the 
plasma. 

For fast ion studies, it is often desirable to  distin- 
guish thermonuclear reactions from the beam-plasma 
and beam-beam reactions produced by fast ions, but 
this is difficult in practice. Sometimes deconvolution 
of the spectrum of fusion products allows separation 
of the various contributions to  the reaction rate [40]. 
Injection of a deuterium pellet into the plasma allows 
separation of the beam-plasma component [428,429], 
but this technique is seldom employed. Often the 
thermonuclear emission is negligible but, in some 
of the most interesting plasmas, uncertainty in the 
magnitude of the thermonuclear emission complicates 
interpretation of the measurements. 

Most of the fusion products listed in Eqs (la-d) 
have been used for fast ion diagnostics. An advan- 
tage of neutron diagnostics is that neutrons travel 
on straight trajectories; however, neutrons are more 
difficult to  collimate than other reaction products. 
Charged fusion products are easily collimated but 
their trajectories are affected by the magnetic field, 
so determination of their spatial origin can be com- 
plex. For large MeV ion populations, fusion gamma 
measurements are useful, but the relatively small 
branching ratio [430, 4311 restricts their utility a t  
lower densities and energies. 

In plasmas with large d-d reaction rates, ‘burnup’ 
measurements of the d(t, n )a  and d(3He, p )a  reac- 
tions are frequently used t o  study the confinement of 
fusion products [205]. The technique is illustrated in 
Fig. 2. Measurements of 2.5 MeV neutrons monitor 
the creation rate of 0.8 MeV 3He ions and 1.0 MeV 
tritons. (The branching ratio of the d-d reaction 
is close t o  unity [12].) If they are confined in the 
plasma, the tritons and 3He ions can undergo a sec- 
ondary fusion reaction as they slow down through 
the peak of the d(t ,  n )a  or d(3He, p ) a  cross-section. 
The number of secondary reactions depends upon 
the slowing-down time and confinement of the tri- 
tons and 3He ions and upon the deuterium density. 
Measurements of these reaction rates are used to  
study both the thermalization and the confinement of 
fusion products. 

For further information on fusion product detectors 
and basic nuclear techniques consult the textbook by 
Knoll [432]. Introductions t o  fusion product diag- 
nostics in tokamaks can be found in Refs [8] and [9]. 
More detailed accounts appear in Refs [433-4361. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS 

Af 

bo 
B 
Be 
B e  
BAE 

C 
D 
e 

a 

C 

E b  

Ecrit 

Ef 
El 
EAE 
ELM 
& 
E 
f 

IP 

FWHM 

ICE 
ICRF 
J 

kl 
K 
1 
in 

4 

me 
mf 
mi 
n 
nb 

n D  
ne 
ne 

nf 
ni 
nmin 

120 

nP 
Ncoil 
Nf 

- 

Pe 

Pf 
Pi 
P6 
PRF 

fast ion atomic mass 
minor radius 
distance of closest approach 
toroidal field 
poloidal field 
poloidal field perturbation 
beta induced AlfvCn eigenmode 
speed of light 
Coulomb scattering term 
diffusion coefficient 
electron charge 
beam injector voltage 
critical energy 
fast ion energy 
perpendicular energy 
ellipticity induced AlfvCn eigenmode 
edge localized mode 
electric field 
electric field perturbation 
distribution function 
full width at half maximum 
plasma current 
ion cyclotron emission 
ion cyclotron range of frequencies 
second adiabatic invariant 
parallel wavenumber 
perpendicular wavenumber 
kinetic energy 
cyclotron harmonic 
poloidal mode number 
electron mass 
fast ion mass 
thermal ion mass 
toroidal mode number 
beam density 
deuterium density 
electron density 
line averaged electron density 
fast ion density 
thermal ion density 
minority ion density 
neutral density 
target density 
number of toroidal field coils 
number of fast ions 
electron pressure 
fast ion pressure 
thermal ion pressure 
toroidal angular momentum 
RF power 

pb 

4' 
9 

Qf 
9i 
Q 
Q 
r 
T1 
R 
Ro 
Rres 

&tan 
RF 

S 
S 
Te 
Ti 
Tll 
Tl 
TAE 
VA 

VC 

We 

Vf 

Vi 

VO 

S 

v l l  

zeff 

Zf 
Pf 
P N  

PP 
Pt 

V I  

YI 
s 
AT 
AT 
E 

e 
AD 
In A 
In he 
In hi 
P 

Pe 
Pf 
Pi 

U 

Pe 

beam power 
safety factor 
radial derivative of q 
fast ion charge ( Z f e )  
thermal ion charge 
fusion energy released 
quasi-linear diffusion term 
minor radius 
q = 1 radius 
major radius 
major radius of magnetic axis 
ICRF resonance layer 
tangency radius of beam or sightline 
radio frequency 
fusion emissivity 
volume integrated fusion emission 
source or sink term 
electron temperature 
ion temperature 
parallel temperature 
perpendicular temperature 
toroidicity induced Alfvkn eigenmode 
AlfvCn velocity 
critical velocity 
electron thermal speed 
fast ion velocity 
ion thermal speed 
birth velocity 
parallel velocity 
perpendicular velocity 
effective ion charge 
dimensionless fast ion charge 
toroidal fast ion beta 
normalized beta Pt/(  I,/aB) 
poloidal beta 
toroidal beta 
ideal MHD growth rate 
toroidal field ripple 
decorrelation length 
radial step size 
inverse aspect ratio 
poloidal angle 
Debye length 
Coulomb logarithm 
electron Coulomb logarithm 
ion Coulomb logarithm 
first adiabatic invariant 
collision frequency 
electron gyroradius 
fast ion gyroradius 
thermal ion gyroradius 
poloidal gyroradius 
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fusion cross-section 
fusion reactivity 
loss time 
slowing-down time on electrons 
thermalization time 
toroidal angle 
third adiabatic invariant 
pitch angle 
wave frequency 
Alfvkn frequency 
bounce frequency 
circulation frequency 
lower hybrid frequency 
ion plasma frequency 
precession frequency 
fast ion diamagnetic frequency 
ion diamagnetic frequency 
cyclotron frequency 
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